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Preface

This paper was originally issued as UNIDO/ICIS. 134 under the
title of World-Wide Study of the Leather and Leather Products Industry
for discussion at the Fourth Session of the Leather and Leather Products
Industry Panel which met in

~eijing,

China, 11-15

1980.

It has been reissued under the new title as it appears on the cover
page for consideration at the Second Consultation.
The views expressed in the report are those of the
do not necessarily reflect those of the secretariat of UNIDO.
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INTR ODCCT lO::~
Since the adootion
of the Lima Declaration and .?la.."l of i'\ction in 1975, the
,
leather and leather products industries have been the fucus of
attention and eifort by organs of the UN.

cOllside~:ablc

This was based on the wic:.ely held

assumption that the leather industry sector was an inherently sui:able sector
for effectuating the long-range objectives of the Declaration.

Ir.. that context

:1

congeries of unanticipated questions and issues have progressively arisen.
Tllese stem mainly from problems of raw material supply, the ack.nowledged
inadequacy of relevant st:l.tistics and the relative absence, in the leather area,
of in-depth economic studies and evaluation.
At the first Consultation Meeting On The Leather And Leather Products
Industry (Ir..:lsbruck, November 7 -11,

1977) recommendations were adopted to

expand the scope of statistical and economic intelligence and to deal with various pI' actic al issues of efficiently implementing the Lima Declar ation.

T!':le

meeting had the beneiit of the !fDr ait W orld- Wide Study of the Leather and
Leather Pr<Jduc ts Indus try: 1975 -20 OOlf (LJruDO/ICIS.45, Se pcember 16, 1977),
an effort at corp.prehensive exposition and analysis of the '.vorld leatner L1.dus:ry.
In accordance with one of the recommer..datior..s of the First Consultation
Meeting, UI'11DU orga.n.ized a Panel of qualiiied and representative experts to
guide the furtheranCe of the program approved by the Meeting.

At the last

meeting of:hat Panel, February 5-7,1979, Vienna, several issues ',vere identified for consideration by a second Cons'qltation Meeting.

These include:

(a)

Raw material availability and quality.

(b)

Development of leather products industries in developing countries.

(c)

Problems and ?rospects for international trade in hides and skins,

leather and leather product:;.
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(d)

A joint a.nd coordinated pr og: am of long -term t2chnic al <::is s is t3ncc

developing countries by

U~'1DO,

F .?-.O

of hides, skins, leather and leather
(e)

ar~d

1."1

other internatior:al bodies in the area

oducts.

The role of synthetic materials.

OBJECTIVES 07' PRZSZ)IT S'I'CDY
In the light: of the foregoing, objectives of the present study are:
(a)

To define a-'1.d clarify the basic economic factors in the past development

and the prese:lt structure of the leather and leat!1er products industries '::Ji the
wor Id with particula.r emphasis on the ava.ilability of raw mated al now and in the
future.
(b)

To identify and appraise new trends and iactors with a significant bear-

ing on prospective development of the entire sector.
(c)

To project raw material supply through 1985 by qualitative judgmel:t as

well as statistical methodology.
(d)

To appraise the extent by which t..'le implicit purpose of the Lima Decla-

ration was accomplished in the leather and leather products sector as oi December,
1978 and the potential remaining for further growth of these industries in the developing countries.
(e)

To weigh the role of leather substitutes in the leather economies of the

developing and qeveloped countries.
(f)

To define the major trade problems confronting developL'1g and develo

countries and to suggest possible solutions and a strategy for action at the international and national levels.

-

1 -

eRA PTE R I
SWThT.ary 2nd Conclusions

Summary of the Study

a.

Hides and Ski:-:,.s Economy

An ext::aordinary situation cor-fronts the world leather (l:ld leather products
industries in 1979.

It is compounded

high price levels of hides and skins.

Q:

raw material shortage and unprecede::tec

The emergence of this situation, \vhich is

not related to the inilation or energy sY:ldromes, requi.:-es .:e-evaluation of t!:e
indus tries' economies and developtnent pote!lti21s.
The central fact in the eCQnomics of the leather and leather product industries is the unique character of hide and skin supply: it is vi.:-tually belastic,
variable which c a...'1Dot res pond to demand.

~

Moreover, the quality a-."1d utility of

hides and skins, derived from the same species in different parts of the worlel,
vary tremendously; homogeneity is limited.
Cattlehides ar e the maj or raw rr...a terial of the leather indus try, r e.pr es enting 70 per cent of its output, a.nd the mainstay of !"::'lost leather products.
alld goatskins comp::ise most of the balance.
which is s::ill far from being realized.

Sheep

Pigskins are a su?ply potent:'al

Cattlehide supply has been a!:d remains

the most vital issue to the leather and leather products industries.
Appraisal of current a..."'1d future hide and skin supply requires examination
of world and regional livestock resources.
without relation to tu:-nan population.

These are distributed u.."levenly and

Cattle here.s and sheep flocks in the devel-

oped regions plus South America represent 62 per cent of the world t s raw material resources for production of leather.
!n developing areas other tha..'l South America, livestock produc
terms of hide ane. skin yield, is extremely low in cO!"::'lpar
oped c ountrie s.

~

~Yi

.

In

on \vith output in cevel-

Shortcomings in anir:1al hus ba..'ldry, s laughter methods. and =e-

covery from fallen animals ar c res ponsible.
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A revolution ::: ":::le ei

supply.

~r

oduction

m::::~hcds

in 0i"or:h _.l.m-er ic a inc;: e as ed

It \vas vvidely' a35Ul1::2Cl th2.t s1.:.:n aln1cst cx?onential grov./ch \voulci

definitely· bt:t it

ca~e

to

d.-'l

cor:~:'::ue

end Lrl 1977 and \"!.:as .succeec.cd by sharp

Ln-

con~=acti0r:.

When and to \vhat extent cattlehide su.pply will agab inc r e as e is the maj 0 r
question.

In No.::-th

_~mcrica

the past \'l/ill not be precedent for the lu::ure; the

phenom.enal expa..'1sion of the 50's and 60 l s was a non-recurrent development.

A

slow ret',un to production levels of 1977 is expected by 1985 or 1986.
Prospects for important supply growth can be found only in South America
where gr as sland, the prer equis i.te to cattle production, is available.

Every-

where else the outlook is dimmed by lack of pastureland, shortage of animal feed
and fodder, non-productive 3-'1d primitive methods of animal husband.::y and the
rising contention of h1..4man food and animal feed for arable land.
Minor ch2..'1ges in sheep and goat numbers \vill not aiiect the

bas~c

leather

supply equation.
Hope for the future rests mainly on improvement and more eifective use of
existing resources in less developed regions.
stock are urge:ltly needed.

Better methods of raising live-

Better methods of flaying, curing, recovery, stor-

,

ing and tr 3-"lS port of hides and skins would tr anslate mor e potential supply bto
available sUi?ply in developbg countries.

Unles s that primary task is undertaken

and accoITtplished, development objectives aimed at leather 3-'1d leather proc.uct
output in developing countries have reached practical limits, except for South
America.
There has been a substantial change in tr ade flow of hides and skins during
the last 25 years.

Massive exports of raw material by developL'1g countries have

ended.

In 1978 t.hese countries were, in the aggregate,net importers of cattle-

hides.

Review of the facts, however, indicates that the change was du.e almost

entirely to trade policy and developments in SOi.1th Americ;:l and South Asia.
These were the large raw material exporting areas in the past who now fully utilize their indi.genous hides and skins.

- 3 1.1.) the ci(;velopeci regiol;s the patt('r:w. of hi"d~ and
lXl leather proa"11ct.
- --i Oll_ ~.o l~;:::)\'
.'_,

reached .:11:n

70 pe=

..,rG" ,),
<::D"';l'
c;.,
.........

51'::::'

:::::;:-,dc rc:."lccts a snift

Export 5 01 c ~ttl ch.icic 5 i= u:n tli ..! C.
t

s.

ccr~t

'.vorld tr ade in this corr.,:::.odity.
In hide and skin trade, as well as leather and leather products, the policies
5t

of centrally planned economies are difficult to predic';.

It is noted that !'abridge-

ment of the ma.::-ket proc ~s Sl! is a new and fundamental problem.
Projections of future trade in hides and skbs foresee comparatively little
change for three .::-easons:

Fi.::-st, world production in the major typES of :::aw ma-

terial will increase only modestly.

Second, developing countries with i::1portant

supply have completed the transition to domestic utilization.

In fact, ta...""lning

capacity in various developing countrie s is exces si ve and greater than a·-.railable
hide and skin supply in these cou...""ltries or contiguous areas.

Third,

the

economies of proces sing cattlehides at origin will inhibit exports irom the U. S.
Leadbg problems and issues in hides and skins all relate to the improvement of supply in developing countries, national restrictions on access to supply
and violent price instability.
tional a...'1d national action.

The first two ca...""l be dealt with through interna-

A strategy for such action is suggested.

Price £luc-

tuations and their disruptive consequences are a more difficult issue and, as a
firs t step, international consultation is es s ential.
b.

Leather '1nd Leather Product s Economy
By 1977 the developing countries produced 38.4 per cent of the \vorld's

leather in rough or finished form.

Growth, however, was concentrated in two

regions, Latin America and the Far East.

Further important increase is anti-

cipated only in Latin America where cattlehide output is projected to expand substantially.

Elsewhere in the developed and developing cou...""ltries raw material

supply will permit only minor cha.'1ge by 1985.
Efficiency of tanning plants is defined both in production costs a.nd the consistency of leather recuired
in laroe-scale
manufacture of shoes and other prod•
::>
ucts.

Mechanization is associated with beth aspects of efficiency.

Production

and marketing of leather entail constant liaison with manuiacturers of leather
products.

That is particularly important for tanners seeking distribution in de-

veloped regions wher e style curr ents move rapidly.

-4-

SeverJ.I developi.::.g countries have built leather and finished product ma:lUfacturing facilities on a bo.se of imported co.tt:lehides, almost wholly from the U.S.
Grave difficulties encountered in 1979 attest to the econon:.ic merit of integrated
development based on utilization of domestic raw macerio.l supply.
World leather producticn 'Nill decline from the 1977 level for several years
and begin to recover in 1984.

Projected total output will be 4.2 per cent higher

in 1985 than in 1977, but that gain will not match expected population increase.
Per capita consumption of leather would therefore decline fractionally.
Modern tanning is not a labor-intensive industry.

Leather can be produced

with high labor input, in lieu of mechanization, at a sacrifice of quality or uniform-

ity.

High raw material prices de-emphasize the ratio of labor to total cost and

underscore the importa..."lce of achieving maximum sales value from hides and skins
Fixed and working capital requirements of a modern, mecha."lized ta.nnery
are substantial.

Major working capital is represented by inventory of raw mate-

rial, the principal cost of production.

The amount of working capital immobilized

in inventory is directly proportional to hide or skin prices and escalated shar?ly
be tw e en 1 97 7 a...'1d 1 9 7 9 .
Leather production capacities in developing countries are gener ally 1ar ger
than available raw material supply.

Renc e, with the exc eption of South Americ a

and South Asia, capacity is under -utilized.

Similarly, domes tic raw materi al

is completely absorbed in South America and South Asia. but under-utilized in
Africa and the Nea.r Ea.st.
The role of synthetics and other substitutes is explained by these economic
facts:

Le ather supply has always been les s than potential demand; pric e rations

its consumption; synthetics fill the gap which cannot be met by leather.
Since all leather is consumed, total production and consumption are broedly
identical, barring changes in the pipeline inventories of the industry . •-\n increase
of 4.2 per cent

In

leather production is projected far 1985.

The s arne quantity

0="
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leather I 12,992

million sq. ft .• will be cons umed, 68. 9 per cent by develop~d

countries. 31. 1 per ccnt in developing regions.
Raw mate:::-ial resources and leather output in China are extremely srr:..all in
ratio to population.

Intensive use of arable land for food production willlimlt

greater li"vestock culture.

L::.dustrial development which might entail large im-

port of cattlehides would pose serious problems with respect to the distribution
of world supply.
International trade in leather is composed of two main elements:

Excha....'1ge

of finished Ie athe::: s among the developed nations and export of semi -tanned or
crust leather by several developing nations.

Argentina a..'1d India are pre-

eminent in the latter trade, clearly reflecting the scale of their domestic raw
material supply.
Exports of all types by developed economies reached $1,577 million in 1977,
developing country exports were $724 million, of which $555 million was Shipped
by India, Ar gentina and Br azil.

Further expansion in manuiactur e of Ie ather

products, for domestic consumption or for export, would reduce the movement of
leather fr om developing areas.
Shoes remain the most important of all leather products, absorbing almost
75 per cent of leather output.

In the developed co.untries, however. volume in

other leather products has increased significa..'1tly with garments, small leather
goods, handbags and upholstery leading the way.
Shoe out-r:>ut and consumption in the developed regions, 72 per cent of the
world total, has become stable and the percentage of income expended for footwear has declined.

Production of shoes in developing countries has ex?al'1ded

consider ably in recent years but to a large extent for export to the developed and
industrialized nations.

In other leather products developing countries have mace

great progress in outFut of leather garments but here, too, 01.ttput is almost eXclusively for ex?ort to North ..l.merica and W es tern Europe.

Per capita

- 6 -

consumption of footwear, leather gar'rnents z..nd other leather prod.ucts in developing cOU-."1tries is only a fractbn of the per capita ratio in the ind.ustrially ad-"a,.,."1ced
countries.

Consumption of all leatherproducts correlates directly with dis ?OS able

income.
Capital requirements for production of leather shoes are consider able to
attain optimum levels of productivity.
cost in production diminishes.

When leather prices rise the ratio of labor

In production of garments, handbags and small .

leather goods, fixed capital requirements ar e lower than in shoe

iactori~s.

How-

ever, working capital needs in such enterprises are relatively higher due to the
quantities of leather required per unit of output.

Transfer of technology is not a

problem; development of management expertise and labor skills as well as discipline is a greater obstacle to efficient and competitive production of leather
products in new ar eas.
Leather product capacity in developing count=ies is generally in excess of
current outP'.lt rates.

Many installations appear to have been planned without

solid marketing pr epar ation or adequate reg ard for available raw material supply. Greatest progress has been made by regions favored with adequate raw £:::aterial supply.

Countries dependent on the import of raw material or Ie athe= for

leather product, manuiacture have recently encountered serious difficulties.
The leather produc t industries of Japan, the second largest hide-importing
country in the world, are an

eni~ma.

in the other maj<?r developed nations.

Per capita shoe production is lo'\';n:r than
In China almost all available leather sup-

ply is employed in shoe production and output of other leather goods is extr aordinarily small.
Indexed to 1977 as 100, it is estimated that world output of all leather products will drop to approximately 97. a by 1981 and begin recovering there after to
a r ate of approximately 104 by 1985.

Total shoe produc Han in 1985 is expec ted

- 7-

to read: 3,294 million ?z,irs, an inc.rease of 7 per cent f!:'om 1977.

Growth will

take ?l::;.ce mainly in South America and Easter:l Europe.
A comparable increase in shoe cons'.llnption is forecast with relatively
more gain in developing regions than in the developed world.

Per capita con-

sumption differences between devdoped and developi:lg a=eas will remain
extreme.

Consumption of all other Ie ather products will contir.ue to be lar ge

in the developed countries and lag in developing zones where shoes continue to
have priority of dema.'ld.
World trade in leather products has shown enormous increase over the
past two decades; physical volume increased 600 per cent and moneta=y turnover almos t 12 times.

Footwear is the lar ge st item in 'tr ade value, acc ounting

for 70 pel' cent of the total in 1977.

Although the share of developing countries

has increased, their percentage of world export value in leather products was
24. 8 in 1977.

Leather shoes ranked fir st in developing countries I exports, wi th

leather garments a reasonable second.
Several features of trade in leather products by the developing countries
are especially notable:
United States;

t~ree

The extraordinarily high proportior. of e:,:ports to the

developing countries accounted for approximately 70 per

cent of aggre.gate exports by all developing regions; a very small fraction of
leather goods manufactures was exported by developing countries to other developing nations.
Tariff rates of developed countries are moderate or low, with the exception of Japan, and GSP rates aI e an advantage to the developed cour.tries.
Non-tariff barriers aIe a more importa."'lt problem and urgently require ir.ternational solution.

.... 8

Progress in these basics is a prerequisite to sound and viable development in
the leae.v.:r and leather products sector.

Dependence on the i.rr.port of raw ma-

terial or of leather as the base for leather products output is hazardous.
Every instance of basic progress in leather and leather products is identified
with. availability of raw material as the point of departure.

In both the developed and developing areas of the world

t.~e

expansion of

leather proces sing and of leather product capacity has outstripped basic raw
material supply.

Over-estimation of future supply growth appears to have

been a responsible factor.

Substantial production capacity is now unde r-

utilized.
Neit.~er

trade barriers nor inability to acquire technology have hereto-

fore been obstacles to development.

On the contrary, wherever

t..~e

precon-

dition of available indigenous raw material supply has been met, developing
countries have been able to shift from sale of raw material to production and
marketing of lea ther and leather products.

In spite of the new 1979 multilateral agreement on tl"ade, restrictions
and non-tariff barriers are a threat to the efiicient functioning of existing
industry and further development.

Priority of attention should be given to

international cooperation in order to restrain escalation of trade barriers
and restore equitable terms of trade in hides and skins, leather and leather
products for developing and developed countries.
CONCLUSIONS
Developments of the past year have drawn attention to raw

mat~rial

supply

as the major problem of the world leather and leather products industries. Two
decades of extraordinarily favorable supply of cattlehides, the principal raw
material of

t.~e

leather industry,have been succeeded by supply stl"ingency. This

does not appear to be merely a cyclical episode.

There are strong indications

that it reflects the resumption of a more normal relationship of cattlehide production and human population trends.

- 9 Looking forward to 1985 it is difficult to foresee resumption of supply
growth at the rate which characterized the last t"\wcnty-five years.

This change

in trend 'I,vi11 alter prospects for growth in leather and leather products in developed and developing regions alike.

SouL'1 America is the only region of L'1e world

where significant growth prospects in cattlehides can be anticipated for the next
decade.
The data of production and trade in leather and leather products demonstrate that developing countries with adequate supply, in quantity and quality, are
now fully utilizing their domestic resources.

The same countries are also

rapidly expanding into the integrated manufacture of leather products.

These

countries, the largest producers of hides and skins in developing regions, have
effectively reached the Lima Declaration goal in leather.
A more difficult and serious problem is apparent in countries with inadequate hide and skin supply due to livestock resources or shortcomings in making hides and skins available for the production of leather.

It would seem that

these countries must address themselves to fundamentals:

Livestock produc-

tion; improved slaughter methods; better hide and skin recovery and quality.
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CHAPTER

II

HIDES AND SKINS ECONOMY
INTR ODUCTION
Although the production of leather may be the most ancient industrial pursuit
of ma.nkind, its economics are largely terra incognito compared with contemporary
understanding of industries more modern in origin.

This observation applies with

special force to the economics of hides and skins which are the starting point of
the leath.er industry and the derivative leathe.r products indust.ries.

Po.rtentous

deveJ.opmenC:i in 1 '-}7'd and the fir:;) t hal! of 1,-}79 highlight t.1.e gaps in under standing
of hide and skin market economics.

In that period cattlehide prices advanced

mo.re than 100 per cent in the U. S. and othe.r primary world markets and reached
an unprecedented level both absolutely and in ratio to gene.ral

c~mmodity
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indexes.

Neither the extent nor rapidity of the advance were anticipated, with

very few exceptions, by market pI' actitioners or theorists.

(See Figures 1

and 2. )
The implic ations of the current situation in world hide and skin markets
may be much wider and more far-reaching than is generally perceived.

Their

gravity can be inferred from the single fact that the price level prevailing in
April 1979 required 250 per cent more working capital than a year previous to
maintain a constant physical inventory in tan..."leries processing every description
of raw material.

Is such enormous escalation of hide and skin prices a transi-

tory phenomenon attributable to a recurrent cycle in livestock production or
does it reflect the surfacing of unher alded factor s?

Appr ais al of this question,

with all its significance for international policy and planning in the leather sector, requires review in this chapter of hide and skin salient economic characteristics.

Similar re-exalT'..lnation of the leather and leather products industries

is undertaken in the following chapter.
STATISTICAL DATA ON HIDES AND SKINS
Statis tic al Limitations
The existi.ng data base of the hide and skin economy leaves very much to
be desired for accurate description and analysis.

A cogent exposition of the

inherent deficiencies was pres ented to the Ad Hoc Government Consultation on
Hides &: Skins called by the FAO Committee on Commodity Problems October,

1/
1978.In es s ence, the shortcomings of statistic al intelligenc e in the hides and
skins sector include:
1.

Exceedingly wide gaps in production, trade and consumption data

from a majority of countries and complete absence of official or reliable figures
from many.

The scope of statistics on available supply varies directly with the

FIGURE 2
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13 proportion of animals slaughtered for fa..rr"..ily subsistence or in village abattoirs
and with the proportion of supply recovered from fallen animals.

Statistics on

utilization, trade and consumption are frequently not collected by national statistical services because of the difficulties arising from the heterogenous
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nature of this raw material and its derived products. 2.

Lack of standard conversion ratios to relate hides and skins of differ-

ent types and origins by common denominators.

Such conversion ratios are

es sential in the first instance to define the weight equivalents of hides and skins
flayed. cured and processed by different methods, 1. e., brined, wet-salted,
fleshed or non-fleshed, dried, pickled, semi-tanned, wooled or pulled, . etc.
Conversion ratios are equally indispensable

to deterlT'..ine the area or weight

yield in leather from hides and skins of given or calculated weight.
3.

There are very few statistics on comparative quality or grade of raw

material by origin and types.

Conventional measures of hide and skin produc-

tion and trade by gross number or weight provide no insight or guidance with
respect to optimum utilization of indigenous supply.

Historically, comparative

market values played a principal role in funneling supply to the economically
most appropriate utilization.

To the extent that the importance of the market

compass has diminished, greater statistical and economic intelligence is indis pens able to avoid inefficient allocation of reso urces.
Information Framework of Study
In spite of the patent inadequacy of the statistical data now available,
meaningful description and analysis of the hide and skin economy and derivative
industries is feasible.

This assumption rests on a core of reasonably consistent

time series,. mainly from developed regions but also including several developing nations.

Trade data, past and present, provide a basis for verifying,

estimating or extrapolating related series essential to depicting the composite
structure.

Reports by qualified observer s, particularly the consultants engaged
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in 1978 by UMDO to survey specific regions, are invaluable in analysis of exis ting conditions, and their causes, and for gauging future trends. Raw material
dealers and brokers, machinery and chemical suppliers, and tanners, of dif£erent nationality but all with past or present commercial familiarity with various
foreign areas are a great source of uncodiiied information.
In brief, therefore, this study is based, to the maximum pos sible extent,
on available hard data.

However, in appraisal of trends and projection of sup-

ply, trade, utilization and consumption volume in 1985, qualitative judgment is
invoked to supplement conventional statistical methodology.

SALIENT ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS - HIDES AND SKINS
By-Products
It is a truism that hides and skins are the by-products of meat production
and, in a parallel sense but lesser degree, of wool and milk output.

Since

hides and skins from cattle, sheep, goats and pigs account for more than 97 per
~,

cent of the world raw material for leather, a unique economic fact follows:
Hide and skin supply is virtually not responsive to demand.

The qualification

refers to the small increases or decreases of available supply imputed to extreme price change under highly unusual circumstances such as the great
depression of the early thirties, or, per contra, the price explosion of 1972.
Moreover, the supply consequences under such conditions tend to be confined to
residual or low-grade supply from remote and under-developed areas.
For all practical and analytical purposes hide and skin supply, therefo7'e,
must be described as inelastic.

No other commodity of substantial economic

i.mportance shares this characteristic in remotely equivalent degree.

It has

been a central factor in the economics of hides, skins and leather for generations and will become even more vitally important during the next decade.
underlying reason for the inelasticity of supply is obvious:

The

- 15 Realization values for hides and skins are a very small fraction of the cost and
value of meat on the hoof or of the yield of milk or wool in the productive span of
dairy cows or wool sheep.

A few examples will suffice to indicate the value relation-

ship of hides or skins and market value of animals ready for slaughter.
ratio of hide weight to animal live weight averages 5.8 per cent.

In cattle the

Since average hide

prices per pound have in the past been lower than the price of beef on the hoof per
pound, hides have rarely exceeded 5 per cent of live animal value.

The comparable

historic average for calfskins of 5.6 per cent is slightly higher as it is for the superior grades of sheep and lamb skins obtained from standardized breeds such as
raised in New Zealand.

In the absence of meaningful price series for goat or goat

meat, correspondents in India provided quotations and estimates.

These indicate

that in 1977 goat and kidskin prices approximated 5 -7 per cent of the val ue of marketable animals.

Data with respect to pigs and pigskins is also scarce.

However,

according to U. S. Department of Agriculture price reports for pigs and tr ade quotations for pigskins. the latter represented, in 1918, between 4 per cent and 6 per
cent of animal value.
It would not be accurate to draw a generalized stricture from the above regarding the role of hide and skin values in livestock prod uction, animal slaughter. meat
marketing or hide and skin availabili.ty.

The significance of the hide and skin value

ratios cited vary enormously with the degree of develop ment in livestock raising
and marketing. in slaughter systems and techniques, and i.n the distribution of major
products and by-products.
In the more highly developed countries, and especially those which are market oriented, the incentive to maximize by-products is omni-present.

Animal

slaughter in such countries is concentrated in packing establishments of large
scale and these establishments tend to compete for animal supply and in sale of
their products, including hides and skins.

To a large packer 5 per cent is a

highly significant item on the profit and loss account.

So much so, that sale of the

- 16 by-products at optimum market price is
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incentive toward efficient slaughter,

proper flaying and maintenance of quality in hides and skins.

A correlative feature

of the livestock producing and processing industries in many of the highly developed
areas is the prompt and general distribution of price and value iniormation through
government offices or commercial trade press and agencies.
An obverse set of conditions prevail in the under-developed and least developed areas of the world.

Slaughter is not concentrated or centralized.

It is widely

dispersed as a household function, among local butchers or small abattoirs.

In-

centives for the preservation or improvement of quality are conspicuously absent.
Communication is diffused through several layers of collectors and buying agents.
Inelastic Supply
In terms of the two extremes described in the preceding paragraphs, more
precise economic meaning can be given to "inelasticity of supply!1 and the value
relationship of hides and skins to animal and meat values:
First, the primary fact is that whatever the stage of national development,
livestock are not raised and slaughtered to augment hide and skin supply.
Second, in the developed countries available supply consis-tently and clos ely
approximates the potential maximum supply.

Fluctuations in hide and skin prices

are not a Significant determinant of quality.
Third, in the developing areas of the world price determines in some degree
the ratio of available supply to the potential maximum from slaughter and recovery
from fallen animals.

Price also influences quality, expressed by takeoff. cure,

storage and tr ansport, to a greater extent than in the developed countries.
Homogeneity
From the stand point of tanners and leather product manufacturers an ideal
characteristic of raw material would be homogenity in hides and skins of various
descriptions.

That is far from being the actual case in the four major species and

even less so in the exotic hides or skins which account for 2-3 percent of aggregate

-11leather production.

rn point of fact, hides and skins are heterogeneous within each

taxonomic grouping and the principal reasons are:

Diversity of breed, age at

slaughter, season of kill, animal maintenance, feed supply, flaying systems and
equipment, curing methods. storage and tr ans port facilities.

Variations in each of

the preceding elements can diminish the homogeneity of hides or skins dr awn from
a cotnmon area and ostensibly from the same breed.
It can be correctly inferred that degree of homogeneity correlates directly
with the stage of agricultural and industrial development in the nation or areas of
hide and skin origin.

North America, Western Europe and Oceania are the areas

of the greatest progress in that respect and it will illutninate the general problem
to note the responsible factors.
In the leather sector the economic criteria of raw material homog-eneity. are
three -fold:

Hides and skins of specified origin must be susceptible to standard

description and classification, e. g., animal sex, weight, cure, season of takeoff,
moisture content and grade.

Second, hides and skins so classified meet applicable

specifications within agreed tolerances.

Lastly, the products of diiierent packing

es tablishrnents, conforming to standard classific ations, can be comingled in the
tannery to produce commercially uniform leather.
Prerequisites to Commercial Homogeneity
Essentially these are:

Basic homogeneity of anitnal breed; standa.rdized sys-

tems of raising and marketing livestock for optimum yield of meat, milk or wool;
consistent availability of gr as s or fodder and feed gr ain at cos ts which nortnally provide incentive for herd maintenance and growth; a market system based upon respect
for recognized standards of hide and skin grade and selection; and. slaughter establishtnents large enough to sort and sell their hides and skins according to standard
classification and grade.
The prerequisites noted above do, in fa.ct, describe tnajor features of hide and
skin production in North America, Western Europe and Oceania.

These conditions
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have evolved over many years agai.nst the background of a generally favorable [:lhysical enviromnent and the concurrent emergence of an i.nira-structure [:lroviding communication, tra.nsport and machine technology.

And, it should be added, the constant

honing of competititive response has promoted a continuous quest for efficiency among
livestock producers and packers.

It is scarcely surprisi.ng that U. S. hides set a

standard for volume tr ade i.nternationally or that New Zealand pelts playa similar
role in the world sheep and lambskin tr ade.
In the under -developed regions the bide and skin economy is in most res peets
the antithesis of prevailing conditions and practice in the highly developed areas.
The facts have been long known and clearly articulated by the organs of the UN in
their effort to accelerate economic development in ma.ny areas.

Improvement in

animal husbandry, flaying, curing, collecting and tra.nsport have been repeatedly
stressed as essential to enhancing the availability, value and utilization of indige-
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nous raw material. The problem is of paramount importance because the available supply of raw
material in many areas falls signiiica.ntly short of the potential supply both in qua.ntity a.nd quality.

Ma.ny facts of the problem have been documen ted by consultants

charged by UNIDa in 1978 w uh inves tigation and analysis of available supply in
various countries of Africa, Asia and South America.

Again and again these re[:lorts

emphasize the ubiquitous obstacles: Animal breed and maintenance, grass and fodder

endemic disease. tsetse, ticks, warble fly, inadequate slaughter systems,

poor cure, absence of collections and storage facilities, transport and communica-

4/
tion deficiencies.
Classes of F..ides and Skins and Relative Importance
Four categories of hides and skins are presently, and foreseeab1y, of signiiica.nt economic importa.nce to the world leather and leather products industries.
These are:

Bovine hides and skins, sheep and lambskins, goat and kidskins, pigskins.

- 19 All other types of hides and skins are generally grouped as exotic and represent no
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more than 2 -3 percent of aggregate raw material suitable for production of Ie ather.
It is obvious that the principal categories are by-products of livestock raised for
meat, milk or wool whereas the peripheral types are not.
In each of the species, from which the principal categories of hides and skins
are obtained, there are a great number of breeds, cross -breeds and
species.

ev~n

sub-

All of these differ, and in many instances quite markedly, in size, weight,

physical conformation and fibre structure.

Moreover, the difference in physical

characteristics among breeds is amplified by the differences due to age of animals
of the same br e ed at time of slaughter.
In the bovine group cattlehides are taken from mature animals and calfskins
from young stock ranging from new-born to animals several months old.
distinction obtains between sheep and lambskins, goat and kidskins.

A similar

The integument

of a mature animal is, of course, much heavier and larger in area than the takeoff
from young stock.

In addition, the qualitative differences of grain and fibre due to

animal age are generally sufficien.tly extreme to preclude common utilization. of
cattlehide and cali leather for uniform end products.
Production of cattlehides exceeds calfskin supply approximately ten times,
worldwide, with the disparity ranging to 20 -fold by nation and region in accordance
with the composition of the cattle herd.

Calfskins originate primarily from' dairy

herds through the marketing of excess bull calves for slaughter as veal.

Bull calves

from beef herds are typically converted to steers for grazing and feeding with only
a small proportion retained for reproduction.
Conversely, the slaughter of young stock in both sheep and goat culture il
gr eater than the kill of mature animals.

The latter are held during their produc-

tive span for wool output or for proven breeding value.

In addition, lamb or kid

meat is gener ally deemed more palatable than mutton or goat meat.
Finally and most important - cattlehides are the basis, the sine qua non of the
modern leather industry.

This central and dominant fact tends to be obscured in
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wide ranging discussion of economic strategy for development a..nd availability of
indigenous resources.

Absent hides, the production of leather would be scarcely

more than a minor and even rudimentary industry.

Table 1 presents the key data

with res pect to quantity of principal components in world supply.
TABLE 1
WORLD HIDE AND SKIN PRODUCTION
AND LEATHER EQUIVALENTS
1977
Million
Pieces

Leather Area
Million Sq. Ft.

Per Cent
Total

Boville

285

8,895

71. 3

Sheep & Lambs kins

384

2,738

22.0

Goat &.: Kidskins

167

834

6.7

12,467
Source:

F AO 1977 estimated production totals Bovine, Sheep and
Goat breakdown and computation of leather area by 1. R.
Glass (CCP:HS78/2, Part II, August 1978

It should be noted that Table 1 does not include cattlehide splits.

Most cattle-

hides processed into light leather (which includes practically every type but sole.
harness and mechanical belting) are split in thickness to separate the topgrain
layer from the bottom or flesh side. Splits are a valuable article of commerce and
are used for many purposes including shoe uppers, garments, insoles, work gloves,
etc.

Splits yield on average an additional 32 per cent to the primary or topgrain

area of a hide. Hence, it is estimated that the realistic quantity given for cattlehide
equivalent area in Table 1 should be approximately 11,000 million square feet.
Apart from quantity per set other factors are involved in the primacy of cattle ..
hides. First, cattlehides can be used to produce or fabricate almost every conceivable
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type of leather or leather product; the utility of other raw materials is much more
limited.

Second, given equal utility per unit of surface area, the value of raw mate-

rial increases with size by virtue of economies in leather product manuiacture and
fabric ation.

A c attlehide of 40 square feet can be tanned and cut into shoe parts at

considerably less expense than eight goatskins.

For products requiring large pat-

terns, e. g., upholstery or garments, cattlehides are almost irreplaceable.

AVAILABILITY OF HIDES AND SKINS
It is necessary to define "availabilityll in the context of this study.
is

~

Availability

the maximum possible supply of hides or skins theoretically obtainable from

slaughter of livestock or recovery from fallen animals.

Availability equates with

the supply which moves into sight, through market channels, or by mandate, for
utiliz ation by tanners, lar ge or small and whether individual, corporate or publicly
owned.
Animal Numbers
Livestock population is the logical and necessary starting point although it can
only serve as a crude index of hide and skin production for several reasons.
include:

These

Wide variation in the composition of herds and flocks nominally of the same

species; tremendous disparities i.n productivity, i. e., ratio of slaughter to live
animals; percentage of hide and skin recovery from fallen animals.

Only a small

minority of countries maintain requisite statistical services for a periodic census
of total numbers, geographic distribution, age grouping, animal marketing, incidence of death losses and other vital data..

Undoubtedly, the most systematic effort

to gain such information has been carried on by FAO and its compilations provide
highly useful approximation of both numbers as well as national and regional trends.
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WORLD LIVESTOCK NtJMEERS

C A ! ! L E
1977
1961-65
1972-74

(Million Head)

S

1961-65

E.

E E P
1972-74 llli

Developing Countries

ill

.ill

.§§l

ill

ID

451

La tin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
As ia t C. P •.1 •

197
114
36
320
90

243
124
46
340
103

258
124
4S
335
100

133
76
85
79
82

125
74
115
79
48

120
78
118
80
55

Developed Countries

343

426

.ill

.ill

524

1Q§.

114
84
107
25
13
1,100

135
100
137
38
16
1,282

136
98
148
41
16
1,301

29
73
178
233
44
1,012

18
93
174
207
32
965

13
94
175
192
32
957

North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe & USSR
Oceania
Other Developed Countries
World

~

G

1961-65

0

A ! S
1972-74 1:ill

P

1961-65

I

G

S

1972-74

1:ill

Developing Countries

ill

430

.lli

275

276

m

La tin America
Africa
Near East
'.Ir East
A"i.. , C.P .1.

43
122
53
87
90

35
129
76
89
101

36
131

71

77

89
101

3
17
175

69
9
3
20
175

73
14
3
20
185

De'ft loped Countries

~

23

23

270

305

319

3
11
7

2
10
7

1
10
7

68
82
110
3

67
89
137
3

70
94
140
3

-2

--!

-2

--1.

-2.

.-ll

421

453

457

545

581

614

North AmeriC.l
Western Europe
Eastern Europe & USSR
Oceania
Other Developed Countries
World
SS2!tI!MII:

FAO,

u. s.

9

Foreign Agriculture Service, UNIDO Consultants.
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- 24 Several aspects of Table 2 as a summary of the world's livestock resources
require clarification.

!'1umbers, per se, it must be noted, cannot be equated with

hide or skin production. The most glaring example, of course, are the cattle of
India which are not bred or raised for meat but are UDiquely a socio-religious institution.

Bovine hides or skins in that country are almost entirely obtained from

fallen animals with mortality due to natural causes (age). disease and starvation.
Consequently, in India the ratio of bovine hides and skins produced to animal numbers is approximately 10 per cent compared with off-take rates of 35 to 40 per cent
from beef herds in developed countries.

Similarly total cattle numbers include

buffalo and water buffalo, related bovine species, and which are raised primarily
for farm motive power.

IIOf the wor1d!s population of 150 million buffaloes, 95

per cent are in Asia and 76 per cent in S. E. Asia ... it is considered that buffaloes
are better suited to providing cultivation power for small farmers than mechaniza-
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tion in the near future. i,- Since buffaloes are typically retained as long as they
provide energy for plow or cart, the off -take r ate is extremely low.

Identic al fac-

tors influence both the composition and slaughter rate ci. the bovi.ne herd in China.
1.£ the foregoing circumstances are taken into account. the conventional data

on cattle numbers in Table 2 require pragmatic revision.

From the standpoint of

the hide and skin economy, the cattle resources of the developing countries in
terms of hide productivity are considerably less than the conventional tally in
Ta.ble 2.

The following table illustrates the productive equivalent in hide terms:
Table 3.

Produotive Eg:uivalent in Hides

Million Head

Estimated
Actual

Adjusted for
Hide Productivi!i:*

Developing Countries

862

620

Developed Countries

439

439

1,301

1,059

World

*

Based on calculated differential hide or skin yield, in pieces,
from live cattle in India and China and from buffaloes in Asia
equal to developed country average. Comparative size and
quality of hides are ignored in this context.

- 25 The computation of productive cattle numbers in Table 3 draws a more accurate perspective on the present and foreseeable dimensions of the world's most
important raw material resource for leather.

In the first place, the proportion of

"hide producing!! cattle in the developing countries is smaller than indicated by
cursory statistical enumeration.

Second, barring massive sociological change and

economic development, the limits on growth in the leather sector of major developing regions are severe.
Appr ais al of the world sheep and goat stock does not involve problems of the
same order as the cattle population.

Major economic features of sheep and goat

production include:
1.

Wide dispersion of existing numbers among small produc ers, farmers and

family units.

With respect to sheep, the only exceptions are the large-scale pro-

duction system in Oceania and to ales ser extent the comme rcial flocks in Argentina.
Brazil, Spain, U. S., Iran and Turkey.

Large flocks, however, are very rare in

capriculture, although A. V. Parpia notes a possible trend toward commercial
breeding and production in India.
2.

Sheep are raised for meat and wool and suitability for one or the other

major product varies with the breed.

Production trends are aifected in major de-

gree by the demand for and prices of meat and wool.

Production of goats is far less

dependent on market meat prices since most goats are raised for family subsistence.
3.

Sheep are efficient converters of grass to animal protein and are not crop

destructive.

However, they require more care and attention than any other live-

stock species.

Goats, per contra, are born with a survival instinct.

Unfortunately

they are inimical to virtually all planting or foliage and, in that sense, characterize
the lowest levels of agricultur al development.

Government policy in India, for

example, has sought to discourage goat breeding because these animals, unless confined, denude land and forests.
Pigs are not at present a major source of world raw material supply.

However,

they are considered in this study because the raw material ootential of 650 million

- 26 pigs cannot be ignored.

In many ways, pigs present minimal production problems

in comparison with other livestock species.

They can be raised by farm households

or on a large and intensive scale by specialized pig "factories".
and fattening ranges from grain to vegetable waste.

Diet for growth

In most regions pigs ca..'l be

br ed serr..l. - annually; multiple births permit swiit growth in number s in respons e to
demand.
Livestock Production - Major Economic Aspects
It is not intended at this juncture to examine the minutia of lives tock produc-

non, practices and results by regions and countries.

The follOwing analysis is

concerned only with major economic facts and forces which are essential to understanding existing conditions in the hide and skin economy and to realistic projection
of future hide and skin availability.
Crass
Cras s is the point of departure for livestock culture because when grass is
available ruminants convert solar energy i.nto human food at exceedingly low cost.
Cr as s, and its cultivated genetic variants, remains the primary economic factor in
raising cattle and sheep.

Vegetation of almost any kind is deemed edible by goats.

Pigs have few dietary restrictions: they can be raised on household waste in small
farm holdings or on planned grai.n regimens in factory type enterprises dedicated to
uniformity of pork products.

In briei, production of cattle and sheep basically rests on grassland for grazing and for production of winter fodder.

Quality and consistency of product, as well

as speed of production Crate of weight gain) are greatly enhanced by grain feeding
but grass is the fundamental prerequisite for maintenance of cattle herds and sheep
flocks.
Suitable or available areas of gras sland are more limited than is gener ally
supposed.

A glance at the world map discloses that prime pasture land is typically

located in the temper ate ZOnes and is marked by year -round precipitation in contr ast

- 27 to seasonal deluge.

Such areas are found in North America (Southern Canada. U.S.,

Northern Mexico), Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay, Southern Brazil,

Europe (be-

low the 44th Parallel), temporate or pleateau Africa. Australia, New Zealand,
Western China, Mongolia.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the most productive

herds and flocks and the maximum output of meat, milk. wool and hides and ski.ns
per capita are identified with the foregoing regions.
To what extent harsh determinants of geography and climate can be modified
is a moot question involving many factors.

These include the cost of the needed

technology and requisite energy, water supplies and, above all. the conflicting
claim for arable land due to population pressure.

The latter aspect is obviously

instanced by China where practically all arable land is cultivated intensively to
produce food directly for human consumption.

Even in the developed countries a

debate has emerged in recent years on the economic merits and mor ality of vegetable versus animal protein.
Production Cycles
In the developed and market-oriented countries the past long-term upward
trend in cattle numbers has, on occasions, been interrupted by temporary declines.
These intervals are loosely described as "cycles!!, especially in the U. 5., although the evidence with respect to cause and periodicity is far from exact.

How-

ever, the mechanics of the so-called cycle are quite clear: A major drop in profit
margin induces cattlemen to liquidate breeding stock, that is, cows and heifers.
When profit margins increase. breeding stock is expanded through retention of
heifer calves.

For biological reasons seven years or more may elapse before herds

7/
again reach pre-liquidation numbers. -

Since the U. S. is presumed to be the sta-

tis tical par adigm of bovine production cycles. Figur..e 3 merits examination.

This

indicates that in the thirty years prior to 1976, there we: e interruptions of only
moderate amplitude in the long-term growth of cattle population.
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In 1976 U. S. cattle numbers attained a record peak of 131.8 million head.

By the s pring of 1979 the estimated number had fallen to 110. 6 million, the mos t
severe drop in the history of the modern industry.
vokes serious questions.

Decline of such magnitude pro-

Is the downturn merely a pause in the secular trend or

does it reflect more fundam.ental change?
TABLE 4
CATTLE NUMBERS IN CERTAIN COUNTRIES
Millions
Average
1968-72

1973

1974

1975

1976

Pre.
1977

Western Europe

92.9

96.0

100.6

100.9

98.9

98.4

Argentina

50. 1

54.7

58.3

59,5

59.0

58.3

Oceania

31. 3

38. 1

40.2'

42.4

43.2

41. 5

- 29In each of the countries cited in Table 4, as well as in the U. S., seemingly
different factors were responsible for the coincidental halt in long-sustained growth
of cattle herds.

Yet, on close examination a similar economic background appears

to be pervasive, namely, excess market supply of beef, limited meat export opportunity, and inadequate realization prices compared with mounting production costs.
In the EEC, for example, burdensome stocks of beef and butterfat led to reduction
of price support levels.

Argentina! s traditional market in Europe was affected by

heavy production in the EEC as well as beef import restrictions by the U. S.
Depressed world beef prices, in addition to drought, afflicted cattle producers in

8/
Australia.
The Feedlot
No aspect of modern beef production is more important than the emergence of
the feedlot in the U. S. during the early 1950's.

Its consequences were by no means

confined to the U. S.; they were worldwide and directly within the province of this
study.

Understanding the role of the feedlot is essential to informed appraisal of

hide supply, pas t and future.
First, the facts:

Gr ai.n finishing of cattle had been practiced in the U. S. on

a small commercial scale for many years.

In 1950 several feedlots were estab-

lished contiguous to the source of range cattle, accessible to feed supply and capable of holding several thousand head at one time.
quickly and widely recognized:

The resulting advantages were

Economies in transport and mechanized operation,

marketing benefits in selling beef of more uniform and consistent quality.

Cattle

feeding rapidly became a major branch of the livestock industry.
In 1950 U. S. cattle slaughter totaled 13, 104,000 head.

By 1970 slaughter

reached 35,740,000.

Concurrently, cattle population increased from 77,963,000

to 112,303,000 head.

This phenomenal growth has nO precedent or parallel in

agricultural history.

The feedlot, as the analogue of a factory system, was

- 30 responsible.

Obviously, a supporting base of fodder and feed grain output was an

indis pens able adjunct.
Second: The consequences - Cattlehide supply in the U. S. outstripped population growth and leather consumption.

By 1953 the U. S. moved from the hide

import to the export side of the foreign trade ledger; in following years, the U. S.
became the major supplier of hides to the international market.

This enormous

addition to world supply kept hide prices exceedingly cheap, in relation to commodity price indices until 1972 when Argentina embargoed the export of cattlehides.
In effect. the world leather economy was given a huge stimulus.

Low cost hides

promoted consumption and facilitated establishment of new tanning capacity in a
number of countries.
It is now apparent that the great supply gain engendered by the feedlot in the
U. S. was a non-recurrent development.

By 1 crl9 feedlot expansion stopped and.

indeed. there were indications of redundancy in the cattle feeding industry.
Livestock Production Methods and Systems
An enormous spectrum of practices and methods is encompassed by the blanket
term IlAnimal Husbandry".

A majority of the world's livestock is bred and raised

under conditions which would be familiar to farmers and producers of past centuries. That fact is vital in assessing future growth and projecti.."lg numbers in speciiied years, such as 1985. To enumerate the distinguishing characteristics of
advanced livestock culture is tantamount to cataloguing a wide range of modern
science and technology.

For example, advanced management systems lean heavily

on artificial insemination for control and improvement of breed. inoculation and
disinfection against disease, feed supplements for weight gain, strength and to
prevent aborting, forage crop rotation and fertilizers, formula silage and feed

9/
components, etc. -

A review of findings in various countries by UNIDO consultants

suggests that only transfer of technology on a massive scale can accelerate the rate

10/
of livestock population growth in most developing and under -developed regions.Whether such transfer be accomplished rapidly enough to influence livestock nUInbers materially by 1985 is very doubtful.

- 31 POTENTIAL AND ACTUAL HIDE AND SKIN SUPPLY
Livestock numbers measure the capital resources which yield the potential supply of hides and skins.

Three major factors then determi.o.e, everywhere and at all

times, the actual yield available for leather output:

1.

Productivity, or the ratio of slaughter to animal numbers.

2.

Proper flayi.o.g and preservation of hides and ski.o.s for economic use i.o.

leather production.
3.

Degree of recovery of hides and skins from falle.o. animals.

There is enormous variation i.o. the operation and practical thrust of the above
factors by cOUlltry and by regio.o..

Per capita consumption of red meat, for example,

ranges from well over 100 pOUllds annually in developed areas to less than 10 pounds
in many cOUlltries and regions.

With few exceptions, consumption of red meat cor-

relates directly with per capita income; the exceptions are mostly due to social and
religious inhibitions or to dietary preference.

Livestock productivity, expressed as

the ratio of annual slaughter to herd or flock numbers, als 0 rises sharply with the
per capita i.o.come gr adient.

In developed and i.o.dustrialized regions, such as W es tern

Europe and North America, yearly cattle and calf slaughter averages 36 per cent of
cattle population; the comparable ratio i.o. less developed areas can be as low as 10
per cent.
The range of raw material yield from slaughter correlates with the capital intensity of slaughtering facilities.

In the U. S., at one end of the scale, the variance

between hide and skin production and livestock slaughter is below one per cent.

1.0.

less developed areas the gap is estimated to be as much as 20 or 30 per cent of
slaughter and represents a serious loss in the availability of raw material.

Reasons

11/
for the los s are described and documented by consultants I reports to UNIDO. Inadequate slaughter and flayi.ng facilities are one of the main reasons for the
dis crepancy between total slaughter and actual hide or skin supply.

In Afric a, Asia

and parts of Lati.o. America, large packing houses with modern equipment and skills
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TABLE 5

RATIO OF SLAUGHTER TO LIVESTOCK

Nl~~RS

BY REGION. 1977

C A T

(Mi llion Head)
Developing Countries

Numbers
862

T

L

E E P
Slaughter
183.2

-1-

15.0

Numbers
451

E

S

Slaughter
129.G

--1...

H

40.6

Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
ASia, CPR

258
124
45
335
100

42.0
14.4
7.9
50.4
14.9

16.3
11.6
17.5
15.0
14.9

120
78
118
80
55

21.0
34.3
.66.9
33.3
27.7

17.5
43.9
56.7
41.6
50.4

Developed Countries

439

156.1

12.:1

506

200.5

39.6

North America
Western Europe
Eas r:ern Europe & USSR
Oceania
Other Developed

136
98
148
41
16

53.0
34.9
49.9
14.7
3.6

38.9
35.6
33.7
35.9
22.5

13
94
175
192
32

6.9
55.3
66.2
8.1

53 .. 0
'58.8
37.8
33.3
25.3

1301

285.7

21.9

957

383.7

40.1

World

G

0 A !

64.0

P

S

r

G

S

Developing Countries

434

153.5

35.4

294

191.4

65.1

La tin .America
Africa
Near East
Far East
ASia, CPE

36
131
101

9.7
35.3
26.0
62.4
20.1

26.9
26.9
33.7
70.1
19.9

73
14
2
20
185

29.4
12.0
2.0
28.0
120.0

65.1
85.7
100.0
140.0
64.9

Oeveloped Countries

~

13.5

58.7

ill

410.1

128.6

1
10
7

0.7
6 .. 9
4.0

70.0
69.0
57.1

5

1.9

38.0

70
94
140
.3
12

103.1
124.0
162.0
4.0
17.0

147.3
1.:31"
115.
133.3
141.7

457

167.0

613

601.5 .

77

89

North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe & USSR
Oceania
Other ~e loped
World

Source:

FAO, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

"

- 33 are lonely exceptions to the prevailing practice of slaughter by household or farm,
by local butchers and small abattoirs. or on village flaying grounds.
Loss of hides and skins at point of slaughter is compounded by their consumption as human food, a not uncommon practice in areas of Africa and Asia where
immediate utility may outweight problematic returns for careful flaying, curing,
storage and tr ans port.

It should be noted that the pI' actice is not anomalous; in the

developed countries far more pigskin is sold and consumed as food than is preserved
for tanning.
Other conditions contributing to loss of hides and skins after slaughter are
poor cure, inadequate transport, and lack of structured systems for the collection,
grading, storage and marketing of the goods to assure optimum use and value.
Proper curing after flaying is exceedingly important because fresh hides and skins
are highly putrescible, especially in hot climates.· Bacterial decay must be arrested
promptly after flaying to avoid irremediable damage.

(See Annex 1 for description

of curing methods. )
Finally, the degree of recovery of hides and skins from fallen animals can
and does represent a ponderable loss in availability.

In the developed countries com-

mercial rendering plants, strategically located, assure minimum loss of raw material to the leather economy as well as salvage of other by-products.

The problem is

of much greater magnitude in less dev.eloped countries and areas where the level of
animal husbandry cannot as yet prevent high death losses.

A. D. Parpia corr...rnents

that in India, :tSince the largest part of the raw material, na.."llely bovine and buifaloes, are ex-fallen animals, it would be extremely important to institute steps for
better carcass recovery .... the problem has to be tackled at the grass roots and the
12/
size of the problem is stupendous. 1 1 Hide and Skin Production, Past and Present
For more than two decades preceding 1977, global hide and skin production
increased markedly, reflecting both greater livestock numbers, as well as improved
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PRODUCTION OF HIDES AND SKINS
1961 and 1977

B

0 V

Hi 1110n Pieces
% Increase
1961 .!ill
Decrease

I

E
Wet Sa1ted-000 Tons
% Increase
Decrease
1961 !ill.
N

Developing Countries

91.8

129.6

41.2

1487.4

2101.0

41.3

La tin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia J CPE

27.8
11.2
5.5
34.6
12.S

42.0
14e4
7.9
50.4
14.9

51.1
2S.6
43.6
45.7
16.4

635.3
168.1
68.3
364.0
251.7

949.3
217.6
99.9
540.9
293.3

49.4
29.4
46.3
48.6
16.5

117.1

156.1

33.3

1943.7

3106.4

59.8

38.2
33.3
35.8
7.3

-hl

53.0
34.9
49.9
14.7
3.6

38.7
4.8
39.4
101.4
44.0

720.4
625.8
451.4
100.4
45.6

1178.3
796.2
782.8
287.6
61.5

63.6
27.2
73.4
186.5
34.9

208.9

285.7

36.8

3431.1

5207.4

51.8

Developed Countries
North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe &: USSR
Oceania
Other Developed
World

S HEE P

Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia, CPE

North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe &: USSR
Oceania
Other Developed
World

138.2

183.2

32.6

89.8

115.8

29.0

23.9
27.7
44.0
21.3
21.3

21.0
34.3
66.9
33.3
27.7

-12.2
23.8
52.0
56.3
29.4

20.1
20.5
25.7
12.6
10.7

17.1
25.5
39.6
19.8
13.8

-15.0
24.4
54.1
57.1
29.0

219,0

200.5

.. 8,4

200.8

192.7

- 4.1

18.3
50.S
81.2
59.9
8.7

6.9
55.3
66.2
64.0
8,1

-62.3
S.9
-lS.5
6 .. 8
.. 6.9

16.4
47.S
58.1
69.7
8,7

6.2
51.0
51.7
75.7
8.1

-62.2
6.7
-11.0
8.6
~

357.2

383.7

7.4

290.6

308.5

6.2

~

Developed Countries

LAM B
Dry Weight-OOO Tons

Million Pieces
Deve10pins Countries

AND
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TABLE 6 (Continued)
PRODUCTION OF HIDES AND SKINS
1961 and 1977

GOA T

.ill.!
Developing Countries

AND

Million Pieces
t Increase
Decrease
1977

KIDSKINS

.ill.!

Weights-OOO Tons
t Increase
Decrease
l21l

~

88.5

116.5

31.6

11.5

7.8
22.2
19.6
54.9
12.0

11.4
12.7
47.4
43.0
18.8

D~

117.7

.ill.:2

Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia, CPE

B.7
32.1
18.0
42.1
16.8

9.7
35.3
26.0
62.4
20.1

44.4
48.2
19.6

7.0
19.7
13.3
38.4
10.1

Developed Countries

l&:.!

13.5

.::.1b1

12.6

10.6

-15.8

North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe & USSR
Oceania
. Other Deve loped

1.7
7.2
5.6
0.1
1.. 5

0.7
6.9
4.0

-58.8
- 4.2
-28.6

1.7
3.9
5.0

0.7
3.7
3.6

-58.8
- 5.1
-28.0

----1..t.2

26.7

2.0 --.b.§.

..1fh.Q

133.8

167.0

24.6

127.1

25.6

World

Source:

10.0

101.2

FAO-CCP:78/2, Part II August, 1978. Reports by UNIDO Consultants
November-December, 1978, coincide with FAO data and estimates for
Developed Countries but are significantly lower for various
Developing Countries. However, the broad pattern of change between
1961 and 1977 is fairly represented by the FAO compilation.
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TABLB 7
AVAII..i.BLB WORLD SVPPLI

.!ill.
BQ~ltiE

l!IDE~

Million.
Pieces

World
Total

!2s!.

AHD
1.
World
Total

129.6

45.4

2101,0

40,3

3369.3

37,9

42.0
14.3
11.6
14.4
7.9
50.4
34.4
14.9

14.7
5.0
4.1
5.0
2.9
17.6
12.0
5.2

949.3
386.9
232.0
217.6
99.9
540.9
343.8
293.3

18.2
7.4
4.5
4.2
1.9
10.4
6.6
5.6

1344.4
486.5
371.4
388.6
204.5
1104.0
694.0
327.8

15.1
5.5
4.2
4.4
2.3
12.4
7.8
3.7

156,1

54.6

3106,4

59,7

5526,2

62.1

53.0
34.9
49.9
14.7
3,6

18.5
12.2
17.5
5.1
1.3

1178.3
796.2
782.8
287.6
61,5

22.6
15.3
15.0
5.5
1,2

2017.2
1256.2
1645.8
4S5.5
121,6

22.7
14.1
lS.5
5.5
1.4

285.7

100.0

5201.4

100.0

8895.5

100.0

l

Developing Countries
La tin. America

Argentina**
Brazil**
Africa
Near East
Far last
India**
Asia, CPX
Developed Countries
North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe ~ USSR
Oceania
Other Deve loped
World

**

000

SKll!S
Sq. Ft ..

1.
World
Total

Million

Included in iegional Total
S HIE P

Develgping

Couut~1es

Latin America
Africa
Near I.st
F.r last
Asia. CPI
Dsye1o?ed COQAtrie.
North ADlrica
We.tern Europe
141. tarn ! urop. ~ ussa
Oceania
Other Deve loped
World

AND

LAMBS gINS

183.2

47,7

115.8

37,5

1284,S

46,9

21.0
34.3
66.9
33.3
21.7

5.5
8.9
17.4
8.7
7.2

17.1
25.5
39.6
19.8
13.8

5.5
8.3
12.8
6.4
4.5

142.1
239.0
'199.2
199.1

5.2
8.7
lS.5
7.3
7.3

200,5

52,3

192.7

62,5

1453,1

53,1

6.9
55.3
66.2
64.0
8.1

1.8
14.4
17.3
16.7
2,1

6.2
51.0
51.7
75.7
8...f.l

2.0
16.5
16.8
24.5
2,6

40.9
387.5
483.3
493.0
48.4

1.5
14.2
11.7

383.7

100.0

308.5

100.0

2737.6

100.0

505.1

IB.O

1,8
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!ABLE 7 (Continued)
AVAILABLE WOB.LD SUPPLY

GOA T
1World
Total

I2!!!

153,5

91,9

116,5

91.7

770.7

92,4

La tin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia, CPE

9.7
35.3
26.0
62.4
20.1

5.8
21.1
15.6
37.4
12.0

7.8
22.2
19.6
54.9
12.0

6.1
17 .5
15.4
9.4

49.5
190.5
135.6
293.8
102.2

5.9
22.8
16.3
35.2
12.3

Developed Countries

l1d

..Jh1

.!&.:..2

...§.d

63.5

..2.:.!i.

0.1
6.9
4.0

0.4
4.1
2.4

0.7
3.7
3.6

0.6
2.9
2.8

3.2
31.2
20.5

0.4
3.7
2.5

1.9

1.1

2.6

2.0

8,6

1,0

167.0

100.0

127.1

100.0

834.2

100.0

Million
Pieces
Developing Countries

North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe & ussa
Oceania
Other Developed
World

AND
000

KID S KIN S
1World
Million
Total
Sq. Ft.

43.2

'%.

World
Total

- 38 productivity in certain regions.

The major gaill was ill boville hides and skins;

growth in output of sheep and lam.bskins and of goat and kidskills was significantly
lower,

La calculated weight, a more accurate measure of leather yield than pieces,

the gain. in boville output reflects declinillg calf slaughter and heavier beef animals
in developed coulltries.

La assessillg world resources in available hides and skillS, stress must be
given to the facts detailed previously in this chapter on the uemendous variation ill
physical characteristics of hides and skins derived from the sam.e species.

These

variations have been and are presently identiiiable, to a very large extent, by region of production and size is a vital regional variation.
Cattlehides produced in Western Europe or North America will yield 40 sq. ft. ;
ill India the corresponding figure is barely 19 sq. ft.
26 sq. ft., Australian hides 34 sq. ft .• etc.

African hides average les s than

Regional differellces in size of sheep-

skillS a.nd goatskins are much smaller except for the great difference between skins
from mature and from young animals.
True available hide and skill supply cannot, thereiore,· be accurately measured
or compared ill the primary units of production.

Such tabulation and cc:m parison

alone can lead to gross distortion ill appraisal of available supply, both globally and
by region.

Two conversions can be employed to approximate comparative quantities

ill equivalent units. weight and area yield of hides and skillS.

Table 7 compiles world

available supply by region ill original units, weights and surface area.

Since the

unit of s ale for at Ie as t 92 per c ellt of all Ie ather is now the s quar e foo t (or s quar e
meter), area is the most meanillgful basis of comparison.

Units of area are, of

course, subject to the sam.e caveat of quality variation that applies to a count by
pieces or gross weight.
In concise form, the global distributial of the available major raw material
supply in 1977 was as follows:
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TABLE 8

1977 WORLD DISTRIBUTION OF AVAILABLE
MAJ OR illDES AND SKINS

Million
Sq. Ft.

Bovine

Developing Regions

3369

12.!:)'4

771

542.4

435

Developed Regions

552.6

1454-

63

7043

565

8895

2.738

834

12,467

1000

Total

Sheep

Composite
Totals

Goats

0/0

Regional Variations
Variations other than size cannot be expressed statistically, although their
qualitative bearing on available supply should not be disregarded.

Grain surface,

fiber structure, flaying defects and cure determine both the value of hides or skins
and the type of leather and end-product for which they can be used.

For example,

hides from aged animals are typically coarse grained a.nd marred by cumulative surface damage.

Cattle or buffalo hides recovered in India cannot, therefore. generally

be converted to full grain leather for top grade products.

Skins from mature, wool-

bearing sheep tend to be ribby and Wlsuitable for leather garments; hence, the superior quality status of New Zealand lambskins compared with Australian or Argentine sheepskins.
Detailed description and commercial evaluation of every type of raw stock by
all regions and cOWltries is beyond the scope of this study and the only comprehensive

13/
survey ever made is WlfortWlately outdated. gional hides and skins i).

qll(\lit~tive

terms

Such evaluation of national or re-

is a critical prerequisite to any consider-

ation of viable alternatives for the optimum utilization of indigenous supply. Reparts
by UNIDO consultants in 1978 have greatly enlarged general information on the major
characteristics of hides and skins in various regions.
in the following descriptive summary.

Their findings are incorporated
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Latin Americ a

In this area, ranging from Mexico to Argentina, there is substantial variation
in methods of livestock raising and in character of hides and skins.

Argentina,

Brazil, Uruguay and Paraguay are the major cattle producers and with the largest
proportion of slaughter in "Frigorificos" or modern packing establishments.

In

these countries, where cattle production and slaughter methods compare with
standards in developed countries, hides are of excellent to good quallty, although
many of the Brazilian hides are ticky.
inferior in quality, takeoff and cure.

Hides from Central America are g.enerally
It is estim.ated that in 1977 the entire region's

hides aver aged 32. 5 sq. ft. and output totaled 42 million pieces.
Sheepskin production, which has been declining, is mainly from wool breeds.
Quality of skins from commercial packers is good; collectors' skins are inierior;
loss from non-recovery is believed to average 15 per cent.

Skins are approxim.ate1y

6. 8 sq. ft. in area.
Goatskin supply has been relatively stable with very modest growth predicted
for the near term.

Kidskins from the region are a desirable raw material; goat-

skin quality is iruerior.
Africa
In general. the conditions governing livestock raising, slaughter, flaying and
curing are serious constraints on quantity and quality of output.
problems includes:

The catalog of

Nomadic or serr..i-nomadic stock raising; periodic and recurrent

drought in areas such as the Sablel; family or butcher slaughter and flaying; lack of
abattoirs or their non-utilization; disease and insect damage; dry-curing; consumption of hides or skins as food; non-recovery from fallen animals, etc., etc.

There

are se.:veral countries where UN assistance and government-sponsored programs
have resulted in improvement.

However, the bright spots are rare; tremendous

effort must be applied to impr ave available quantity and quality of hides and skins.

- 41 Variations within and among the sub-regions of the continent are pronounced.
The estimated average size of all African cattlehides is 2.6 sq. ft. but this covers
34 sq. ft. hides from North Africa and 18-30 sq. ft. pieces from Central and
Southern Africa.

Heterogeneity also afflicts the sheep and goatskin supply.

North

African countries such as Morocco and Algeria produce skins of reasonable uniformity.

Ethiopian skins, when available, are fairly consistent in character, especially

in the Addis Abbaba area.

African sheepskins run large, averaging more than 7

sq. ft., reflecting proportionately large slaughter of sheep.

Goatskins vary in

size from 4.5 to 6.6 sq. ft. and are extremely diverse in grain a.o:i fiber from
country to country.
Commercial observers long familiar with Africa, cite two reasons for the reduced uniformity of available national supply:

First, the movement of lives tock as

well as hides and skins across borders causes intermingling of supply; second,
commercial systems for large -scale collecting, sorting and gr ading of hides and
skins have diminished.
Near East, Africa
A perceptible improvement in the quality of Egyptian hides and skins is related
to operation of government abattoirs and salt curing.

However, many of the cattle

slaughtered are draft animals with hides in poor condition and include a large proportion of buffaloes.

Measurements range from 10 to 34 sq. ft.

Sheepskins are

small, 6 sq. ft., and goatskins of les s than 4. 0 sq. ft. ar e very much below the
world aver age.

In the Sudan, the char acteristic problems of slaughter, flaying and

cure depreciate the value of hide and sheepskin output which compares with Egypt in
available quantity.
Near East, Asia
Turkey a.l"ld Iran possess the major livestock numbers in the region.

Hides in

Turkey are small, poor in quality due to bad grain scratches, insect da..-nage and

- 42 inferior cure.

Goats are inferior and declining in number s, but the sheepski.ns are

surprisingly good in quality.

Growth i.n domestic leather garment output has pro-

vided an incentive for improvement of sheepskin quality.
cattlehides 24.7 sq. ft.

j

Average sizes are -

sheepskins 6 sq. ft. and goatskins 4. 1 sq. ft.

II' an' s sheep flock is third larges t in the world and is largely composed of
hair sheep.

Skins from this crossbreed are more finely textured than wooled sheep-

skin s and are highly valued for garment leather.

Aver age size of II' an sheepskins

approaches 8 sq. ft., a very desir able feature for garment, leather.

The ratio of

acceptable to reject grades of Iranian skins is considerably higher than in the rest
of the region or, for that matter, in other developing regions.

Apart from Turkey

and Iran, the available hide and skin supply of the region is marked by the endemic
problems of less developed countries.
Far East
The outstanding and unique variation in hide and skin supply of the Far East is
familiar.

Since most of the cattle and buffaloes in the region are not raised for beef,

the hides are taken from superannuated or fallen a!limals.

Productivity of herds is

low; hide quality is notably poor; area yield of hides is the lowest in the world.

Con-

ditions adverse to hide and skin output and quality are exemplified in India which represents 73.

a per

cent of total regional supply in equivalent surface area.

Hide and skin productivity and quality suffer from the repeated litany of farm
and village slaughter, bad flayingJ poor cure, inadequate transport, animal disease,
insect damage, lack of grain and feed. etc.

A provocative observation by R. D.

Higham illustrates the economic cost of quality deficiency in the region:

"Despite the

high cost of imported leather which includes a substantial import duty, some products
manufacturers have found it worthwhile to import finished leather in order to get
14/
more consistent quality and better cutting value. r r Surface yields differ only moderately in the Far East countries; estimated aver
ages for all countries are - bovine hides 18 sq. it., sheepskins 6 sq. ft .• goat and
kidskins. 4.7 sq. ft.

- 43 China
The extraordinary subject of hide and skin supply in China is reviewed in a
following paragraph.

Regional variation is almost an irrelevant consideration.

Nevertheless - cattlehides in Cb.i..na are small, about 20 sq. ft. or half the size of
hides in Western Europe or North America.

Quality is deplorable and testifies to

the age and long service of beasts of burden which have outlived their usefulness.
Sheep and goatskin quality is superior to hide condition in commercial char acteris tics; takeoff appears to be acceptable and tr aditional tr ading pr actices are still
respected.

The same comment is not applicable to China ' s pigs kins; grain damage

and butcher defects are omnipresent.
North America
North American cattlehides are the largest and perhaps the only supply in the
world meeting all of these criteria:
1.

Basic homogeneity of animal breed (Angus, Hereford, Longhorn).

2.

Standardized methods of raising and marketing cattle.

3.

High quality of hides with respect to substance, grain, flaying, cure.

Brands are an economic rather than quality issue since only area is affected and this
is recognized in price differentials for branded selections.
4.

Recognized and respected trade standards for grade and selection.

5.

Consistency of quality from year to year and by comparable season.

Area yield varies with weight of specified hide selections.

Light hides produce 36-

38 sq. ft., heavy hides 40-46 sq. ft.
The quality of calfskin and kips is uniformly high.

Calfskins average 10 sq. ft.,

and kip yield 22 sq. ft.
Sheep and lambskins vary with geographic origin but flaying, cure, pickling, etc.,
meet top standards.

An incr easing proportion of skins are marketed as shear lings ,

wooled skins, to meet world demand for double face garment leather.

(Skins with

wool on and sueded leather surface.) Aver age footage of sheep and lambskins is

7.2 sq. ft.

-44Western Europe
Compar able or superior in quality to North. Americ an cattlehides.

Points of

difierence are the absence of large herds in Europe and gr ain feeding is either carried out by the original producer s or in small feedlots with little res emblance to the
American system.

Considerable local butcher or farm slaughter exists in Spain and

Italy, but the bulk of animals are slaughtered in modern commercial establishments.
Cattlehides in Western Europe are the largest in the world and average about 42 sq.
ft.

Europe is also the largest remaining source of calfskins which average 10 sq.

ft. per piece and are unexcelled for quality.

Sheep and lambskins, primarily from

wool breeds, approximate 6.8 sq. ft. and meet top standards for flaying, cure and
pickling.
Eastern Europe and USSR
Geography and climate pose unusual problems for the
for a large proportion of the USSR land mass.

region~.

and particularly

Extensive programs have been under-

taken in the USSR to improve livestock breeds and expand grass, forage and feed
resources.

Existing diversity of cattle breeds impairs the homogeneity of cattle-

hide supply.

This appears to be less pronounced in several countries of Eastern

Europe than in the USSR.

Flaying and cure vary consider ably but on the whole fall

short of the most desirable standards.

In the USSR cattlehides are estimated to

average 33 sq. ft. and in Eastern Europe about 35 sq. ft.
Sheep and lamb numbers in the region are second only to total flocks in
Oceania.. Wooled skins or shearlings averaging 7.5 sq. ft., are widely used for
garment purposes.

Available supply for light leather purposes is thereby limited.

Oceania
Livestock raising is one of the prinCipal industries of Australia and New Zealand which have the highest ratio of animal numbers to human population of any area
in the world.

Sheep production in particular is outstanding in systematic technique

and organization; flock productivity is unexcelled.

Land and water conditions are

- 45 more favorable in New Zealand than Australia. where drought is a recurrent problem ill the marginal production areas of the interior.

High quality la...."'!lbskins are

the unique New Zealand specialty; these aver age 6.0 to 6.4 sq. ft. and are deemed
suitable worldwide for smooth and suede garment leather.

Most of the Australian

output is in sheepskins, which are coarser grained and ribby.

Cattlehides in both

countries yield less footage than North American and European hides, approximately 33 -34 sq. ft .• and Australian hides from the country's interior are frequently
insect damaged.

Takeoff and cure meet modern standards.
CONCLUSIONS

Statistical approximations of global and regional hide and skin availability,
whether measured in pieces, weight or equivalent area, are the essential first
step in analysis of the hide and skin, leather and leather products economy. They
define the potential for leather production globally and are a guide to the indigenous
resources available for ta.nning by region and by country.
It is apparent that the distribution of hide and skin supply is extraordinarily
uneven a...."'!long the nations.

Whatever the causes, a major share of world supply is

concentrated in relatively few regions and countries.
Moreover, it is not necessary to engage in demographic or per capita exercise
to demonstrate that population and raw material concentrations do not coincide.

It

should be noted, too, that uneven availability of supply cannot be identified solely
with the juxtaposition of developed and developing nations.
developing group.

It also applies within the

For example three countries, conventionally described as devel-

oping, accounted in 1977 for 35 per cent of the total supply in the entire developing
country group.

Available supply in Argentina. Brazil and India totaled 1,903 mil-

lion sq. ft. in the three principal raw materials. compared with 5,424 million for

all the developing countries.

-46Sunnll ~omnarison: Argen"tina z Brazil z India ::>nd
All Develo;eins: Countries - 1277
Sheep,
Million Sq. Ft.
Bovine
Goat
Total

Table 9.

Argentina

486

56

10

552

Brazil

373

26·

14-

413

India

618

134

186

938

1477

216

210

1903

3369

1284

771

5424

Total
All Developing Countries

Cattlehides are the base and bastion of the leather industry.

They represent

71.3 per cent of all leather production and can serve virtually every leather product
need.

Goatskins and sheepskins have much more limited end product utility.
Problems suggested by quantitative description of available supply are intensi.

fled and multiplied by regional and national variations in character and quality of
hides and skins.

Too much stress Can.t1.ot be given to the fact that an economic tan-

ning operation requires adequate supply of reasonably uniform raw material.

(Econ-

omic is defined here as output value exceeding input costs.) The development of the
modern tan.ning and leather products industries depended to a great extent on a tradilig structure which cha.n.neled hides and skins into reasonably uniform and compar·
able assortments for their economic utilization.
Unusual and sustained growth in world hide and skin supply occurred for some
twenty year s prior to 1977.

In lar ge measure this growth was attributable to the

coincidence of expansionary forces in Europe, North Am.erica, Argentina and
Oceania.

Projection of future supply by extrapolation from the preceding period of

growth would give misleading results.
and skin supply must be revised.

Methods of [orecas ting or proj ecting hide
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mtroduction
It has been pointed out previously in this chapter that projection of future livestock numbers must weigh distinct anomalies of development during the last twenty
year s.

Equally unique problems are involved in forecasting future available hide

and skin supply, future demand and future patterns of international trade in hides
and skins.

The problems are apparent in reviewing major trends discernible cur-

rently and in the very recent past.
Major Current and Supply Trends
Accessibility of Supply
Forecasting is complicated in the hide and skin area by the abridgement of the
market process in the international allocation of available supply.
forms:

This takes t"No

On the supply side, major producing countries embargo or severely restrict

the export of raw material and, on the demand side, certain importing nations provide subsidies or various other incentives to finance imports of hides and skins which
might otherwise be economically unjustiiied.

Examples of the first are Argentina, .

Brazil, India, Colombia and Pakistan, producers of 25 per cent of the world's cattlehides, who embargo or otherwise restrict access to their own raw material. The Republic
of Korea, Taiwan, Mexico and Japan are instances of raw material deficient countries

where large imports are sustained through direct governrn.ent aid or restrictive foreign trade controls.

Centrally planned econorr...ies are a case unto themselves since

exports and imports may be guided by national economic policy rather than subject
to the arbitrament of market value.
Several implications of this trend are treated elsewhere in this study.

It is

irn.rn.ediately relevant to analysis of trade flow and patterns of dern.and for hides and
skins.

Hide and skin supply, it will be recalled, is virtually inelastic in response

to dern.and.

Moreover, with one historic exception, potential dern.and has always

-48exceeded actual supply in modern times.

The exception occurred in 1934 -36 as a

result of the great drought in the western U. S. when eight million starving cattle
were acquired by the government.

Aiter slaughter the hides from these a.ni.mals

were marketed gradually over a three -year period, by a government corporation,
to avoid market disruption.

At all other times in the past, consumption and supply

were in a continually shiitiDg but de facto state of equilibrium.

Market price deter-

miDed who would be the users and what would be the usage of available hides and
15/
skins.
Whatever its social virtues or demerits, the market process allocated the distribution of available supply among and within the countries of the world.

Abridge-

ment of the market process has developed against a background of rapidly

~row\

supply during the last two decades.

Ii that period is succeeded, for even several

years, by reduced growth or static supply, what will be the consequences in price
and accessibility of hides and skins to various regions and nations?
Hide and Skin Prices
Violent price eruption in the first quarter of 1979 continued the steady advance
of the preceding year.

But, what had previously been interpreted as an element of

the general i.nilation syndrome was increasingly viewed by Spring 1979 as indicative
of adverse hide and skin supply prospects.

This was most apparent in the U. S.

where conunercial cattle slaughter declined 15.3 per cent from 1978 during the
first six months.

AJ:l inunediate consequence of high-priced raw material for tan-

ners and product manufacturers was a huge increase in working capital requirements.

Raw material importers, more particularly in developing couJ:ltries lacking

domestic hides and skins, curtailed purchase operations iJ:l the first five months of
1979.
Processing At Source
Shortened U. S. supply of cattlehides in 1979 has stimulated further interest
in the economics of proces sing fresh hides (not cured) at or contiguous to supply

- 49 sources.

Initial operations at a new plant designed to produce blue leather from

16/
fresh hides confirm estimated savings of .03 ¢ to . 04¢ per foot. -

Elimination of

salt from taonery effluent is also reported of major importance.

The trend toward

adoption of the fr esh hide tanning concept will have a wide impact on the structure
of trade between importing and exporting nations.

Formidable cost advantages will

favor the export of processed hides, i. e .• wet blue or crust leather over raw
hides.
Capaci ty
Whether the facts should be described as condition or trend is irrelevant:
Capacity in taoning and in leather products manufacture was widely reported as
under -utilized in May, 1979.

This trend had previcu sly been apparent in a number

of developed nations, notably the U. K., France, West Germany and the U. S.
More recently there is evidence of a similar development in certain developing
countries.

For example, tanning capacity in Argentina now exceeds current avail17/
able hide supply in that country. Reports of UNIDO consultants cite examples of
comparatively new leather plants operating at a fraction of rated capacity in India,

18/
Thailand, Tanzania, Egypt, Turkey, Iran, the Sudan, Nigeria, etc. -

The Republic of

Korea, Japan and Taiwan, almost completely lacking domestic raw rna terial, the
sharp rise in hide prices has forced curtailment of leather production.
Energy
The all too familiar curve of energy costs since 1974 need not be described.
Taoning and the manufacture of leather products are not energy intensive indus19/
tries and, therefore, will not be seriously or disproportionately affected by the
rise in energy costs, provided that energy supplies are available to existing or
prospective plants.
oped agriculture.

However, energy is a major factor in transport and in develShipping costs, for example. have become a more significant

item in ocean carriage of wet-salted hides.

For agriculture the implications are

wider since they involve the feasibility of mechanization, irrigation and the cost of

- 50 fertilizers based on petrochemicals.

These are, in turn, factors of consider able

weight in the broad objectives of incr easing and improving available hide and skin
resources.
Demography
Finally, a trend has emerged, to the surprise of most demographers, with
long-range and unpredictable consequences for the hides, skins, leather and leather
products sector.

Birth rates are declining in almost all developed and a number of

developing countries.

In Europe, West and East, zero population growth is immin-

ent, if not already a fact in several countries.

Similarly, forecasts of biological

i.ncreas e in the U. S. have been revised downward in light of a persistent low birth
rate.

Declining population growth is accompanied by shifts in the age group dis-

tribution of national societies, thereby influencing production and consumption levels.
It is unlikely that tangible consequences of the new population trend will be
evident by 1985.

Over the longer term, however, it could well assume major im-

portance in the development of the hides, skins and leather economies.
PRODUCTION PROJECTIONS, 1985
Livestock Numbers
Future livestock numbers cannot be projected by the statistical techniques
applicable to certain kinds of time series.

For example. the data for the major

parameters of cattle population are more precise and reliable in the U. S. than in
any other country.

Nevertheless, statistical extrapolation from a 25-year baseline,

1950-1975, would yield grossly inaccurate results on the size of the U. S. cattle
herd in 1979 or 1985.

Why?

Because there are too many economic variables which

must be factored into forecasts of livestock population and which cannot be quantified.

These include demographic factors, energy costs, social customs, competi-

tion for arable land use (grain vs. grass I), water supplies, feedlot waste disposal,
dietary trends, competitive meat supplie!'!, existing technology and the rate of technological change, capital resources, etc.

Wormed knowledge of the

£or~egoi.ng

- 51 factors, and many others, as well as familiarity with available statistics is essential
in estimating future livestock numbers.

The reports of UNInO consultants on vari-

ous regions and countries in 1978 provided a great amount of down-to-earth information needed to evaluate livestock trends and hide and skin availability.
The forecasts given in Table 10 are grounded both on available data and evaluation, by region and country, of relevant and specific factors in prospective development.
Regional Variations
Regionally and by key countries the 1985 livestock projections take acco unt of
the following specific considerations.
Cattle
In Western Europe stability in numbers is likely following the induced expansion which culminated in 1976.

Both beef and dairy product demand will reflect the

somewhat unexpected and pronounced trend toward human zero population growth.
Tr aditionaliy, cattle raising in Europe has been intensive, due to limited gras sland,
in contrast with the extensive nature of production made possible by the prairies or
pampas of the U. S. and Argentina.

Hence, in the absence of stimuli such as beef

or butter -fat support prices, there has been a notable correlation between cattle
numbers and regional consumption.
Eastern Europe and the USSR pose questions of analysis and projections on
which prior experience is inadequate.

A two-fold program has been initiated in

recent years to expand cattle numbers and improve meat yield per animal.

In both

instances the coefficients of succes s are pasture -land and sufficient supply of gr ai.n
or suitable fodder.

Geogr aphy defines the extent of feasible gr as sland and the

length of growing seasons for grain and fodder crops.

Variables such as annual

precipitation and feed grain import requirements are, of course, unpredictable.
It is estimated that cattle population in the USSR and Eastern Europe will increase
to 156 million head by 1985.
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!ABLE 10
LIVESTOCK NUMBERS
ACTUAL AND PROJECTZD

C A '! '!
Average
Pre.
1977
1972-74

eMi 1 lion Hea d)

L E
Projected
1985

S

Average
1972-74

E ! P
Pre. Projected
1977
1985

H

Developing Countries

856

862

ill

441

ill

~

Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia, C.P.E.

243
124
340
103

258
124
45
335
100

290
130
50
350
105

125
74
115
79
48

120
78
118
80
55

125
80
123
80
60

Developed Countries

426

439

450

524

506

525

North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe & USSR
Oceania
Other Developed Countries

135
100
137
38
16

136
98
148
41
16

138
100
156
40
16

18
93
174
207
32

13
94
175
192
32

10
95
175
215
30

1,282

1,301

1,375

965

957

993

World
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G

Average
1972-74

a

A '! S
Pre. Projected
1985
1977

P

Average
1972-74

I

G

Pre.
1977

S

Projected
1985

Developing Countries

.ill.

434

427

276

295

318

Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
As ia J C. P .E •

35
129
76
89
101

36
131

30
136

69
9

77

89
101

77
84

100

20
175

73
14
3
20
185

75
20
3
20
200

Deve loped Countries

23

23

23

305

.ill

~

North America
Wes tern Europe
Eastern Europe & USSR
Oceania
Other Developed Countries

2
10
7

1

10
7

1
10
7

67
89
137
3

4

5

5

9

70
94
140
3
12

75
96
150
4
15

453

457

450

581

614

658

World
~gJ.lli:!;=§:

:3

FAO, U. S. Foreign Agriculture Service, UNIDO Consultants.

- 53 in North America cattle nwnbers are projected to reach 138 million head in

1985.

That would be lower than the peak population of 146 million attained in 1975.

It is noteworthy that the downturn in the U. S. cattle herd, commencing in 1976, is
the most severe in magnitude and percentage yet recorded in that country.

Prelim-

inary estimates place the 1979 mid-year tally in the U. S. at 110 million cattle and
calves compared wi. th 132 million in 1976, a decrease of 16. 7 per cent.

A nwnber

of economic factors will dictate a longer period for rebuilding herds, whenever that
process begins, than in their liquidation.

These include: An historic ally low nwn-

ber of dairy cows thereby 1 imiting the num1:::er of calves suitable for diversion to
beef output; the ratio of feed and beef prices, highly probable at least through 1979,
which will stimulate marketing for consumption r ather than retention of young
stock; the capital requirements for maintaining a herd at the record high animal
prices in the Spring of 1979 and forecast into 1980 by the Chicago cattle futures
markets.
Only modest growth is anticipated in the Far East.

It has been noted that a

major proportion of Far Eastern bovines consists of cattle in India and buffaloes,
largely concentrated in Southeast Asia.

Reports of UNlDO Far East consultants in

1978 emphatically support the finding of little growth potential in these resources.
As for the balance of the Asian cattle population, the ubiquitous constraints of arable
land, farm systems, national income. climate and so forth, impose limits on growth.
In 1985 cattle numbers in the Far East will do well to aggregate 350 million.
Africa poses the most complex problem of analysis with respect to cattle nwnbers as well as other types of livestock.

Varying stages of economic development

on the continent hinder the collection of data and obscure their interpretation.

Pro-

jecti.ons cannot be derived from any common or dominant matrix; they must be based
on painstaking country-by-country assessment.
projected for Africa in 1985.

A total of 134 million cattle are

- 54. A unique

5

et of conditions marks the Asian Centr ally Planned economies and

particularly the major nation of the group, the People! s Republic of China.

In the

latter country, land utilization is not a conjectural problem; it is a harsh reality.
Production of grain and vegetables for a growing population have absolute priority
20/
in the use of tillable soil. Projected cattle numbers for the centrally planned
nations of Asia will not exceed 104 million by 1985.
Latin America will sustain the largest relative and absolute growth of the
continental regions.

There is still grassland to exploit in South America.

In sev-

eral countries the supporting i.oira-structure of industry, distribution and trade
may even qualify their economies as "developed ll •

Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay,

and Paraguay are the countries where greatest expansion in cattle numbers is expected.

The 1985 projection for Latin America is 290 million head, a gain of 12.4

per cent from 1977.
Sheep
During the past decade world sheep numbers decreased due to sharp reduction
in Australia and the U. S. and were merely stable in other regions.

Marketing

conditions for sheep and lamb meat and wool were adversely affected by the competition, res pectively, of rising beef output and synthetic fibers.
anticipated by 1985 is predicated on several factors:

The slight increas e

A better price/cost ratio for

lamb and mutton; renewed consumer interest in wool as a "natural" product; greater
import demand for sheep meat from the affluent Middle East areas.
A moderate increase in world sheep and lamb numbers is projected by 1985
to a total of 964 million from 930 million in 1977.
downward trend of the past decade.

This gain would r·everse the

Moreover, the bulk of the increase will occur

in developed nations, specifically New Zealand and Australia, where land capacity
will permit production to benefit from propitious meat and wool price trends.

Al-

most everywhere else the maintenance of existing pasture capacity or the cost of
additional grazing land set serious limits to flock expansion.

- 55 Goats
A small decline is projected in 1985 world goat population.

Indications of this

prospect have been observed and discussed in recent years, and the rationale is
familiar .
With very minor exceptions goats are not bred or raised commercially. They
remain, essentially, the livestock resource of small farmers and low income rural
households in under -developed areas.

Under typical conditions goats for age for

their sustenance and their production cost, thereby, approaches zero.

It has been

noted that the wide-ranging appetite of goats encompasses nearly all forms of vegetation, folia.ge and even tree bark.

For that reason the comment is aptly made:

" ••. the nature of goat husbandry creates serious ecological problems especially in
21/
Africa and Asia. , , - In short, ca.priculture is not consistent with the development
of productive agriculture.

Government authorities concerned with improvement of
22/
farm output discourage breeding of goats.In the long term beyond 1985, it is likely that progres sive improvement in
the agricultur al methods of developing regions will correlate with decline of world
go at population.
Pigs and Hogs
At present, pigs furnish only a minute faction of the world supply of leathermaking raw material.

However, the potential of this source is enormous and could

be increa.singly utilized in the future with the conjunction of skin price incentives
and appropriate flaying techniques.

World pig numbers in1985 are projected at 658

million, a continuation of long -term growth.
Availability of Hides and Skins
Projected livestock numbers in .1985 are expected to yield the available hide
and skin supply shown in Table 11.
would be 4.2 per cent.

The gain from 1977 in total equivalent area
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TABLE 11
AVAn.ABU HIDE AND SKIN SUPPLY
MILLION PIECES AND SQUARE FEET

Pieces

Square
Feet

N E
PIojected 1985
Square
Feet
Pieces

129.6

3369.8

140.1

3628.0

42.0
14.4
7.9
50.4
14.9

1344.4
388.6
204.5
1104.0
327.8

48.0
15.2
8.8
52.5
15.6

1509.0
408.8
226.3
1140.7
343.2

156.1

5526.2

159.7

5621.4

53.0
34.9
49.9
14.7
3.6

2017.2
1256.2
1645.8
485.5
121.6

53.7
35.3
52.7
14.4
3.6

2040.6
1264.8
1721.3
473.0
121.7

285.7

8895.6

299.8

9249.4

B 0

V

Es t. 1977

Develooing Countries
Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia, cn
Deve100ed Countries
North America
Wes tern Europe
J!:as tern Europe & USSR
Oceania
Other Dev.loped
World

SHE E P
Developing Countries
Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
As i.t, CPE
Developed Countries
North America
Western lurope
E.a tern Europe & USSR.
Oceani.t
Other Developed
World

AND

I

LAM B S 1< INS

18.3.2

1284.1

192.3

1346.2

21.0
34.3
66.9
33.3
21.1

142.1
238.0
506 .. 1
199.8
199.1

22.0
37.0
68.0
36.0
29.3

147.4
255.3
516.8
216.0
210.7

200.5

1453.1

209.3

1525.1

6.9
55.3
66.2
64.0
8.1

40.9
381.5
483.3
493.0
48.4

5.3
56.8
68.0
71.6
7.6

383.7

2731.2

401.6

33.4
398.5
499.7
547.8·
45.7
2871.3
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!ABLE 11 (Continued)
AVAILABLE HIDE AND SKIN SUPPLY
MILLION PIECES AND SQUARE FEE!
GOA l'
Est. 1977

A ND

it I OSKINS

Projected 1985
Square
Pieces
Feet

Pieces

Square
Feet

153.5

770.7

162.0

810.3

Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia, CPE

9.7
35.3
26.0
62.4
20.1

49.5
190.5
135.6
292.8
102.2

8.0
40.0
29.0
62.0
23.0

41.7
214.1
147.7
290.5
116.3

Developed Countries

13.5

63.5

13.4

62.1

0.7
6.9
4.0

3.2
31.2
20.5

0.5
6.9
4.0

1.3
31.2
20.5

1.9

8.6

2.0

9.1

167.0

834.2

175.4

872.4

Developing Countries

North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe & USSR.
Oceania
Other Developed
World
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- 59 DEMAND PR OJECTIONS, 1985
Consumption and Projected Demand
In almost all other commodities the concept of demand and the analysis of
demand trends rests on two postulates:

1.

Demand varies with price;

2.

Supply is elastic in response to variations in demand.

Only the first of these premises applies to hides and skins.

The second does not

since available hide and s'kin supply is basically indifferent to price -demand factors.
No more hides and skins can be consumed than are available.

That hard fact chains

tanners, as well as manufacturers and retailers of leather products in market economies, to a condition they are powerless to control.

In planned or controlled econ-

omies, available supply can be adjusted through directed imports or exports.
For the purpose of the projections given in Table 12, hide and skin demand is
treated as the quantities consumed or put into process by tanners.

In that sense

aggregate consumption must be the mirror image of total available world supply.
This procedure has flaws since tannery input of hides and skins does not correspond
with output of finished leather ready for fabrication into shoes or other leather manufactures.

In various countries production may be carried no further than a semi-

processed stage such as wet blue or crust leathers which are often exported rather
than consumed domesticaJ.ly.

Nevertheles s, it appears ess ential to compare pro-

jected available supply and ta.nnery input as a guide to policy and planning for the
most effective exploitation of raw material in countries of origin.

To avoid any con-

fusion, it is emphasized that available supply refers explicitly to hides and skins
produced within a country or region ar.xi not adjusted for exports or imports.

On the

other hand "tannery input ' ! is assumed to be net supply after for eign tr ade adjustment.
It is obvious that the foregoing projections entail, of necessity, forecasts of
future trade flows and regional trade balances in hides and skins.

A detailed
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tABLE 12
AVAILABLE HIDE A...'1D SKIN SUPPLY
AND
tANNERY L~UT*

Million Hides and Skins

1 9
Available
Sueply
Developing Countries
Latin America
Africa
Neal: East
Far East
Asia, CPE
Developed Countries
North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe & USSR
Oceania
Other Developed
World

7

B 0 V I NE
Pl:ojected 1985
7
Available
Tanning
Tanning
Input
Input
Supely

129.6

128.3

140.1

143.5

42.0
14.4
7.9
50.4
14.9

43.2
6 .. 8
8.5
54.3
15.6

48.0
15.2
8.8
52.5
15.6

49.0
13.0
9.5
52.0
20.0

156.1

157.4

159.7

156.3

53.0
34.9
49.9
14.7
3.6

24.6
55.1
59.6
3.4
14.7

53.7
35.3
52.7
14.4
3.6

29.0
53.0
60.0
4.5

285.7

285.7

299.8

299.8

S HE E P

Develooing Countries
Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia, ePE

Develooed Count1:ies
NOl:th America
Western EUl:ope
Eastern Europe & USSR
Oceania
Other Developed
WOl:ld

AND

LAMBSKI N S

183.2

124.3

192.3

142.3

21.0
34.3
66.9
33.3
27.7

16.3
12.. 0
34.3
34.0
27.7

22.0
37.0
68.0
36.0

18.0
15.0
44.0
36.0

29.3

29.3

200.5

259.4

209.3

259.3

6 .. 9
55.3
66.2
64.0
8.1

15 .. 8
170.3
67.0
3.9
2.4

5.3
56.8
68.0
71.6

7.6

16.0
164.8
69.0
5.0
4.5

383.7

383.7

401.6

401.6

* Quanti ties put into tanning prooess whether oarried to rough
ste.ge.

9.8

Includes piokled sheep or goatskins.

t~~ed

or finished
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'tABLE 12 (Continued)
AVAILABLE HIDE AND SKIN SUPPLY
AND
TANNERY INPUT*'

Million Hides and Skins
G0 AT A ND
1 9 7 7
Available
Tanning
Input
Supply

KIDSKINS
projected 1985
Available
Tanning
Supoly
Inout

153.5

ll7.5

162.0

132.0

La tin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia, CPE

9.7
35.3
26.0
62.4

6.5
15.0
19.0
61.0

20.1

16.0

8.0
40.0
29.0
62.0
23.0

7.0
18.0
22.0
62.0
23.0

Develooed Countries

13.5

49.5

13.4

43.4

0.7
6.9
4.0

0.7
42.8
4.0

0.5
6.9
4.0

0.4
37.0
4.0

1.9

2.0

2.0

2.0

167.0

167.0

175.4

175.4

Develooing Countries

North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe & USSR
Oceania
Other Developed

. , -World

*

Quantities put into tanning process whether carried to rough tanned or finished
stage.

Includes pickled sheep or goatskins.
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- 63 discussion of the basis for these forecasts is given in succeeding paragraphs concerned with trade projections.

In addition, factors have been weighed which are

not indicated in the statistical record of the last fifteen or twenty years.

The most

important of these is price, or more accurately, the value of hides and skins in
relation to the general com.m.odity price level.
There have been intimations since 1975 of a change in the relative value of
hides and skins.

In retrospect it is apparent that the persistent upward trend in

world hide and skin markets foreshadowed more limited supply in relation to potential demand.

For almost 25 years, beginning in 1952, the spectacular rise in U. S.
23/
hide production had invited complacency and wishful thinking. As late as
October, 1975 the Tanners I Council of America projected continued incre as e
through 1985 in the per capita availability of cattlehide leather for the world popu1ation.
Projected supply of hides and skins in 1985 points to a decline in global per
capita availability of leather expressed in equivalent area.
TABLE 13
WORLD LEATHER AVAILABILITY:
Million
Sq. Ft. *

PER CAPITA
Million
POEulation

Sq. Ft.
Per Capita

1972 -74

10, 725

3,860

2. 9

1977

12,467

4, 190

3.0

1985

12,992

4,860

2.7

*Composite of Bovine, Sheep and Goat leather area equivalent
of tannery hide and skin input. Sources: F AO, UMDO Consultants, OECD Reports, Population Reference Bureau.
While the global per capita ratios given above are significant, a similar comparison by regions would not be meaningful.

Tannery input by countries and re-

gions is not synonymous with the quantities of leather available for domestic

- 64 consumption.

Exports and imports of leather and its products determine the true

balance of supply available for final consumption in each country. That subj ect is
considered below.
NET CONSUMPTION, INCLUDING LEATHER MANUFACTURES
Final consumption of hides and skins in finished products, by country or region, can be approximated only by adjustment of base supply for exports and imports of raw material, leather and finished leather products.

Repetition notv:;ith-

standing, it is again stressed that final world consumption of leather, in whatever
form of fabricated product, cannot exceed available hide and skin supply. Neither
price nor constraints on trade can alter basic supply; they can only affect its geogr aphic dis tribution

or end product us age.

Although aware of deficiencies in national data, F AO has suggested and undertaken a statistical procedure to determine the ultimate consumption of leather regionally. In this eiiort production at three stages, that is, hides and skins, leather
and leather manufactures, are converted to equivalent units of hide and skin weight
and adjusted at each level by addition of imports and subtraction of exports simi-

24/
larly stated in raw material weight units.In Table 14 an effort is made to apply the model schematic proposed by FAO

with these qualifications:

First, it is assu.med that consumption will equal total

leather output; second. area units rather than equivalent weights are employed;
third, trade balances ill all leather manufactures are included.

FAO is entirely

correct in observing that trade balances in leather manufactures other than foot-

25/
wear are normally givell only in terms of value.

Nevertheless, the great in-

crease during recellt years in the relative use of leather for products other than
footwear justifies the effort; the margill of probable statistical error in Table 14
falls within toler able limits.
Comparative consumption of leather, in manufactured products, is the resultant of various factors of which none has been more important ill the past than
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!ABU: 14

NET LEAl'EER CONSUMPnON*
Million Square Feet

B 0

V I

Est:1mated
1977

Projected
1985

Developing Countries

2,740

2.928

Latin America
Af't'ica
Near East
Far East
ASia, Cl2E

1,030
210
930
350

1,114
220
230
974
390

Develooed Count't'ies

6,156

6.321

No't'th America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe & USSR
Oceania
Othe't' Developed

1,800
1,666
2,060
140
490

1,856
1,720
2,095
150
500

8,896

9,249

World

220

S HE E P

AND

LAM B S KIN S

Developing Countries

689

777

Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia, CPE

96
133
159
112
189

105
169
180
120
203

Developed Count't'ies

2.049

2,094

North America
Wes tern Europe
Eastern Europe & USSR
Oceania
Other Developed

344
1,038
525
78
64

324
1,057
550
85
78

2,738

2,871

World

*Hide ?nd skin av:::ilabili ty adjusted for exports and imports of raw material,
leather and leather products.
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!ABLE 14 (Continued)
NET LEATHER CONSUMPTION*
Million Square Feet

GOA T

AND

K! DS K! NS

Estimated
1977

Projected
1985

301

335

23
36
58
91
93

45
63
94
104

Developing Countries

533

537

Nort:h America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe & USSR.
Oceania
Other Developed

178
237
60
17
41

187
237
53
18

834

872

Develooing Countries
Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia, en

World

*

29

42

Hide and Skin availability adjusted for exports and imports
of raw material, leather and leatr£r products.

67 disposable income.

Consumers throughout the world have and continue to prefer

leather for footwear and other goods traditionally associated with leather as a basic
component.

Whether utility, prestige or aesthetic considerations are responsible

is irrelevant to the germane fact that potential consumer demand, or the wish to
acquire leather, exceeds the available supply.

Consequently, leather consumption

is a coefficient of disposable income or purchasing power with one exception:
Planned economies may and do undertake to modify the market process through
allocation of resources, price control or rationing.
It is redundant to point out that consumption of leather is elastic.

With the

pos sible exception of industrial leathers, such as textile machine leathers or
transmission belting. demand for leather goods is directly responsive to price.
Disposable income is the underlying factor in the diversification of leather
us age; it is the economic bas e for fashion, prestige or aesthetic appeal.

Modal

lifestyles have emerged, patterns of consumer wants, which must be realistically
acknowledged in projecting future leather consumption.

tilt may be answered that

the slowdown in the growth of per capita consumption of footwear in these developed countries which have very high incomes will be more than compensated by

26/
the rising demand in non-footwear leather manufactures.

lt

-

TRADE PROJECTION, 1985
Current and Historic Trends
Data on international trade in hides and skins suffers many of the defects
characteristic of the information base of the entire sector.

Customs classifica-

elons and descriptions vary; physical Ullits are not uniform, including pieces, wet
salted weight, dry weight, bales and area.
denominated by value alone..

In some cases exports or imports are

Nevertheless, the information from major trading

countries is sufficient to permit reasonably accurate approximation of world trade
volume.
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I.e. the conventional perception of foreign trade in hides and skins there is still
the implicit assumption that developing or under -developed nations are the source
of huge quantities of raw material shipped for processing and consumption by the
developed or industrialized countries.

That was the case in the past; it is no

longer a primary char acteristic of world tr ade in hides and skins.

In c attlehides.

the developed countries are now net ex.porters to the developing group; in raw sheep
and goatskins, the net ex.ports of developing countries are reduced.
trends have contributed to the results summarized below.

A number of

Consumers have pre-

ferred leather in the past to a degree assuring the consumption of available hide
and skin supply and leaving unsatisfied demand.

It is a premise of the analysis that

the preference for leather will remain oper ative through 1985.
Appraisal of future hide and skin consumption globally and by regions entails
close scrutiny of leather end uses.

Footv.>e ar has been and will continue to be the

largest end-use of aggregate leather supply.

Although footwear consumption varies

with income, the elasticity of demand is obviously greatest at low income levels
where initial acquisition may be more compelling than mere replacement.

Weight

has been given, therefore, in. projecting hide and skin consumption, to rising footwear demand trends engendered by development and urbanization.

But, an offset-

ting factor of substantial magnitude also enters the 1985 projection, namely the
rising proportion of leather consumed in products other than footwear.
Data on consumption of leather in products other than footwear is confined
for the most part to the developed countries.

I.e. this group a remarkable change

began in the mid.60 l s and has accelerated in the present decade.

Leather con-

sumption in products other than footwear has grown sharply in absolute volume and
in ratio to total usage.

Within the OECD area the calculated ratio of leather con-

sumed in footwear declined from 81 per cent in 1965 to 66. 7 per cent in 1978.
several countries footwear has become or is close to being a minority interest.

In

- 69 TABLE 15
NET TRADE BALANCES*

1962 - 64
Million Pieces

1 9 7
7
Developed
Developing

Developed

Developing

Cattlehides and Calfskins

+15.2

-15.2

+ 1. 3

- 1. 3

Sheep and Lambskins

+69.2

-69.2

+58.9

-58.9

Goat and Kidskins

+77.5

-77.5

+36.0

-36.0

*Raw hides and skins; does not include semi-processed stock in blue,
crust or vegetable tanned skins. Source: Derived from F AO and
OECD data, Commonwealth Hides and Skins QUaIterly, U. S. DepaItment of Commerce Tr ade Reports.
The above tabulation is intended only to measure and reflect the changed flow
in hide and skin trade between the developing and developed countries.

Within

these groups equally significant trends have emerged. For example, Italy and
Spain have bec ome the major tanning countries of the OECD, Japan imports more
cattlehides than any other nation, Latin America, once the laIgest source of hides
for the world market was a net importer in 1977.
reviewed in a following section..

Such intra-regional changes are

The immediate question, against the background

of the Lima DeclaI ation, is the future trend in the distribution of global available
supply between the developing and developed regions.
Table 12 compaIed 1985 projections of available supply and tanning input of
raw hides and skins.

Changes forecast implied a slower rate of tanning expansion

in the developing regions than has been witnessed in the last decade.
Correlative changes in hide and skin trade, between developed and developing
countries, will also be moderate and aIe projected as follows:
TABLE 16
PROJECTED NET TRADE BALANCE

198 5
Million Pieces

Developed

Developing

Cattlehides &: Calfskins

- 3.4

+ 3.4

Sheep and Lambskins

+50.0

-50.0

Go at and Kids kins

+30.0

-30.0

- 70 Three aspects of the above projections are noteworthy.

First, the apparent

volume of hide and skin trade between the developed and developing areas is a
small fraction of 'WOrld trade volume in hides and skins. According to a report
27/
prepared by UNCTAD for UNIDO- the value of hide and skin exports and imports
between 21 Developed Market Economy Countries and the developi..c.g countries compared as follows in 1977:
$Millions
Total Exports 21 DMEC
To Developing Countries
Total Imports 21 DMEC
From Developing Countries

1,826
268
1, 720

235

It is apparent that the great bulk of trade in hides and skins is confined within
the developed countries.

Moreover, U. S. cattlehide and calfskin exports - $686

million - were more than one-third of aggregate world trade value.

The main sup-

plier to the developing cOUIltries was the U. S., with $176 million in cattlehide
shipments.
Second. the modest exports of raw hides and skins by the developing group
(and greater value of imports!) testifies to the extent of their domestic utilization
of domes tic ally produc ed hide and skin supply.
Third. it is clear that the regions of the world once described as major surplus producing and exporting areas have completed the transition to internal utili.
zation of hides and skins.

That is true without any qualiiication of South America,

South and Southeast Asia and China.

In other words, i..c. hides and skins the his-

toric issue of raw material utilization and exploitation has been largely exhausted.
Trade projections in Table 16 assume that residual exports by developing countries,

- 71 ma.iJlly in Africa, will continue to be econom.ically advantageous to them.

Further-

more, unless there are revolutionary changes in animal husbandry and swift expansion of available supply, or a major transfer of raw material from developed to
developing areas, the growth of tanning activity in the developing zone can only expand in sheep and goatskins.
PIGSKIN SUPPLY POTENTIAL
In a period when high prices for all descriptions of hides and skins are a
barometer of limited supply, attention is again focus sed on pig and hog skins.
According to leather industry annals. consideration of the pigskin potential rises
in intensity with the hide price curve.

New price records in 19i9 and concern

with future supply trends in cattlehides, the primary raw material of the world
leather industry, amply justify renewed examination of pigskins as a supply relief
valve.
The arithmetic is certainly appealing: 614 million pigs in the world; biologically prolific, this number could support a slaughter ratio of 100' per cent,
actually 150 per cent in certain developed countries; a yield of 10 sq. ft. per skin
would enlarge world leather resources by 6 to 10 billion sq. ft. and without impairing swine numbers.

One billion sq. ft. is the equivalent of 25 million cattlehides,

as much as the U. S. exported in 19i5.

Ten billion sq. ft. would provide a pair

of shoes for every inhabitant of the planet with a dividend of a few million handbags
and wallets.

In contrast to this possible boom in raw material supply, the current

reality is disconcertingly minute.

With the exception of China, pigskins have a

negligible role in leather production and consumption.
Estimated production of pigskins in 1977 was:
Western Europe (Including Yugoslavia)
Eastern Europe (Poland &: USSR)

3,900,000
17,000,000

North America

1,900,000

Latin America

4,000,000

China

23,000,000

- 72 The quantities of ski.ns actually flayed and available for tanning are less than 10 per
cent of the number of pigs slaughtered worldwide in 1977.

What are the reasons for

the great gap between pig slaughter and skin takeoff as raw material suitable for
tanning:

In the first place. pigskins are not typically produced as by-products with the
low value ratio to meat which has been characteristic of almost all hides and skins.
Pigskins can be and!:!!. sold at meat values; it has been far more profitable to
market pigskins attached to the various cuts of pork.
sumer pays the price of bacon or ham for pigskin.

In effect, the ultimate con-

This applies equally to a modern

packing plant in Chicago or to the sale of pigskin strips as food in an African village.
The economic incentive and result are identical.

Leather-making substance would

have to be at least as valuable per pound as the average pound of meat carcass to
inspire the inceDtive for commercial flayiDg of pigs.
However. more than a temporary price iDcentive or:' stimulus would be re'-

quired to change prevailing packing house or butcher practice.

Economic removal

of pigskins entails new technology and capital equipment as well as radical changes
in meat marketing.

Investment to achieve the basic changes enabling recovery of

pigskins in volume would be large by iDdustrial standards iD developed countries
and beyond the means of small abattoirs or local butchers.

There is no feasible

alternative to such large scale costs ii pigskin availability is to be more than a
SInal! fr action of pig slaughter.
Hand ski.nning of pigs is costly and tiIne -consuming bec aus e sur gic al dexterity
is needed to cope with the fatty layer under the skiD and avoid carcass damage.
Several machines have been developed for the purpose but there is no unanimity qf
their efiectiveDess.

Installations to date iD the U. S. have not beenmtably success-

28/
ful and were abandoned in two instances. In alInost all developed countries the large pig slaughtering and processing
establishments scald the carcass prior to butchering as a sanitary requirement.

-73Packers claim that proper control of temper ature and water change enable them to
meet hygienic standards.

Scalding also is a low cost means of bristle removal.

Alternative methods of preventi.ng meat contamination would have to be utilized if
ski..c.s were removed prior to carcass processing.
Quality variation i..c. pigskins is as extreme as the difference between North
German packer cattlehides and hides from the interior of China.

Pigs ralsed in

pens or the enclosures of U. S. pig factories and slaughtered at approximately
six months yield the finest quality skins.

Under ordinary farm conditions grain

damage tends to be extensive, especially on skins from older animals.

Inferior

pigskins can only be used for limited purposes by tanners and their marketability,
therefore, is restricted.

Finally, the fiber structure of pigskins is not uniform

through the entire area of the skin.

This variation causes much greater technical

difficulty in producing uniform leather than i..c. tanning hides or skins of other
species.
Low relative value in return to producer is the core of every reason cited
for the limited production and leather tanning of pigskins in the past.

Given ade-

quate incentive. through market operation or plan. everyone of the constraints
noted, whether technical, financial or gustatory, could be lifted.

A parallel may

be recalled in the prompt development of cattlehide garment leather, when the incentive appeared, although it had previously been gospel that cattlehides could
not be used for that purpose.

In the light of price trends in hides and skins during

the past two years and supply projections, the compelling reason may be emerging
for growth in pigskin supply.
Hide and skin prices tend to move in u.cison in spite of the moderate extent to
which cattlehides, sheepskins and goatskins can be substituted for each other in end
products.

There is, however, sufficient overlapping in end us age to cause similar-

ity of price trend.

Pigskin prices have already been drawn into the orbit of the

- 74 higher price level of hides and skins because pigskin leather can be used for apparel,
shoe uppers, small leather goods and travel ware.
Stable production of pigskins in volume will not be engendered by a brief flurry
of high prices for raw material.

Only the persistence of a price level high enough

to offer an attractive alternative to selling pigskins as "food" will accomplish the
changeover.

There should be no illusions harbored on that score.

Studies which

skirt or ignore the central fact of meat price versus skin price and merely extrapolate potential billions in sq. ft. of leather are a disservice to sound analysis of
available hide and skin supply.
Price prediction is notoriously fallible; whether and when pigskin values will
reach the level required to divert skins to leather production is not certain.
ever, two factors will aid the likelihood ci. a favorable trend.

How-

First, beef output is

declining and several years must elapse before herds and slaughter, notably in
the U. S., can expand.

But, pork supplies can increase rapidly, within six months.

In fact, that prospect was discounted by future markets in June 1979.

Consequently,

price trends of pork and of pigskins will probably diverge for an appreciable time
span and thereby enhance the incentive for removal and marketing of pigs kins.
It is pointless to count future litters or speculate on the leather product niches
which amplified pigskin supply rrJ.ght fill.

At best, the process of transferring the

pig slaughter industry to a more productive system, from the tanners' standpoint,
will be slow.

Accretion to available skin supplies will not flood markets by 1985.

Tanners seeking additional raw material supply frequently pose the question
Are any measures feasible to expedite expansion of pigskin supply and thereby aid
the world tanning industry in meeting serious supply problems anticipated during
the next few years?

It is difficult to conceive any effective organized action under

any auspices - short of governmental intervention on a multi-national scale.

One

may assume that, barring grave exigency, such action would be exceedingly remote

- 15 in the market-oriented economies.

In planned or controlled econ9mies. the e££ec-

tiveness of regulations or mandated prices might cor'relate with the proportion of
slaughter in large -scale establishments.
In brief, until and unless comparative prices give greater value to pigskins
over pork, the supply of these skins will remain a potential rather than actual raw
material resource.

REGIONAL VARIATION IN TRADE
From the data and projections in Tables 15 and 16, it is apparent that no profound change is expected in the total trade balances between the developed and developing countries.

However. a number of important changes are anticipated in

hide and skin tr ade aznong and within sever al regions.

Thes e are identified below,

in Table 17.

TABLE 17

PROJEC'I'ED REGIONAL TRAm BALANCES IN HlIES AND SKINS
(Million Pieces)
BOVINE

GOA T

SHE E P

J:ill.

ill2.

Developing Countries

- 1.3

+ 3.4

-53.8

-50.0

-44.0

-37.0

Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia, cn

+ 1.2
- 7.7
+ .6
+ 3.9
+ .7

+ 1.0
- 2.2
+ .7
.5
+ 4.4

- 4.7
-22.3
-27.5
+ .7
0

- 4.0
-22.0
-24.0

- 4.2
-23.3
- 7.0
- 1.4
- 8.1

- 3.0
-22.0
- 9.0
0
- 3.0

Develoned Countries

+ 1.3

- 3.4

+53.8

+50.0

+44.0

+37.0

North America
Wes tern Europe
Eas tern Europe & USSR
Oceania
Other Developed

-28.4
+20.2
+ 9.7
-11.3
+11.1

-24.7
+17.7
+ 7.3
- 9.9
+ 6.2

+ 7.2
+112.5
+ .8
-60.3
- 6.4

+10.7
+108.0
+ 1.0
-66.6
- 3.1

0
+43.9
0
0
+ .1

.1
+37.1
0
0
0

0

0

- 76 In cattlehide trade the important changes projected for 1985 include: Reduced
imports by Japan, the Renublic of Korea and Taiwan;. emergence of ChinA
importer of raw hides; decline in U. S. cattlehide exports.

8S It.

aubstJ'lTlt1J'1.1

Latin America will re-

maio. a moderate net importer in spite of significantly increased production in
Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay.

The rationale for these changes is elaborated in

a subsequent section dealing with trade flows in hides and skins.
Trade patterns in sheepskins and goats ld.ns will conform in the main to current movement of raw material.

Increased output of sheepskins in Oceania will

offset greater utilization in developing countries.

Goatskins from the Far East,

including China, will be foreclosed to the developed countries where supply will be
drawn from Africa and the Near East.
THE HIDE AND SKIN ECONOMY:

PROBLEMS

AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
At the time of the Lima Declaration there was broad consensus on the major
problem or issue with res pect to hides and skins.

It was widely as sumed and urged

that development goals wauld be furthered by the utilization of thes e raw materials
in the countries of origin rather than being exported to developed and industrialized
regions.

But, the problem then defined has shrunk tremendously.

Within the past

15 years massive expansion of tanni.ng in developing regions has completely recast
the trade ledger; developed countries have become. in the aggregate, the net exporters of cattlehides and greatly reduced net importers of sheep and goatskins.
For the sake of clarity and perspective notice should be taken of the anatomy
of world hide and skin trade, past and present.

Prior to the striking change in the

geography of tanning activity. Latin America and the Far East accounted for the
greatest proportion of exports from the developing countries because the two regions
were and remain the largest producers.

Since Latin Americ a and the Far East now

consume all their domestic supply, plus imports, the scope for further expansion

- 77 of ta..o.ning in developing areas, based on utilization of domestic supply, is clearly
quite limited.
EstablishInent of new ta..o.ning facilities was not confined to developing
tries endowed with raw material.

COWl-

Reference has been made previously to Japan, the

Republic of Korea and Taiwan, practically devoid of raw material, and net importers in
1978 of approximately 14 million cattlehides.

Equally striking change has occurred

during the last 12 years within the developed regions.

Leather production in Italy

and Spain has expanded enormously while volume in the U. S., the F.R.G., the
U. K. and Fr anc e has declined.
PROBLEMS AND ISSUES AFFECTING THE
HIDE AND SKIN EC ONOMY
From the preceding analysis of available supply, consumption and trade !lows,
it would seem that the great problem of the sector as perceived in the past has been
supplanted by two cardinal issues:

1.

Increasing the available supply of hides and skins, and

2.

Promoting through international cooperation and agreement, the most

economic and efficient utilization of available supply.
New vision and new perspectives are essential to initiate seli-generating momentum
for the growth and improvement of raw material supply and to ameliorate self-defeating conflict in the supply arena.
Reasons and Implications of Changing Trade Flows in Hides and Skins and Derived
Products
A massive change has taken place in the historic pattern of international trade
in hides and skins.
ing the last decade.

It began in the Sixties and proceeded at an accelerated rate durChanges in raw material trade !lows were accompanied by

striking shifts in the location of ta..o.ning and leather product manufacturing facilities.
Trade in leather and derived products also departed sharply from traditional channels.

- 78 It would be simplistic to ascribe trade and production trends of recent years
to a single course or set of conditions. There have been, in fact, five dis tinct series
of cause and efiect circumstances responsible for changed trade flows in hides and
skins and derived products.

These must be distinguished for logical grasp of the

existing situation and its serious implications and problems.
First, and most important with res pect to total volume of

l' aw

material, the

major hide and ski.n producers and exporters in the developing world determined in
the 160' s to assume the prerogative and economic benefits of tanning their domes tic
raw material.

To these countries hides and skins had liThe same priority. impor29/
tance and political implications as oil, uranium or copper have for other areas. !r-"
India. Argentina and Brazil were the paradigm of policy and action for other developing nations in the effort to foster employment, gain value added through export of
leather, and lay the base for manuiacture of leather products to meet domestic needs
and for export.
Initially, the objective was pur sued through hide and skin export quotas, diiferential exchange rates favoring the export of semi-processed or finished leather
and subventions to encourage import of capital equipment and processing chemicals.
In 1972 Argentina banned the export of raw cattlehides and comparable measures
were instituted by Brazil and by Indian authorities for goat and sheepskins as well as
bovine hides.

Production of leather and leather products has expanded dr amatic ally

in these countries and availability of suitable raw material is now a constr aining
factor to further growth.

Broadly similar policies have been pursued by other de-

veloping countries which previously exported the bulk of their hide and skin output.
The roster includes Mexico, Uruguay, Colombia, Paraguay, Pakistan. Bangladesh,
Thailand. Indonesia. Turkey, Iran. Nigeria. Kenya and Ethiopia.
In cattlehide trade the position of the developing sector has been completely
reversed.

It is now a net importer.

Changes in sheep and goatskin trade have fo1-

lowed the same trend but to lesser degree.

- 19 Lastly, the obverse side of the trade flow between developed and developing
countries is also highly cOJlcentrated.

Only two cOUlltries can be identified as sig-

nificant exporters to developing areas - the U. S. and Australia.

In 1978, U. S.

exports of cattlehides and calfskins amounted to 27.3 million pieces, with approximately 7. 1 million consigned to developing countries.

Excluding intra-regional

transactiCllls in Western Europe. North American exports accounted for more
than 70 per cent of world cattlehide and calfski.n trade. In retrospect, the unprecedented upswing in U. S. cattlehide production, described in a previous section,
appears to have been a major factor in the expansion of leather and leather products
manufacture in the developing regions.
Second,

a different set of causes and conditions with significant effects on

trade flows operated in the case of the Rel)ublio of Korea, Taiwan and, to a leaaer enent,
Hong Kong, the Dominican Republic, Singapore and the Philippines. The Republio of Korea
and Taiwan are, for all practical purposes, devoid of indigenous hides and skins
so that their tanning and leather product manufacturing depend entirely on imported
raw material.

In 1978, for example, the Rel'Ublio of Xlilrea consumed more tlvm .. million

cattlehides of which 3. 7 million were imported from the U. S.

In these countries

the underlying motivation was not the utilization of domestic raw material resources.
It was rather the utilization of low -cost labor in tanning and in the en suing production of derived products for export.

This interest coincided during the last ten years

with the quest of multi-national entities for lower production costs and was assisted
. by government financing and control of imports and exports.
Total volume attained by the Republio of Korea and Taiwan has had a conaiderable impact on trade flow in footwear, leather garments and handbags as well as hides and
skins.

Both cOUlltr ies are now parties to Orderly Marketing Agreements with the

U. S. which restrict their footwear exports to the latter.

-dO-

Third, Japan is a developed country, lacking a ponderable base in domestic
hides and skins, but which ranks first among the cattlehide importing nations of the
world.

With imports rising to more than 10 million hides in 1978, Japan has un-

questionably ai:f'ected trade flows during the past 15 years.

There is no modern

parallel or precedent for the measures used to establish and to assure growth of
the Japanese tanning industry.

Imports of leather and leather products have been

and remain prohibited. except for token quantities.

It is reported by U. S. sources

that in 1978. faced by retaliatory action under the GATT Convention, Japan agreed
to consider modification of its rigid import ban.
Developed and developing countries alike are properly concerned by the
enigma of Japan's leather industries a.c.d the liter al abs ence of any reciprocal
terms of trade in leather and leather products with a highly developed economy.
Fourth, within the developed regions the trade flow of hides and skins has
gravitated toward Italy and Spain.

Leather output in the "'two countries exceeds 50

per cent of total production in Western Europe.

Dynamic growth of tanning in Italy

and Spain during the past decade is associated with equally vital expansion of footwear and leather goods ma.c.uiacture.

Growth of the Italian and Spanish leather and

associated industries was not the result of factors which stimulated expansion in
developi.ng regions or in the other situations cited above.
fold:

The explanation is two-

First, the market for the quality grades of footwear and leather products has

grown relatively faster in developed countries than for the volume or mass grades.
Second, both Italy and Spain possessed the physical and the intangible infra-structure to identify their leather products with a quality trend in production and in marketing of leather products.
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Leather Production
Million Sq. Ft.

Western
Europe

Italy and
Soain

Per Cent

\

1961

2.,560

533

2.0.8

1977

3,718

1,812.

48.7

1961

554

113

2.0.4

1977

732.

384

5Z.5

Leather Shoe Produc.
Million Pairs

Fifth, the role of the centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the
Far East in hide and skin trade is unique.

Other countries may and do control

their exports or imports, Japan or Argentina for example.

But, permissible trade

is consummated by agents of the market, that is, buyers or sellers with economic
interests linked to price.

In the centrally planned economies foreign trade is an

instrument of national policy and, presumably, that involves the allocation of resources by industry and by product.

When consumption of leather is planned, the

external observer has no means of gauging the possible breadth of demand for foreign hide and skin supply.

Since hide and skin supply is defined as inelastic with

respect to demand, even minor changes in planned export or import policy can
exercise considerable leverage on world hide and skin markets.
A case in point, with current and prospective implications. may be noted. In
1978 the People's Republic of China announced economic policies aimed at accelerating industrial developing and expanding tr ade relations with other co untries. Will
hides and skins, leather or leather products be involved?

All available data and

information clearly indicate that hide and skin supply in China is exceedingly low
relative to population.

A fraction of a p:.ir of leather shoes per capita would project

to massive raw material requirements in a country with population approaching one
billion.

And, any plans directed toward such objective could have extraordinary

impact on the structure of the world hide and skin. and leather economy.

China and

-
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all its potential tradi..og part..oers would benefit tremendously from exchange of i..oformation to mimize price instability and disruption i..o the international flow of hide
and ski..o supply.
In brief, the problems of the milieu i..o which the hide and skin, leather and
derivative i..odustries fu..oction in 1979 can no longer be addressed to the simple
dichotomy of developed and developing.

Countries in both groups must be concerned

with the consequences of the trade factors and conditions described above.
New patterns i..o trade flows derive in part from the changing dimensions of
available hide and ski..o supply globally and by regions and cou..otries. Supply growth
in the last two decades has not been u..oiform and has centered mainly in cattlehides.
Production of sheepskins has, in fact, decli..oed from the peak of 1971-1972, while
the trend of goatskin production appears to be slowly levelling oii.

It is not remark-

able, therefore, that the expansion of tanning Ln. the developi..os countries has been
concentr ated in c attlehides where the supply sur ge offered opportu..oity and encour agement.
The complexity of the reasons and implications of changing trade flows in raw
material. leather and its products emphasize the need for a summary picture of the
broad current since the early '60's.

Hide and ski..o utilization is the clearest i..odi-

cator of the redistribution of tanning in relation to hide and skin supply.

With the

reservations expressed in preceding paragraphs. the format of "Developed and
Developi..og" nations appears to 1:e the most feasible means of statistical summary.
Table 18, computed and prepared by FAO, encompasses domestic supply and trade
balances in derivi..og the apparent utilization of hides and skins.

Although stated

in weight, the data shown are congruent with the distribution of tannery i..oput given
by pieces in Table 12.
Several facts should not be overlooked i..o construi..og the implications of the
trends demonstrated i..o Table 18.

Increased share of raw material utilized by the

developi..og group was highly conce..otrated withi..o a few cou..otries, especially in
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TABLE 18
Trends in apparent availability of raw hides and skins for
tanning in developing and develooed countries
Growth ill
1974-76
&vailabili tv
Avail a- Shan of Avail a- Share of Avail a- Share of 1~02-64-1 1962-64-

:r962 -64

bility

196'(-69

total
percent

bility

65.2
34.8

2797

Developing countries

2471
1318

WorlJ.

:)7CS;

Developed countries

281

Developing countries

'oo<?
ton;!l

'oo<?
ton;:!!

total
percent

bility

'oo<?
I ton;!l

total
percent

1967-6')

1971,.-76

percent per annum

Raw Hides z wet sal ted
wel.e;h.t
Developed countries

Raw ~heopoi<:illu I
weil!ht

2865

57.8

2.5

1592

6}.7
36.3

2088

42.2

3.8

1.2
3.9

100.0

Ii)!},)

100.0

~)'j3

100.0

J.O

2.2

302
65

82.}
17.7

246
B2

75.0
25.'0

1.5
4.2

-1.1

53

84.2
15.8

334

100.0

36'{

100.0

.128

100.0

1 • ';I

-0.2

d::::;

'n'orld.
Raw Goatskins z dry

3.7

I

wei~h.t

Developed countries

49

49.0

113

41.7

32

27 .1

-2.5

-3.5

Developing countries

51
100

51.0

60

86

72.9

2.;>

4.4

100.0

103

58.3
100.0

118

1100 • 0

0.6

1.4

World

V

expressed

&8

production .;. imports - exports

- 84 cattlehides .. Argentina, Brazil and India accounted for 45.1 E'er cent of the apparent increas e in hide utilization by the developing countries.

South Kor ea and T aiw an

were responsible for 13.6 per cent of the hide gain; five countries thereby represented
58.7 per cent of the overall change and the balance was dispersed among 38 other
developing nations.

In goatski.n usage, one country - India, represented 52.7 E'er

cent of the processing shift to developing areas.

Comparative utilization of sheep-

skins reflects minor changes in trade flow; the change was primarily dup. to greater
production of raw skins in developing regions and a declining trend among the developed countries.
Another pertinent fact is the extent of tannery processing following the input
stage and the disposition of leather not brought to completion.

Initial efforts in

leading developing countries were aimed at producing semi -tanned leather, wetblue or rough vegetable tanned, to replace the export of raw hides and skins as
staple articles of commerce.

With the growth of confidence in the products and

recognition of the economies of processing hides and skins at source, more leather
was progressively taken to the crust state; ready for finishing, or completely finished and ready for manufacturers' use.

The incentives obviously were greater

value added as well as providing the material for domestic production of footwear
and

0

ther PI' oduc ts ,
Nevertheles s

1

a substantial volume of serr..i -tanned leather continues to be

exported by developing countries of Asia and Africa.

Importing countries, there-

fore, participate in the processing of such leather, controlling its completion to
types and finishes dictated by marketing opportunity.

Shortcomings of official

classifications make it difficult to compile the quantity of semi-tanned leather in
the trade flow; it is estimated that in 1978 the plysical volume was between 10 and
12 per cent of aggregate leather exports from developing countries.
Export of unfinished or crust leather is a very a.pprecia.ble item to the more
advanced, with respect to tanning, of the developing countries.

Most of Argentina! s

- 85 leather exports, which totaled $280 million in 1978, are crust leather. J .A. Villa
reports that in 1977 production of crust leather in Latin America was 34, 100, 000

30/
sq. m. and was all exported.
Reporting on India, A. D. Parpia states that:

!fIt is generally believed that

50 to 60 percent of the finished leathers that are being exported can at best be described as 'ready to finish' leather and req uires further processing before it can
31/
qualify as properly finished leather. 1 1 - The implied problem of classification
arises from tiThe effect of restriction and export duties

On

East India tanned and

.

32/

wet blue tanned, the injection of handsome cash subsidies to finished leather ... Concentration of hide and skin utilization within the developing country group
or export of semi-tanned and unfinished leather by these countries does not alter
the fact that a great change in raw material trade flow has taken place.
further implications of the change to date.

These are:

It suggests

Correlative expansion in

leather products; viability of tanning in countries void of indigenous raw material;
the differential effect of a short-fall in world supply in view of existing tanning capacity; choice of guidelines and criteria in framing plans for efficient utilization
of resources in economic development.
Impact of Changing Trade Patterns on Government Trade Policy
Several events in the early months of 1979 illustrate the growing stresses on
government trade policy engendered by the changing patterns of trade in hides, skins
and derivative products.

In May, for example. the governing body of the EEC ac-

cepted for consideration and possible action the demand that export of hides and
skins from the Common Market be barred to countries which did not permit reciprocal access to their own raw material.

In the same month a broad coalition was

formed in the U. S. to achieve a single purpose - restriction of U. S. cattle exports.
Groups included in the coalition were manufacturers and retailers of shoes and all
other leather products, tanners, hide dealers, and labor unions from everyone of
the industry segments.

It was asserted to the U. S. Congress and President that

- 86 more than a million jobs were affected by the export drain of hides to countries
which did not reciprocate in trade policy.
It is an ironic coincidence that also in May 1979 the Multilateral Trade Conferences were concluded in Geneva and a new trade treaty was remanded to 90 governments for their formal appr ais al.
Concrete steps had previously been taken by several countries to restrain
imports of footvrlear and other leather products

Australia, Canada and Sweden

imposed shoe import quotas; the U. S. sought the s arne end through Orderly Marketing Agreements with sever al developing countries.

Under these Agreements, the

exporting nations bound themselves to hold annual exports to the U: S. within stated
limits.

Inevitably, other countries had to be affected because the exporters inten-

sified marketing to unrestricted outlets.

Not surprisingly, therefore, import

quotas and Orderly Marketing Agreements are on the policy agellda of nearly all
developed market economy states.
It would be completely inaccurate to describe the actions noted above and the
fermellt of discussion on import and export control as a rellewed confrontation of
protectionism and free trade.

Those classic terms were meaningful only when

international trade was the province of entreprelleurs and was governe.d almost
exclusively by the dicta of the market.

With the emergence of controlled econom-

ies, that is, nations wbe re political and economic interests are fused,
ism l ! and !!free trade" have become archaic language.

II

pro tection-

Realism demands acknow-

ledgment of the fact that two-thirds of world population lives within econom.ies
Wholly or partially controlled and dissociated from the market mechanism as a
centr al economic factor.

It is vital to face the facts so that accommodation be

achieved betvrleen differing economic structures in their mutual interest.

In the hide and s kin and r elated Ie ather indus trie s
past fifteen years are subsiding.

I

the tr ade tr ends of the

Countries with available domestice raw material

supply will continue to utilize their own raw material.

Expansion based on raw

- 87 material imports from the developed countries will become more diiIicult.

Those

countries lacking domestic raw material, and which have become major importers
of hides and skins, may be compelled to reduce the sc ale of leather and leather
pro duct output.

Hardened tr ade policy by developed countries will be partly re-

sponsible for the foregoing changes in trend.
Several factors contribute to the appearance of a new and harder policy by
developed countries.

In a climate of reduced economic growth and threatened un-

employment the view has grown that the leather and related industries are no longer
expendable.

Arguments have been adduced to demonstrate that the cost of sustain-

ing unemployment at home through welfare payment is far greater than any conceivable benefit from import of lower cost products.

It has been found that labor

needs in technological and service industries cannot absorb a substantial fraction
of the total potential work force.

Furthermore, several developed countries with

adequate raw material resources have found that the export of raw goods and the
subsequent import of the manufactured counterparts is seriously adverse to their
balance of payments.
However valid or invalid the cited reasons may be, the fact remains that they
have surfaced in developed countries and will i.n£luence trade policy in hides and
skins, leather and leather manufactures.
Trade Limitations Due to Heterogenous Hides and Skins
At every stage in the sector! s economy there is a premium value attached to
uniformity and consistency of hides and skins of every description and quality.
Tanners, manufacturers and retailers share the identical need for maximum homogeneity of product as a precondition of volume production and distribution.

Conse-

quently, the hides and skins first absorbed in world trade meet this condition within the practical limits dictated by experience.

Cattlehides from North America,

Western Europe and Argentina are marketed by standard classifications and these
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are the end result of standardized breeds, slaughter systems and curing methods.
Similarly, sheep and lambskins from Australia and New Zealand are virtually produced to specification.

Buyers can rely on such hides and skins for consistency in

the leathers they produce.
Wherever production, from livestock forward, is not standardized and hides
and skins are collected from small abattoirs, village butchers and individual farmers over a large area, heterogeneity becomes an acute problem. It can be ,solved
in some degree by collection systems to aggregate hides and skins in quantity for
central sorting and grading, by quality, size and thickness. The object of such collection systems is the establishment of practicable standards so that buyers can
rely on the consistency of lots offered from time to time.
Non-uniformity is the major problem with the available hide and skin supply
of less developed areas.
Equally important,

It depreciates the value of the supply for tIad'e purposes.

it is a serious and almost insuperable obstacle to domestic

utilization of supply beyond the handicraft stage. A modern tannery cannot earn its
capital keep by processing a melange of raw material.
The Impact of Technical Factors on Hide and Ski.n Markets
From primary markets through every subsequent stage of distribution and
production, technical factors goveIn the functioning of the hide and skin and leather
economies.

TheiI impact is om.nipresent, either positively as the framework in

creating economic value or, negatively, as the cardinal reason for loss of such
value by technical default.
Although every peItinent technical factor has been mentioned in other sections,
a summary is useful at this point to emphasize theiI key role in the structure of
hide and skin markets.
In livestock raising technical factors as well as natural resources determine
productivity and quality of meat and of hides and skins.

Control of breed, disease

- 89prevention, effective land use, planned feed reserves are the indicia of successful
animal husba.."ldry and the initial technical base for desirable hides and skins. Wider
application of known livestock technology could generate massive capital accumulation, in less developed areas, from hides and skins alone.
Slaughter methods and flaying techniques are responsible for a major part of
the range in market value of hides and skins.

Machine pulled hides in modern

packing plants are a far cry from hides skinned by hand and damaged by butcher cuts.
It is estimated that poor flaying represents a loss of 10 to 15 per cent in the marketable value of hides and skins.

Incentives to prevent such loss would yield a tremen-

dous dividend.
Inadequate cure ranks with bad flaying as a cause of depreciated value. Both
the purpose and techniques of proper curing are widely known.

When the right

methods are practiced hides and skins can retain their value for extended periods.
Improper cure is a certain invitation to bacterial decay, grain damage, or even total
loss of value.

Hide and skin markets are sensible to the risks in raw material from

certain origins and prices are discounted commensurately.
Recovery of hides and skins from fallen animals is conducted with I'I"..inimal
loss by rendering plants in most developed countries.
are comparable to practice in slaughter houses.

Flaying and curing methods

In developing countries a large

proportion of hides and skins from fallen animals are either not recovered or
grossly damaged through unskilled flaying.
Beyond the major technical factors reviewed above, tr ans portation and storage facilities enter the market appraisal of relative value.
costs are readily determinable
and prompt.

SO

In developed areas these

that calculation of comparative value is certain

In less developed countries a degree of uncertainty may attach to both

cost of tr ansport and quality cons equences of available stor age facilities.
again, markets are prone to anticipate risk by discounting value.

Here,

-90Appreciation in hide and skin prices of the magnitude experienced in 1978 and
1979 directs attention to technical factors usually i.gnored or taken for granted.

One

of thes e is deterioration of raw material on long ocean trans port and under abnormal conditions of heat and humidity.

Container vessels minimize a problem for-

merly observed even with well cured hides and skins conveyed in c argo holds and
subjected to excessive heat.

However, delays in carriage or in unloading and pro-

cessing at destination continue to be hazardous and costly in yield of quality leather.
Techniques of producing quality hides and skins, curing them effectively, storing and shipping to maintain inherent quality, are known and practiced in developing
areas.

Preferential demand for the hides and skins from such origins reflects the

assurance of quality to the tanner and his customers.

In a very real sense that

assurance is the keystone of large-scale production and leather products.

Trans-

mitting codified knowledge to countries or areas which need it is a minor task. The
real problem is training personnel at every level of the hide and skin economy. from
management forward, to respect and practice the techniques which optimize quality
and avoid waste.
The Impact of Price Fluctuations on Various Processing Sectors
Hide and skin prices fluctuate, with greater frequency and am.plitude than most

33/
other commodities. -

By every measure of price variability, hides and skins have

distinguished themselves for generations as the epitome of volatility, uncertainty and
risk.

The basic reason has been indicated at several points ill this study: Supply of

hides and skins does not and cannot respond to variations in demand.

Hence, vari-

ations in demand exert disproportionate leverage on price whenever the desires to
buy or to sell are not fully satisfied.
equation can provide the imbalance.

Either the demand or the supply side of the
For exam.ple, a vogue for knee-high boots

might increase potential demand for upper leather, the pri.ncipal product of the
leather industry, by 15 or 20 per cent.

Obviously, supply cannot rise to the occa-

sion; price intervenes to frustrate an appropriate percentage of would-be consumers.

- 91 If, on the other hand, a shortage of feed gra.Lo. forces the u.ntimely sacrifice of many

catU&, hide prices will fall.

In either case equilibrium is always restored by the

contraction or expansion of consumption induced by price.

*

Historically, the vast number of relatively small enterprises engaged in competitively producing. selling and buying hides and skins has contributed to the universality of price oscillations.

There have not been factors large enough to admin-

ister prices or to hold large enough inventory and periodically release supply to
control prices.
Since cattlehides represent two-thirds of the world's leather-making raw material, their price almost invariably determines the price behavior of calfskins I
sheepskins and goatskins.

There is sufficient overlapping in end-uses of hides and

skins so that imbalance of supply and demand in cattlehides is quickly commu.nicated
to the markets for the other raw materials and causes parallel price adjustments.
High prices for cattlehide leather, for example. will lead shoe manufacturers to
use more goatskin leather.
the price will follow suit.

But, the supply of the latter is inelastic and therefore
Minor exceptions to the general role do occur, by virtue

of special circumstances, a.l'ld usually for limited periods.

Thus calfskins in short

supply and used for the finest grades of footwear or handbags have on occasion
stayed aloof from the mainstream of hide and skin prices.

Wooled sheepskins are

in a class by themselves since there is no replacement either for the better goods
(shearlings) used in garments or for the lower grades bought by pullers for the
wool content.
Although the causes and broad effects of hide and skin price fluctuations are
readily explicable in classic economic terms, their impact is extre:c:r:e ly varied and
complex.

Ta.nners and manufacturing sectors are primarily exposed and subject

to the reSUlting problems.

*

This description of the market .mechanism and the role of price in balancing
supply and demand in hides and skins is applicable to market economies.

- 92 To packing and slaughter houses in developed countries, the incidence of
even wide price swings in hides and skins does !lot have gr ave economic moment.
What matters in this sector is obtaining a return from the sale of meat and byprod ucts at least equal to the gains of competitors.

Such equivalence enables the

packing house operator to remain competitive in the purchase of livestock on the
hoof.

Typically, packers sell their hide and skin products as prcd.uced with very

little speculation on possible price change.
To tanners and manufacturers of leather products, however, price fluctuation is aco!lstant, absorbing and dangerous fact of life.

They must sell their

goods weeks and months ahead to as sure continuity of output and retail s ales whereas raw material supply becomes available only day by day.

Hence, coverage of

raw material requirements may spell the differ ence betwe en profit and loss for the
tanner and to a smaller extent for the manufacturers.

Speculative risk cannot

always be avoided; availability of certain hides and skins is conditioned by seasonality or by geographic factors.
speculate involuntarily.

Tan.ners who require such hides and skins must

Similarly, the manufacturer who commits himself to

Ull-

derwriting prices of shoes for extended delivery, to a catalog retailer for example,
may invite considerable risk if he has !lot fixed the cost of commensurate supply
of Ie ather.
These exposures to Ullcertainty follow from the high proportion of raw material to total cost of leather and the lower but still substantial ratio of leather to
final product costs.
To the tanner, raw material is the major cost of production varyi.ng in ratio
to total cost with hide and skin prices because other costs - labor, chemicals,
power, interest, etc., - may change but are !lot volatile.

Hides and skins can rep-

resent 35 to 75 per cent of leather cost depending on product made and on the price
level.

Within a ten-month period. July 1978 -

.-'\~ril

1979, the ratio of hide cos t in

cattlehide upper leather moved from 47 to 71 per cent as hide prices doubled.

- 93 In footwear the cost of leather over a twenty-year period has averaged between
20 alld 30 per cent of total cost.

Again, however. the impact of sharp price challge

in hides alld skins first communicated to leather becomes apparent on the shoe ma,nuiacturer ' s cost sheet.

By June, 1979 a producer of a medium grade shoe who had

budgeted 24 per cent of cost to leather a year ago wrestled with a 37 per cent ratio.

In products such as leather garments, halldbags or upholstery, the leather component is normally a higher ratio of total cost than in footwear and ranges from 20
to 50 per cent.
Retail prices in the developed countries are based upon manuiacturers I s elling prices plus a f'mark-up" of at least 100 per cent.

Hence, the change in hide

and skin costs transmitted by the processing sectors is inflated even though the retail price curve is statistically flatter.
Price indices shown graphically in Figure 7

illustrate the similarity of trend

as well as the compressed effect of hide and skin price changes as additional costs
are incurred at the tanning and manuiacturing levels.

As FAO (source of Figure (,)

notes, "between 1962 and 1967. the aver age deviation of quarterly prices for raw
hides, leather alld leather shoes from their respective linear trend lines was 2.2..0
per cent, 9. 5 per cent and 6.9 per cent.

II

Increasingly, tanners in developed countries and in several developing areas
have endeavored to cope with bide and skin price fluctuations by preaching and
pI' acticing "replac ement pricing!!.

Leather, it is contended, must be sold at prices

based on the latest cost of hides and skins to permit replacement of raw material
used.

Competitive pressures, mainly due to excess capacity, make it difficult to

achieve consistent achievement of replacement in actual selling practice.

Hence,

severe price changes in hides and skins continue to be attended by great risk to
tanners.
Tanners and many of their customers feel the impact of price change directly
alld promptly in working capital requirements.

A prolonged rise in raw material

I
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- 95 markets can have extraoTdinary consequences.

These may be illustrated by the

investment in hide inventory essential to operation of a tannery processing only
1,000 hides per day and with a typical cycle of 16 weeks from purchase ,of raw material to receipt of payment for sales.
Figure 8
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When markets decline. a consistent sequel to price advances in the past.
the eased burden of capital needs is not assuaged by inventory loss.
Finally, both advance and decline in hide and skin prices are accompanied by
a shift in the distribution of leather usage.

IIigber prices, symptoms of supply

inadequacy, open the gate to substitution, mainly synthetics in recent years.

Re-

duced leather prices, marking relative gain in supply, stimulate greater leather
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consumption in mark ets previously lost or in new products.

The proces s of re-

.toring supply/demand equilibrium never ends and, in the event of acute disruption as in 1972-1974 or 1977- ... ?, is costly and characterized by casualties among
leather producers and manufacturers.
It is not remarkable that the subject of hide and skin price fluctuation is foremost on the agenda of conferences, conventions and meetings, national and international, of the leather and leather products industries of market oriented economies. Notwithstanding many decades of appeal to reason, restraint, common sense
and material interest, no solution has been found.
IMPACT OF COMPETITION FROM SYNTHETIC SUBSTITUTES
ON DEMAND FOR HIDES AND SKINS
Subs titute Materials
There have been substitutes for leather since ancients tanned the first hides
and skins.
Historically, demand for leather has always exceeded supply, '.Vi th rare and
,

transitory exceptions.

Supply of leather, tantamount to supply of hides and skins,

is inelastic vis -a-vis demand.

.umption of available supply.

Hence, price adjudicates the distribution and conSevere price fluctuation in hides and skins, paral-

Ieled by the price of leather, is the reflection of the continuous movement toward
equilbrium of supply and demand.

The point of balance always leaves uns atisfied

demand and that is the area of substitution.
A few illustrations will define the role of substitutes in the hide and skin
economy.

For example, in 1948 sole leather was the major cattlehide product in

the U. S. and in Western Europe.

Tanners consumed 8,000,000 hides in the U. S.

to provide the soles. insoles, etc., for 88 per cent of the country's shoe production.

Synthetic rubber. perfected during World War II, entered the market and

progressively captured the volume shoe:.tr'ade.
.'if,;.
.

At present sole leather is used only
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on top grade footwear and less than 3 million hides are processed for that purpose
in the U. S.

Hides not tanned for sole leather were used for shoe uppers, garments

handbags, upholstery and so forth; consumption made possible only in part, by raw
material sole leather tanners were compelled to relinquish.
Upholstery leather for cars is another case in point.

If the same proportion

of car s manufactured in 1978 were upholstered in leather as in 1928, there would
be scarcely any leather remaining for footwear!

Fabrics, vinyl and other mate-

rials were the substitutes and instrumentality for price rationing of leather.

Need-

less to say, a car equipped with leather seats commands a premium price of sever al hundr ed dollar s .
The process of substitution is endless and the battle line constantly changing.
When fortuitous circumstances enlarge the supply of hides or skins, lower prices
enable leather to percolate down to lower product grades.

Some types of leather

benefit more than others, but the sum total of consumption expands to balance with
new supply.

If, on the other hand, adverse conditions reduce raw mater ial supply,

price will mediate a greater share of the market to substitutes in some products.
From the economist's standpoint the term" substitutes" is a misnomer.
Such products are more accurately described as alternative materials, and, as
long as leather supply falls short of potential consumption the alternatives are
essential to help fill consumer needs in footwear and other products.
Until now, and most probably until 1985 at least, leather has enjoyed commanding preference in footwear and many other essentials or luxuries.

Its unique

physical properties have not been emulated by other material or synthetic materials.

Those properties in brief are:

A complex fibrous structure with extraordin-

ary strength to weight ratio; water vapor permeability; lack of spatial memory
(leather shoes adapt to corns and bunions; plastics have memory and return to
original shape!)

Attempts have been made to duplicate these characteristics.

Du-

poa in the U. S. expended $30 million in the effort and eventually conceded failure.

- 98 Vinyl and urethane coated fabrics are simulations of appearance, attractive invitation of surface but not of physical properties.

It may be surprising in the age of

space technology, but the characteristics on which the appeal of leather is grounded
have not yet been replicated in any synthetics.
Synthet Lcs are merely another case in point.

They do not dis place leather;

it is their function, as with all other substitutes, to fill consumer wants and needs
for which leather is not available in terms of supply and feasible price.
Of course the ebb and flow of competition by synthetics, and other substitutes,
is vastly more complex than indicated by the summary given above.
kets and outlets for leather are concurrently or equally affected.

Not all mar-

The lowes t and

lower price brackets of consumer goods are first to experience the i.nroads of synthetics when the equivalent products in leather become too expensive.

In certain

products where the unique properties and appeal of leather are not vital, the loss
of market can be irrevocable.

Heels and seats in shoes, partitions and linings in

wallets and brieicas es. machine drives. the outer shell of ski boots are examples
of such loss.

But, the aggregate supply of leather, when ?rice denotes increased

availability, recaptures tr adition al markets or expands in new outlets to the tulles t
extent of available supply.
No synthetic product has thus far succeeded in emulating the unique properties of leather and thereby competing with leather as an equivalent material.

Cor-

fam, developed by Dupont, and more or less similar materials generically known
as poromerics. are the most sophisticate~ effort to duplicate the water vapor permeability of leather and its weight/ strength ratio.

The manufacturing process is

costly and complex, relies on petrochemical feed stocks and is not adaptable to
meeting demand from shoe manufacturers for relatively small lots of differ ent
weights. colors and textures.

Above all, consumers l experience with poromerics,

a high-cost material, was unsatisfactory.

Production has been abandoned in the

U. S. and Western Europe; Coriam process rights and equipment were sold to
Poland; limited poromeric output is reported in Japan.
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impact on potential demand for hides and skins.

Substitution in years of diminished

hide and skin supply will come from another quarter, namely, the fabric -backed
polyurethanes and vinyls.

These are by far the most important synthetics in cur-

rent use and the only materials to which manufacturers of footwear and leather
goods can look to supplant leather on a volume scale in the lower price ranges of
their products.
Vinyl-coated fabrics have been in production for more than twenty year s but
were not highly regarded as an alternative for leather except in the very cheapest
products or in novelty items.

However, introduction of urethanes gave a great

stimulus to the plastic coated product group.

Urethane is superior to vinyl in

abrasion resistance. in texture embos sing and in color matching to customer specification.

Even pri.or to the upsurge in hide and skin prices during 1972 -74, ure-

thane-coated fabrics were the mainstay of substitution in footwear uppers, handbags, and small leather goods.

Peak use developed during the 1972 -74 price cycle

and began to decline shortly thereafter when hide and skin prices fell precipitously.
There are no data on the overall use of synthetics during the 1972-74 episode
of leather supply stringency.

An indication is given by the percentage of shoes pro-

duced in the U. S. with non-leather or part-leather uppers because the largest part
of the substitution consisted of backed urethanes and vinyls.

It is estimated that

peak us age in footwear exceeded 40 per cent of total shoe produc tion.

Compar able

iniormation is not available for other countries where resort to synthetics was also
extensive.
Queries were directed in June, 1979 to manufacturers of six developed countries regardin g proj ected use of Ie ather and synthetics in footwear and handbags.
Indications from Western Europe do not point to a marked increase in synthetics.
However, in the U. S. several leading producers of volume grade footwear and
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handbags are apparently committed to greater use of the backed synthetics as a
cons equenc e of the Ie ather pric e outlook.
Plastics used in sheet form or by injection moulding and extrusion for very
low-priced sandals, slippers, handbags or purse accessories
for leather.

are not substitutes

The wants filled by such plastics are, in effect, a new market in

which leather could not be competitive under almost any circumstances.
It is assumed in this study that in the foreseeable future potential demand for
leather will exceed available supply; alternative materials (substitutes) will deter mine., in part, where and how leather is used and who consumes it.

In planned

economies, the function of price will be discharged by mandate or plan.
Problems Arising From Cultural And Social Factors
Problems attributable to tr aditional social and cultur al ins titutions and practices are limited although the economic impact in at least one instance is highly
signiiicant.

That situation, of course, is the prohibition of cow slaughter in I.ndia.

With the exception of a few localities, Kerala. West Bengal and Assam, where restricted slaughter is allowed of aged and dry animals, slaughter is not officially
permitted in the rest of the country.

Almost all cattlehides are obtained from

fallen animals and, as previously noted, the quality of such hides reflects the cumulative marks of age, disease and ir..ierior village flaying.

In a few Asian coun-

tries any vocations involving livestock slaughter and the processing of hides, skins
and leather are restricted to specific castes or social classes.

This may handicap
34/
technological development and thereby restrain improvement of supply.
Only
one dietary restriction is of any consequence: The Moslem and Judaic proscription
of pork, which does not seem to be a problem for hide and skin supply or demand.
Consumption of hides and skins as human food in Africa and parts of Asia inhibits
raw material supply for leather, but points to a vastly greater social problem,
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Traditio.e.al social and cultural factors ide.e.tified as problems for the hide and
ski.e. eco.e.omy are usually associated with curtailment of possible supply.

A social

factor of more rece.e.t vi.e.tage i.e. developed countries stimulates demand for leather.
A growi.e.g predilectio.e. for "natural!! products, appearing i.e. rece.e.t years, has perceptibly affected demand for food, cotton, wool and leather.

Deprecated at first as

cultist, the demand for the .e.atural has become a market force of co.e.siderable dimen sio.e.s.

It has been clearly appare.e.t, withi.e. the industrialized nations, in con-

sumer choice of footwear, apparel, and accessories such as handbags and belts,
and upholstery.
PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
Increase in Quality and Quantity of Hide and Ski.e. Supply
The core of the problem must be stated without equivocation:

Greater global

production of leather and, more particularly, an increased share of global production by the developi.e.g countries, cannot be attai.e.ed without increased available supply of improved quality within the developi.e.g countries.

Furthermore, the problem

is far more narrowly focused geographically .e.ow than te.e. or twenty years ago. The
reasons are:

First, Latin America and Asia currently process all their indige.e.ous

raw material ..and have become .e.et importers.

Available supply in these two re-

gio.e.s represe.e.ts 58 per cent of total hide and ski.e. supply in the developi.e.g countries.
Second, a period of spectacular cattlehide supply growth in the developed countries
came to an end in 1977.

Over the .e.ear term c attlehide supply in North Americ a,

Western Europe and Oceania will decline.

Whether, when and at what rate supply

growth will resume is problematical, but in no eve.e.t are future tre.e.ds likely to
duplicate the unprecede.e.ted expansion of the last 25 years.
It follows that developing countries must rely to a greater extent o.e. domestic
hide and skin resources for fruitful and viable progress in tan.c.i.e.g and the manufacture of derived products.

Those resources can be increased and improved at

every stage of their production.

-
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Livestock
Raising livestock efficiently and productively in terms of yield - meat, milk,
wool and hide or skin by-products - is both the base aIld the limiting factor to progress in the leather sector.

Economic history also records that productive herds

and flocks are a source of capital accwnulation indispensable to economic growth.
A comprehensive progr am should be framed under the aegis of the U. N. and
drawing upon expertise from all possible quarters such as departments of Agriculture in developed countries. ranchers from the U. S. and Argentina, breeding specialists. experts in forage crops, entomologists and veterinarians.

It would be

presented to developing nations as a platform for action. begin.c.ing with initial onthe-spot investigation and then detailing progressive stages of breed improvement,
disease and
storage.

inse~t

control. pasture management. feed or forage crops and their

Explicit recommendations should be made on means of implementing the

program and on incentives for its acceptance by farmers or herdsmen.

In that re-

gard' seemingly far -fetched suggestions should not be overlooked - blue ribbon
awards, local competition, financial inducements or exchange visits with livestock
producers in other countries.
In brief, a quantum. jwnp is needed from the present level of animal husbandry
in many developing countries.

Unless that is attempted, much of the followi.;J.g will

remain pious rhetoric.
Slaughter Facilities
The absence of central abattoirs or slaughtering facilities is a principal cause
of non-recovery of hides and skins.

All the obstacles and difficulties are familiar:

Lack of roads and transport facilities, absence of communication, shortage or total
lack of trained management or working perso.c.nel.

Urban centers of some descrip-

tion are a prerequisite to provide markets for abattoir meat products and thereby
encourage consistent livestock marketing to a commercial or an organized channel.
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All too often the problem is char acterized in broad terms such as the

II

absence of

an inira-structure lt with the connotation that the latter means supplies, equipment,
mechanics, plum.bers and electricians on call.
which

dis~...nguish

Obviously, these are

developed from under-developed economies.

cannot be imported or imposed full blown.

t~

indicia

An "infra-structure"

It must be developed from fertile take-

off points; organized livestock slaughter can be one of the most fertile and produc-

35/
tive.

It would contribute to protein supply-

and the hide and skin by-products

would unquestionably aid broad capital growth and industrial development.

There is

ample evidence of favorable results wherever private or government e££ort has led
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to the establishment of modern slaughtering facilities.Flaying and Curing
Until slaughter methods can be more eiiectively controlled and improved
through abattoirs, the promotion of better takeoff by farmers and local butchers is
essential.

In this regard the lessons of the past should not be overlooked: Economic

incentives have always been the most potent touchstone of improvement.

Diiieren-

tials in price to reward good knife work, proper trim and adequate cure are of the
essence.

Hide and skin improvement services should consider programs involving

the distribution of good tools, skinning knives for example. and curing salt or toggles for air drying.

Cost of such activity would be minor compared with the result-

ing increase in economic value of hides and skins produced.
Collection
In some developing areas loss of hide and skin supply is due to nothing more
than the absence of effective collection systems.
is not to be ignored:

Here again. the past as mentor

Hides and skins move into "sight" when the incentives are

known,reliable and practiced.

Collection systems based on incentives to garner the

products of farm, herdsman or village build their own communications network.
How to give full play and scope to incentives is obviously conditioned by the economics or social structure of a country.

1O~-

Ways to Improve Research and Development Programs
Funda..~ental

research in hide and skin chemistry, tanning processes and ma-

terials is conducted by a number of long-established institutes as well as by commercial organizations in the developed countries.
widely disseminated through technical journals.

Their findings are published and
Such research keeps current the

vast body of existing knowledge and technology concerning hides, skins and leather
which is univers ally available.

Lack of i.niormation is not an obstacle to producing

better raw material or ta.n.c.ing leather to achieve maximum added value.

Any

needed information can be obtained, literally, for the aski:ng!
Consequently, research in developing countries should not be addressed to
abstract and theoretical problems with no immediate a.nd practical benefits.

It

should be directed toward the application. the best utilization of the existing body of
knowledge and information on hide, skin a.nd leather technology.

Such cha.nge in

emphasis may require reconsideration of existing programs in the research organizations of several developing countries.

Field operations to spread information

would take precedence over res earch, however creditable, in the labor atories. The
latter should become centers for testing a.nd control, for solving practical problems as they arise, for developing sta.ndard procedures for tan.c.eries without their
own laboratories.

It is in no sense devaluing the status or role of !!research!! to

suggest the priority of such practical, grass -root activity.

In fact, fundamental

research in the developed countries always flowed from initial dedication to solvillg practical day-by-day pro1::iems.
FAO has framed a clear summary of practical research objectives:

"Research

and development celltres in the developing world may have to concentrate their activities on the folloVii ng basic areas:
- Measures to increase the availability of hides and skins and upgrade their
quality;
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- Improvement of flaying procedures;
- Measures to adapt modern tanning technology to their respective needs;
- Development of standard processes and controls, acceptable to international markets, for wet blue, crust and finished leather;
- Development of quality control standards, and means of enforcing such
standards so as to ensure that all finished and traded leather products
can maintain the high premium which such products now enjoy in major

37/
developed country markets. , , In this context FAO noted the financial problems of national research organizations and suggests consideration of multi-country institutes, similar to regional
research and training centers established by UNIDO, and an international entity to
coordinate and avoid duplication of effort at the country level.
WAYS TO IMPROVE

MAR~ETING

PRACTICES

Marketing begins with the product and in the hide, skin and leather field,
Emerson's dictum is infallible. (Make a better mousetrap and •.. ).

Marketing

problems in hides, skins and leather are inversely related to quality of product and
that is measured by all the criteria discussed in preceding sections:

Fiber, grain,

weight, butcher cuts. surface dam.age. tannage. finish and, above all, uniiormity
or consistency of supply or output.
In the markets of the developed world descriptive trade standards have evolved,
codified in many cases and sufficiently respected in trade practice, to facilitate
matching sellers ' offers and buyers' needs.

A similar condition prevails in certain

developing countries and governs tr ade in certain products - Frigorifico hides,
Madras vegetable-tanned skins, Thailand buffalo semi-tans, Iranian hair sheep,
etc.

However. where heterogeneity is the rule rather than exception, as in many

developing countries, value diminishes and price suffers.
The marketing solution. therefore, is twofold: Improvement of quality through
better takeoff, cure, storage, and so forth; sorting or grading of hides and skins
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to achieve consistency in lots ofiered to tanners or for export.
discussed at length in previous sections.
marketing

I'

Quality has been

Sorting or grading as functions of better

equire further comment.

Large abattoirs in developing cou.ntries can and do sort hide and skin output
in the s azne manner as packer s in the developed

I' egions.

But, when the bulk of

supply originates with small fanners, local butchers or herdsmen, the collection
system or network must assume the function of grading, sorting and assembling
merchantable lots of hides and skins.

More frequently than not, success in this

endeavor is directly related to the size of the collecting .agency and the amount of
territory covered.

Economic motivation, profit incentive or participation in

greater gain, is equally important.
GeneraliZing about possible improvement in marketi.ng or collections systems is hazardous.

In market-oriented economies value is communicated by com-

petition for supply; the number of intermediaries bet'Neen primary produc er and
the final buyer is dictated by necessity not by largesse or custom.

However, when

price incentives are absent, the advantages of improving quality or grading and
sorting hides and skins are not fully appreciated.
Under all circumstances it would appear that economic incentives must be
harnessed to improve the marketing structure and that greater knowledge of market value would aid the bargaining position of the original sellers.
WAYS TO REDUCE PRICE FLUCTUATIONS
There are no feasible means of controlling or d3..:"'npening fluctuations in hide
and skin prices.

Conceivably, a wide -ranging set of worldwide international agree-

ments might achieve apparent and temporary results, but the agreements would
entail:
Fixed maximum and minimum prices for every pos sible variety of hide and
ski.n with suitable difierentials for every grade.
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Similar fixed pricing for every type of semi-ta..o..o.ed or rough-ta..o..o.ed leather
and every grade of finished leather, footwear and ail leather products.
Multilateral export and import quotas for hides and skins and all derived
products.
Maintenance of stockpiles to absorb or release supply whenever the dykes were
threatened anywhere in the world.
Rationing of footwear and all other leather products.
Obviously. the concept is chimerical and is suggested only to emphasize that hides
and skins are not a homogenous commodity, e. g .• copper or wheat; they are many
commodities inter-related by the common markets in which they are consumed.
Furthermore, leather is hide and skin substance and so too are leather products.
Hence, control at one level is futile without parallel restraints or controls on the

38/
others. It can be surmis.ed that no subject has ever been discussed and deplored more
fervently by ta..o..o.ers than the price vagaries of their raw material.

A recurrent

thought is advanced in such discussion, namely, stockpiling under governmental
auspices to restrict the range of price fluctuation.

An ever normal granary of

hides and skins is appealing at first blush until the tecl'-..nical problems are considered,
not the least of which is how to acquire the initial stockpile without causing the very
disruption it is hoped to avoid.
Another possibility advanced from time to time proposes that pooling of
national information or estimates on probable supply and demand configur ation for
the ensuing year would lead, through greater understanding of the world market, to
more price stability.

This idea was actually implemented by the International Coun-

cil of Tanners for several years with unfortunate results.

Apparently, ItA little

knowledge is a dangerous thing!' in the world of hides and skins because anticipation
by certain participants of even moderate change proved self-fulfilling with a vengeance.

-
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Only one plan has ever been proposed, and adopted by some tanners, which
makes economic sense and might lead to greater price stability if it were u.oiversally practiced. This is the f'Last_In, First -Out

Il

method of inventory valuation, an

accounting system which dispels the illusion of gain from market advances and
thereby helps to curb speculative impulse.
WAYS TO APPROACH TRADE RESTRICTIONS
In spite of the conclusion in April 1979 of the Tokyo Round of multilateral
trade negotiations, a serious if not critical phase is emerging in the trend of international tr ade relations.

Imbalance on trade account, diminished growth rates,

spiraling energy costs and inflation have exacerbated trade problems and grievances.
Leather, its raw rna. terials and products, are involved.

It is important therefore to

define the specific issues within this sector.
First, total or partial denial of access to their domestic raw material by a
large number of developing countries and the centrally planned economies.

In con-

t.r ast, the developed and market-oriented economies have continued to allow the

export of hides and skins without restriction.

Prohibiting or blocking raw material

export is motivated by the desire to promote and expand domestic utilization.

Fre-

quently, the rigid application of this policy has led to the absurdity of export prices
for leather below the value which could have been realized for the equivalent raw
material.
Apart from considerations of equity, there are two reasons why a one -way
system of trade in

l' aw

material ca..rmot be sustained indefinitely.

First, an industry fostered by exclusive right to domestic raw material is
never exposed to the tests of efficiency implicit in a free market.

Sooner or later,

productivity and quality of produce deteriorate as the industry "becomes 1 addicted!
39/
to subsidies. ! ! - Raw material producers, aware of world market hide and skin
values, demand equal prices at home, and at the least, quality standards are
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jeopardized.

Although no official account is available, it is believed that such a

conflict of interes t er ans plred in Ar gentina early in 1979 and was resolved by movement of hide and skin prices to or near the world market level.
Second, countries aggrieved by export restriction began to as sert, to Ar gentina
and Brazil,

fbr example, that "developing" is not an indeterminate sentence; that

at some point maturity is presumably attained and the obligations of trade reciprocity
must be assumed.

As noted in a preceding section, discussion along these lines

began mounting in the EEC and the U. S. during May and June, 1979.
Approaching the issue of raw material export restriction on the level of rational economic discourse would be preferable and more productive than retaliatory
measures by the freely exporting nations.

Discussion among the concerned cou:ntries

could well disclose that the dimensions of the underlying problems had shrunk radically.

In several developing countries, for example, the primary objective of do-

mestic utilization is now an accomplished fact.

Blanket export embargoes may be

doing more harm than good by preventing exchange in types or grades of hides and
skins more useful in one country than another.

In short, there are practical solu-

tions to accommodate the transition to freer trade in hides and skins without impairing the basic objective of developing countries.

Joint studies of possible solutions

should be framed and recommended by international bodies including the appropriate
elements of the U. N.
The other side of the tr ade coin, import rest riction in the leather and leather
products sector. poses more difficult problems.

Although these have arisen pri-

marily between developed and developing countries, they are also manifest in trade
relations in the developed regions, e. g., import quotas by Japan.

In the developing world the export of leather and its fabricated products was
the basic stimulus for creating the requisite productive capacity.

Growth in capac-

ity was encouraged by low tariffs in the developed nations, including the General
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System of Preierences,and the absence in these countries of non-tarlii barriers.
_~nother

spur of tremendous importance was, and remains, the interest of multi-

nation al busines s groups in exploiting low labor costs and participating in the subsidies or other forms of assistance by governments to iruant industries in developing c ounttie s .
Within a relatively short period - 12 years - exports of footwear and other
leather products to developed countries reached proportions which prompted deep
concern and has in several instances culminated in restrictions on imports from
developing countries.

Such restrictions have typically been effected through meas-

ures extraordinarily reasonable by historic standards.

Instead of reverting to

blanket exclusionary tactics, to prohibitive tariffs, developed countries sought to
achieve a balance'of interest with the exporting nations.

This was accomplished

through an historic innovation in trade relations - bilateral Orderly Marketing
Agreements.
Two premises underlie Orderly Marketing Agreements as instruments for
bridging sharply divergent national interests and thereby avoiding uncompromising
tt ade restrictions.

In the first place, the developed partner to the agreement recog-

nizes the value and importance of leather and leather products to the growth of the
developing country.

And, second, the developing country acknowledges that un-

limited exports can bring serious disruptive consequences to the importing nation.
Those consequences, reflected in popular sentiment or legislative action, could
threaten existing patterns of trade and national development.

Hence, it is mutually

advantageous to acknowledge practical limits to the rate of export growth in specific
industrial sectors of a developing country.

In all OMA' s negotiated thus far, pro-

vision has been made for continued participation by the developing country in the
market growth of the L"'nporting nation.

Such participation in the future

is, in effect, a trade-off against precipitate capture of an unduly large share of the
market within the importing country.
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Satisfactory bilateral agreements can only allay acute problems between two
countries at a time and, i.oevi tably, create problems i.o other quarters.

A limita-

tion on exports to a give.o market provokes the effort to seek expanded outlets
elsewhere.

Unless

OMi~,!

s are consis tently employed i.o resolvi.og such situations,

the treat of arbitrary and severe retaliatory measures will be ever present.
Can the concept of the OMA be generalized i.oternationally to the end that
past progress be safeguarded and the avenue to future development not be blocked
by draconian restrictio.os?

The answer must be affirmative on two grounds.

First, there is precedent for the principle of market sharing without onerous
restr ai.ots on developme.ot or dangerous disruption of national markets.

The inter-

national agreements on textile trade dealt with prcblems as complex as i.o the
leather sector.

Negotiated i.o 1973, the textile and fibers agreeme.ot has averte<:'!

dangerous trade conflict and given economic value to the concept of orderly marketing and shared growth.

No agreeme.ot subscribed to by more than two score

countries can anticipate problems certain to arise from year to year.

However,

the machinery for review and negotiation i.o the textile arrangement has prevented
fissures from growi.og into irrevocable disagreement: or trade conflict.
Second. the dimensions of the problem, in the e.otire sector based on hides and
skins, should not be exaggerated.

Emphasis has been given in this study to the con-

centr ation of available hide and skin supply by region and country.

Countries pro-

duci.og hides and ski.os have the most vital long-range i.oterest i.o the growth of
orderly trade in leather and its products a.s a prerequisite to sound economic development.

These countries have an economic stake in orderly marketing far g=eater

than the few anomalies produci.og leather and its products from totally imported raw
material.

Conseque.otly, a great majority of nations participating i..o leather and

leather products trade share a basic common interest on which multinational orderly
marketing agreements can be built.
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A COMPREHENSIVE FRAMEWORK FOR OPTIMUM DEVELOPMENT
OF THE HIDES, SKINS AND DERIVED PRODDCTS ECONOMY
The GeneI' al Obj ective of International Cooper ation
International cooperation. with very rare exceptions, is the result of consensus in national self-interest.

What are the objectives of all countries, devel-

oped or developing, with respect to hides, skins and derived products, and which
both define and justify international cooper ation:
1.

Increasing the available supply and improving the quality of hides and

Z.

Realizing the maximum return from hides and skins, whether from do-

skins.

mes tic utilization or for export.
3.

Maintaining tr,ade in hides, skins and derived products with the best pos-

sible (or least adverse) impact on foreign trade account and on internal problems
of employment or the economic stability of regions and communities linked to
leather and its products.
4.

Minimizing price fluctuation in hides and skins and the ensuing conse -

quences in manuiacturing and retailing.
With one addition, the foregoing describe the substantive objectives and areas
of international cooperation.

The addition is ass.istance or guidance to those deve!.-

oping countries which have not yet reached a self-sustaining takeoff point in utilizing
or marketing their hide and skin resources.

Everyone of these objectives has been

noted or discussed in preceding sections of this study.

In summary, international

cooper ation should be or ganized and formed on:
Quantity and Quality
More problems would be solved (and more dialectic avoided) by increasing the
supply of hides and skins in many developing countries and raising the quality.

One

can infer from Table 5, which compares regional livestock number s ViIi th hide and
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skin supply" the huge increase greater productivity would yield.

Raising quality-

through reduction of defects would have alm.ost equally significant results in gross
income of producing countries.

The benefits. moreover" would be perceptible in

all nations because increaSed and better supply would be conu:nunicated to world
markets and raise the universal level of leather consum.ption.
Existing prograuu of technical assistance and training spearheaded by
ONIDO. FA 0 and other agencies of the U. H." should be expanded and intensified.
Applied research. at a down-to-earth level" can be incr eased and coordinated
internationally to avoid wasteful dup,lication and ensure rlhot-line" distribution of
useful information.

It is suggested that international cooperation and support could be facilitated
by exposition of the economic benefits to financial institutions concerned with the
balance sheets and credit staDdjng of various cOUDtties.

Prevailing inform.ation

am.ong such institutions on the economic leverage in expanded and im.proved hide
and skin supply is st:riki.ngly absent.
Efficient Utilization of Supply

It has been too freque.ntly assum.ed that the presence of livestock, and hides
and skins of some description, automatically justifies building a taonery.

The re-

sult of this stereotype in tbinldng has been costly excess processing capacity in a
number of developing countries.

A sounder approach would weigh the character aa:l

logistics of supply. measure the cost and profit benefits of marketing raw material
or processing it and determining the point at which capital investment is justifiable.
International agencies can approach the task without preconception or prejudice. It
is urgent for two reasons: To carrect errors of the last eight years and to restore
confidence in taDDiDg operations properly installed at the right tim.e and the right
place.
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Price Stability
For reasons adumbrated previously, any recommendations on this score are
of dubious value.

There is no solution that can be reconciled with the existence of

a market in which several million buyers and sellers participate and the market,
it might be noted, i.s more pervasive than the avowedly market oriented econom-

40/
ies. -

Exchange of information at the inter national level might help to model' ate

oscillations or reduce their most adverse consequences provided that:
A sufficient number of countries agreed to periodic consultation and evaluation of supply and demand trends illdicated by their· pooled data; and
Second. those countries ulldertook to avoid unilateral import or export action
which would aggravate the factors leadillg to instability.
National Support Measures
Leadership and illitiative by illternational agencies can delilleate the objectives and benefits of cooperation among co untries on the problems of the several
industries grouped as the leather sector.

However, the achievement of positive re-

suIts requires positive action by illdividual natiolls or by regional groups faci.ng
common problems and issues.

Endorsement of sonorous geller alities leads no-

where; concrete problems must be tackled systematically at the national level.
Problems and issues to which national ellergy must be directed may vary with
every cOUlltry.

There are three primary subjects to which every nation with an

interest in hides, skins and leather should subscribe as deserving full support:

1.

Collection and compilation of comparable data on livestock, hides and

skills, leather and its products, in the format prescribed alld approved internationally.
2.

Increasing the available supply and quality of hides and skillS by imple-

mentillg appropriate measures and programs.
3.

Determining the optimum utilization of raw material. not by pre-con-

ception but through concrete analysis of feasibilities, markets and cost-benefit
ratios.
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STR.~ TEGY

FOR ACTION

It should be clear from all of the preceding review that there is still scope
for economic progress in hides and skins and their derived products.

Developed

countries have charted the routes to efficient production of raw material and its
mos t ec onomic utiliz ation.

Sever al developing nations have demonstr ated that

indigenous hide and skin resources can be a major asset in national development
when the available techniques are adopted and supported.

In the latter countries

the s eli -gener ating momentum of inc enti ves has bec ome a powerful element in
attaining greater value for hides, skins and their processed derivatives.

But. in

the Near East. Africa and the Far East there are countries where potentials are
considerably greater than current availability and efficient utilization of hide and
skin supply.

While these countries account for a small proportion of global live-

stock resources, their hide and skin productivity is extremely low.

Hence, im-

provement in these regions would contribute to their economic progres s as well
as enhancing world supply in hides and skins or processed goods.

Str ategy at the International Level
Two problem areas deserve and require international leadership and action.
The first has been noted above - three regions where improvement in the scale
and quality of hide and skin supply would exert positive economic leverage for the
countries directly concerned and in some measure for the rest of the world.

The

second has been defined in a preceding section - the rise in trade restrictions and
the inevitable counterpoi.c.t. of retaliatory measures.
At the present stage of development in the hide and skin branch of the world
ec.anomy, circumlocution is a waste of time in coping with the first problem area.
All the generalities are familiar: inadequate slaughter facilities, bad flaying, poor
curing, haphazard collecting .•. The time appears right for a pinpointed addres s
to governments based upon first hand, on the spot appraisal by qualified observers.
In essence, the message must detail the benefits of specific actions, diagram what
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must be done, assign responsibility for performance, clearly define the scope of
international assistance and offer to recruit foreign expertise on suitable terms.
A platform for action on the foregOing lines cannot be framed in the abstract
by the most competent armchair theorists.

It must begin with down-to-earth in-

vestigation by competent observers schooled in hides and skins and capable of
smelling profit or loss in any economic milieu.
A moral for action by international agencies can be read from the reports
of UNIDO consultants who visited various countries all too briefly in 1978. Their
findings gave substance to surmise, dispelled generalities with hard facts and
identified the most urgent tasks, country by country.

Leadership and action at

the international level should follow this precedent so that guidance and assistance
can be offered to a country in concrete terms, directly and knowledgeably appUcable to the country's problems.
Limited resources undoubtedly coniront UNIDO and other U. N. agencies
with the dilemma of either diffusing or concentrating effort.

It is suggested that

the time is propitious to adopt the latter course in hides and skins.
A departure from the generally hortatory position at the international level
to a pragmatic stance would involve the following steps:

1.

A statement should be addressed to all developing countries with poten-

tially signiiicant hide and skin supply to suess the economic gains of increasing
and improving this raw material resource.

Each recipient country should be

given an outline of practical ways and means. tailored to the faCtual situation in
that country.

A substantial body of the necessary information in that respect is

already available from reports by UNIDO consultants and F AO field observers,
In framing the outline of ways and means for a country, every possible emphasis
should be given to limited pI' acticable, attainable goals.

One reasonably effi-

cient abattoir or collecting station or the adoption of better curing methods will do
more good than far ..;reaching programs that cannot get off the gro und.
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Any government evincing interest in a program of economic self-im-

provement via hides and skins should be asked for positive commitment to the
indicated targets and for manpower and management personnel to support project
leadership and expertise from internation al agencies such as UNIDO and F AO.
3.

Technical missions or advisors designated to organize a specific pro-

ject should have practical knowledge of hides and skins and access to information they might lack.

Following the initial phase of an undertaking, provision

should be made for two-way communication to obtain progress reports and to furnish advice and instructions on problems as they arise.
4.

As a project gets off the gro und with ponderable results in more or bet-

ter hides and ski.ns, then consideration should be given to the next stage - better
marketing or utilization to obtain greater economic returns.

This should be based

on thorough evaluation to avoid the costly mistakes and disillusionment of excessive and idle capacity in proces sing plants.
Obviously, the concept of international strategy and action in the foregoing
is concerned with countries where hide and skin supply falls drastically short of
national potential.

It is not addressed to developed or those developing countries

where hides and skins are efficiently produced, used or marketed with knowledge
of their economic value.

But, countries in the latter group would welcome any

expansion in global supply, any reduction in the waste of possible resources in
less developed regions, as essential to the leather wants and needs of growing
world population.
The other major problem urgently requiring international consideration is
the growing threat of escalating trade restriction and reprisal.

This ominous

possibility, of which the origins have been discussed in a preceding section, calls
for outspoken international discus sion and every pos sible effort to adjudicate or.
at the least, to ameliorate the consequences of national differences.

~nternational
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agencies and institutions concerned with the hide and leather sector must be objective in determi..ning and presenting economic facts and their implications.
Preconceptions must be shed and facile formulas abandoned if they do not square
with the facts.

Lack of objectivity can and has bred costly illusions; it has been,

more often than not, a benign disservice to viable economic development.

It is

misleading, for example, to gener alize on the benefits of exporting manufactured
products rather than hides and skins without weighing the character and avail-

•

ability of the necessary raw material.
Any working conference convened to consider the question of access to raw
material should include innocent bystanders, that is, hide and skin deficit naCountries in this group could exercise weight in mediation through their

tions.

importance in trade flows other than hides and skins.

A future UNIDO consulta-

tion meeting such as the Innsbruck s es sion in 1977, would be a highly appropriate
forum.
To cope with the retaliatory prospect engendered by massive exports of
leather and its products from newly established capacity, no better instrument
is at hand than Orderly Marketing Agreements.

In spirit as well as substance,

the OMA's are a remarkable forward step toward equitable and rational trade
policy.

However, it has become apparent that bilateral agreements will have to

be generalized to preserve their purposes and effectiveness.

In the footwear

sector, for example, rapid expansion of capacity and the resulting quest for markets can be as dangerous to developi.ng countries as it is deemed disruptive by
developed nations.
Initiative at the international level is required and a first step in that direction would be the compilation of more accur ate data than now available on existing and prospective capacity. UNIDO surveys in 1978 yielded considerable in41/
formation- but more important charted the research procedures to be followed.
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Essentially, these are on-the-scene investigations as distinct from desk studies.
More extensive information of the character developed by UMDO would also be
invaluable in gauging the econorr.J.c merit of proposed new manufacturing facilities.
Hindsight suggests that such information and appr ais al in the pa'st might have
avoided serious errors in the utilization of national resources.
COuntl;Y or Regional Strategy

In developing countries the major objective is: Increase and improvement
of available hide and skin supply. Any progr ams, proj ects or plans to attain thos e
ends must enlist positive support and cooperation from a multitude of producers
who are the base of the supply pyramid.

Economic incentives are an exceedingly

effective system of communication in the hide and skin supply chain.

Creating

and promulgating the necessary incentives is, therefore, the key element of
effective strategy to maximize potential hide and skin resources.
It would be futile to specify precise measures; national systems and broad
economic policies differ widely. In some instances the expertise of foreign trading companies, through joint venture or other arrangement, may be desirable to
establish better market channels.

Other countries might find it possible to rely

on existing resources for production improvement and trade management.

But,

the pervasive factor in any system must be the incentive of greater return for
greater production and superior quality of hides and skins.

There can be no

equivocation on the underlying problem: In many developing countries the, gap
between potential resources and actual available supply must be closed as the
prerequisite to development in the leather sector.
Geography and similarity in livestock breeds may dictate the strategy of
regional cooperation and action.

Information organized by UNIDO on this score

would be useful to countries with contiguous borders and concerned by common
problems of animal disease, insect control or'marketing channels. A strategy of
joint action in such cases could reduce costs and accelerate the growth of supply.
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Reference has previously been made to the interest of developed countries
in the global expansion of hide and skin resources.

Such interest could provide

information to nations seeking to enhance their hide and skin resources - information on markets, specifications. grading, trade practice, shipping methods and
the like.

Contacts of this kind are essential to development at every stage.

Beyond action directed at the most basic problem - hide and skin supply national strategy should be guided by national needs. These include, in the hide,
skin and leather industries, practical. down-to-earth research, training of
management and personnel. market analysis, exchange of information with other
countries either directly or through UNIDO and the other U. N. agencies.
Experience has demonstrated that economic development is not a pre-ordained, automatic- and infallible sequence. Any decision on the optimum utilization of indigenous raw material should be preceded by exhaustive evaluation of
quantity and quality of supply, alternative marketing results and capital and
operating costs of the options under consideration. For example, present excess
tanning capacity, COinciding with reduced world hide and skin supply, is prejudicial to success of new tanning enterprise.

However, five or ten years hence

the outlook could well be much more favorable.
Second, every country should be cognizant of the grave risks in the mounting threat of trade restriction and retaliation.

National strategy, therefore,

should include participation in and support of international efforts to achieve
equitable compromise and the rule of reason in foreign trade.
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CHAPTER III
LEATHER ANTI LEATHER PRODUCTS ECONOMY
CURRENT PRODUCTION OF LEATHER
Major As pects
The Product
Raw hides and skins are organic materials subject to bacterial decay within
hours after removal from slaughtered or fallen animals.

Putrefaction can be

arrested temporarily by curing (see A.nnex 1), freezing, dehydration, or the application of biocides.

In their original state, fresh or cured, hides and skins have

very limited utility; they must be converted to a semi-organic, stable form through
a tanning process to gain the characteristic properties and values associated with
leather for thousands of years.
The Process
Tanning c an be effected by various methods and materials but the underlying
principle is identical even in the most primitive systems, namely, the transformation of collagen to a stable form retaining the fiber structure of hide or skin
substance.

In modern tanning the known functions of che:tr..ical agents are coupled

with various physical t.r:eatments for the precise and mas s duplic ation of desir able
characteristics in finished leather.
A typical leather production proces s flow is outlined in Annex 2.

Although

this is primarily descriptive of steps in the manufacture of the war ld' s most important type of leather - cattle side upper - the oper ations noted apply to most
commercial leathers.
groups of operations:

In es sentials, all tanning proces ses entail four succes sive
Preparation and depilation of the rawstock; basic tanning;

retanning, splitting. lubrication, and coloring; drying and physical conditioning;
surface finishing.

Variation at different stages of production are legion, especially
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in market oriented, competitive economies.

However, a remarkable degree of

basic process standardization prevails due to the rapid diifusion of technical information.
Characteristics tanners preserve and enhance in processing hides and skins
distinguish leather from all other sheet materials, natural or artHicial.
random fiber structure of hides and skins endows leather with:

The

Water vapor per-

me ability, high tensile strength and tear resistance, dimensional conformation
(a vital factor in footwear comiort), flexibility over ambient temperatures, pWlCture resistance and durability.

It has been previously noted that many have sought

and none succeeded in duplic ating these properties in synthetic materials.
Types of Leather
Analysis of the leather and leather products indus tries in succeeding sections will be facilitated by a brief summary of the principal types of leather produced and the broad categories -of end-use in each instance.
TABLE 19

MAJOR TYPES OF LEATHER AND END USES

% oiTota! Leather
Bovine Leather

Production in Area

66. 1

Shoe Uppers, garments, shoe linings,

(Produced mainly in

handbags, and personal leather goods, up-

sides; upholstery and

holstery, luggage, sporting goods, waist

some garment leather

belts, dress and work gloves, book bind-

in whole hides; includes

Lngs.

splits. )
Heavy

4.9

Soles, transmission belting, other industrial

(ra..n.ned in sides; sole leather

and mechanical leather, harness and sad-

cropped to bends, sb. oulders

dlery, heavy equipment cases, waist belts,

and bellies. )

welting and top gr ade insoles.
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Sheep &t Lamb Leather

22.0

Grain and suede garments, slippers, shoe

(Includes shearlings I or

linings, dress gloves, hat sweats, book-

skins tanned with wool

bindings, chamois, Stnali Ie ather goods,

on for garments, slipper

protnotional novelties.

lining s, rug s and bed
pads. )

6.6

Goat and Kid Leather

Shoe uppers, linings, dress gloves, gartnents.

The foregOing emphasizes again the great range of end products for which cattlehide leather is employed and the very large proportion of total leather output
represented by bovine rawstock.
Modern and. Vintage Tanning
No industry of ancient, and respectable lineage, can cotnpare with leather
in the gulf between tnodern functioning technology and still exis tent vestigial pr ac-

tice.

In certain areas leather is currently produced in backyard or rural work-

shops by methods as old as recorded history.

Leather is also produced in plants

where computer consoles monitor, time and control every stage of a completely
mechanized systetn.

And. between the two extretnes there are small tanneries,

partially mechanized, relying on low labor costs rather than investtnent in modern
equipment and tnethods.
Reasons for the great variat ion in technique and mechanization are more
complex than the simple division of developed and devel oping.

Perhaps the most

important is the relative availability in sufficient quantity of reasonably unifortn
raw material supply.

In the absence of such supply a large and mechanized tan-

nery would be an ec onomic white elephant.

It could not oper ate efficiently on a

mixture of assorted hides and skins nor could the product be marketed to recoup
production cost or amortize capital investtnent.

Argentine tan.neries, among the

most rationali.:ced in the world, exemplify the positive consequences of adequate,
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consistent and quality raw material supply.

Ancillary skills and tr ades have

grown in Argentina in response to the proven ability of the ta.c.ceries to utilize
domestic raw material and market the product successfully at home and abroad.
Leather production in India has developed on a dual track which copes to
some extent with the endemic problems of deficient hide and skin supply. Much
of the backyard or rural ta.c.cing output is semi-ta.c.ced leather which is funneled
f

to mechanized plants for sorting, further processic.g and marketing to domestic
manufacturers or foreign buyers.

In a practical sense this system reaches the

same goal as collection and centralization of raw material supply.

It may have

the additional effect of dispersing labor requirements over a wide area. It should
be noted, however, that the Indian system rests on a very substantial raw mate42/
rial base in volume, if not in ideal quality. In strictly economic terms there is not the slightest doubt as to the enormous advantages of a tannery designed on m.odern, mechanized lines.

Produc-

tivity in such plants is several times greater than in technologically backward
units and an order of magnitude beyond the capability of "ta.c.ceries It relying
mainly on labor rather than machines.
any conceivable saving in wages.

The diiierence in unit costs ofisets almost

Quality control, uniformity of product, nexi-

bility in meeting customer requirements are further attributes of modern ta.c.cery
superiority.

But, the crucial precondition is raw material supply meeting the

criteria identiiied above.

Ii that condition cannot be met or foreseen, a mechan-

ized tanning plant abreast of modern technology would be a costly liability.

In evaluating the role a tannery might have ic. a national economic complex.
it is important to avoid the recurrent misconception that tanning is a labor intensive industry.

The contrary is true: Modern tanning ranks low in labor intensity;

it is a capital intensive industry.

Productivity in processing and materials hand-

ling, made possible by new machines and methods, has signiiicantly changed the
char acter of the modern rationalized ta.c.cery.
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Loc ational Deter minants
Access to raw material takes precedence over all other factors in tannery
site selection.

Availability of water, power and fuel. labor, transport facilities

for incoming supplies and outgoing shipments of product are all vital but seCOLldary to the indispensable, primary factor of raw material availability.
Within the past five years attention has been drawn to the desirability of
tanning fresh hides to obviate the cost of curing and to produce better quality
43/
leather. The value of this procedure has bee.o proven. However, it is feasible
eco.oomically and practically o.c.ly if a ta..oning plant is co.otiguous to a slaughtering
facility with adequate a..od co.osistent volume or can collect a.od put hides or skins
into process within hours after flaying.

Furthermore, the scale of ta..onery oper-

atio.o should be large e.oough to pennit sorting and gradillg of raw material (or
leather) into u.oiform, commercial lots.

Otherwise, the adva..otage of tanning

fresh hides would be more than offset by the depreciated return for miscellaneous
output.
Water
Ta.olli.og tech.oicians regard water as their primary processillg chemical. It
should .oot be taken for gra..oted with respect to quality and dependability.

A back-

up or "fail safe" resource is just as importa..ot as the obvious or maill supply.

Low

float processing and recycling systems have dimillished water requiremellts i.o
modern tanneries, at substa..otial capital costs.

III conve.otional plants, co.osu..--:np-

tio.o should be anticipated ill a ra..oge of 5 to 12 gallo.os (18-44 liters) per Kg. of
wet salted stock.
Enviro.omental Aspects
These are reviewed ill a followi.og section.

It is perti.oe.ot to note here that

the magnitude of effluent control problems is .oot llecessarily related to degree
of industrial development.

Problems due to effluent may actually be more serious

in certai.o developing areas with high populatio.o de.osity tha..o in developed regio.os.
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Land and Structure
General observations on land requirements or building specifications are
meaningles s.

Good design emphasizes compact layout for efficient proc es sing

flow but climate, land and building costs and available materials involve appropriate variations.

Tanneries in San Francisco, with much equipment situated

outdoors, cannot be compared with plants in New England or Leningrad.
Energy
Under existing conditions, or the milieu in prospect, energy is a more important consider ation than in the past.

It is true that the tanning industry is not

energy intensive in comparison with metal refining. cheIl"..ical processing or
transportation.

In modern tanneries, prior to 1974, the cost of fuel and purchased

electricity for process steam and water, motors and building heat varied between
44/
1. 7 and 2.5 per cent of total cost of production. In energy deficient countries
supply can be of greater concern than comparative cost.

Transportation or ship-

ping cost is another facet of the energy problems with troublesome implications,
for leather production i.e. :t,llany parts of the world.
Management and Labor
In the leather industry, perhaps more than in other industrial pursuits,
managerial expertise is the key to viability and success by the standards of every
economic system.

The reason can be put briefly: It is the object of modern tan-

ning to produce a highly uniform product from raw material which can never be
competely homogenous.

Hence, contingencies calling for gross or subtle varia-

non of process or treatment are incessant and the knowledge required is not
codified in texts.

It is acquired by the trial and error of cumulative experience.

Ther e is discernment in the truism that the leather industry is a blend of cr alt
and science.
No standard prescription can be written for the size or composition of management cadres.

In developed countries men with practical experience, often
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capping tecb.o.ical training, gravitate to the helm.

They are supported by individ-

uals specializing in raw material, plant management, sales, chemical control
and personnel administration.

At the operational level plant superintendents and

department foremen carry the responsibility of production schedules, quality
control, and material us age.
The working force in a tannery comprises three categories:

Production

employes; non-proces sing plant workers such as maintenance men, truck drivers,
fork-lift operators; the office or clerical staff.

Requirements in skills or train-

ing periods vary considerably with the degree of mechanization in a tannery. Certain tasks call for training or apprenticeship under an experienced employee:
splitting, sorting, color matching.
tr aining under foremen supervision.

Others can be adequately filled by on-the-job
Machinists, pipe fitters, electricians rep-

resent crafts which are adapted by experience to the special requirements of tanning machinery.
No representative schematic can be drawn of management and working force
number s in tanneries.

Plants wi th input of the s a...>ne quantity of hides or skins

can vary widely in the char acter and quality of product and in productivity.
example Plant A

Plant B

I, 000 hides
10, 000, 000 sq. ft.

I, 000 hides
10,000,000 sq. ft.

Output per manhour

60 sq. ft.

40 sq. ft.

Production Workers
(at 2, 000 hours per year)

83.3

Non-Production Workers

10

10

8

8

Input per day
Output per annum·

Office Employees
Total

101.3

125

143

For

-
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Plant A in the foregoing example may be more highly mechanized; or, Plant B may
be devoted to specialties consuming more labor time in ta.oning and finishing
operations but yielding a market return sufiicie.at to ofiset greater lab or cost;
or, Pla.at B may have labor costs sufficiently low to offset the capital cost of .aew
a.nd more efficient machinery.
In short, the only relevant guides to the size of tannery perso.onel requirements are output per manhour or value added per manhour.

CAPITAL AND PRODUCTION COSTS
ModeX'.a tanning, as .aoted previously, is a capital intensive e.aterprise o.a
two counts:

First, the investment in fixed assets, i.acluding la.ad, buildi.ag, ma-

chi.aery a.nd auxiliary equipment.

Sec o.ad, working capital required to financ e

inventory at all stages of process from raw material to finished leather as well as
stocks of chemic als and other supplies and credit exte.aded to customer s.

On both

counts, any formulas or approximations or rule of thumb estimates of capital requirements made prior to 1979 have, unfortunately, been outdated.
Capital requirements are, of course, directly related to the level of tech.aology employed or proposed.

It is possible to produce leather, of a kind. with

a fractio.a of the capital i.avestm.e.at .aeeded for a fully modern, mechanized establishment.

But, a ta.onery conceived on primitive or obsolete lines for the

low investment terms might not serve any ge.auine economic purpos e.

5

ake of

It could

not function as the mainspring of Integr ated development, or service export demand, or create capital.

The practical co.asequences are more likely to be

10S5

in value of raw material consumed.

It is assumed here that the only relevant approximations of capital needs
are concerned with tanneries utilizing curre.at tech.oology and functioning or projected as self -sustaining enterprises.
Three categories of capital cost can be estimated with reasonable accu.racy
from recent experience and current data:
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1.

All processing machinery and ancillary equipment including spare parts,

power and stea..-rn systems, laboratory facilities, fork lifts, trucks and other vehicles.
2.

Waste disposal installations.

3.

Working capital to finance hide or skin inventory, betterment, chemical

and other supplies and credit extension.
Land and building construction costs vary tremendously with country, local site,
climate, availability of supplies and pertinent skills.

Total installation costs,

from preliminary engineering studies to plant start-up, are also subject to great
variation due mainly to the presence or absence of technical expertise.
These general observations are confirmed by a survey made in several
developed countries of reproduction cost for a model tannery of specific capa45/
city. The designated model was a cattle side leather tannery processing 1,000
brined hides per day (10,000,000 sq. ft. annually) to finished leather.

Estimates

of required capital illvestment in fixed assets ranged from $5, 100,000 to
$6,300,000.

Supplementary information with respect to workillg capital needs,

Oll the premise of a lo-week turnover cycle, showed greater consensus although
uniformly qualified by reference to cattlehide prices.

The range of estimates is

given below.
TABLE 20
ESTIM..4.TED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS
MODEL CATTLE SIDE LEATHER TANNERY
PROCESSING 1,000 HIDE PER DAY TO FINISHED LEATHER
Low
Fixed Investment
Machinery, Power and all auxiliary equipment
Total Ins tallation
Waste Disposal System
Land and Site Improvement
Building Construction lncludillg piping, electrical' air lilles, etc.
Total Fixed Capital

$2,190,000
.200~

High
$2,600,000

000
520,000
50,000

180,000
900,000
120,000

2,140,000

2,5-00, 000

$5, 100, 000

$ 6, 300, 000
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Low
Workin~

F.J.gn

Capital

Hides. raw, process and finished at
55'; per pound
Betterment inventory
Chemicals, Finishes, Dyes, etc.

$4,760,000
704, 000
360,000

$4,760,000
839,000
270,000

Total Working Capital

$5,824,000

$5,869,000

$10,924,000

$12, 169,000

Total Capital Requirements

A tanning unit with capacity of 1, 000 hides per day was selected for the
determination of capital requirements for two reasons:

First, that level barely

reaches the minimum, taking account of periodic departures from rated capacity
which justifies the cost of a fully modern installation.

Second, economies of

scale beyond 1,000 hides daily are moderate because large tanneries are basically repUc ations of the minimum economic unit.

Advantages in administr ative

cost, purchasing, maintenance or laboratory facilities tend to be offset in practice by more rigid overhead and the greater cost of mistakes in market, production or style judgements.
It is impossible to estimate capital requirements for small tanneries, 1. e. ,
units with capacity appreciably les s than I, 000 hides or equivalent hides per day.
without moving backward in technological time.

Plants in that clas s are either

extremely specialized virtuos 0 operations or make-work enterpris es.

In certain

traditional leather districts, small--scale enterprise is sustained by a unique form
of industrial synergy.

For example. in Santa Croce. Italy. various aper ations

are performed by specialized and separately owned shops of tanners, splitters.
embossers, degreasers, finishers, etc.
Analysis of capital employed in skin tanneries is made difiicult by the conglomerate nature of the industry.

Tanners using pickled skins do not req uire

pre-tanning equipment (beam house) and have considerably less efiluent.

How-

ever, the resultant saving in fixed capital may be offset by greater working
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capital requireme.nts due to seasonality of dema.nd for the fi.nished product. Sheepski.n garme.nt leather is a case i.n poi.nt; ta.n.ners must a.nticipate a.nd carry Lnve.ntory to fill seaso.nal peak dema.nd from ma.nufacturers.
Although ta.n.ning ca.n be described as a batch process, all hides a.nd skins
must be ha.ndled i.ndividually at various stages of productio.n.

At these stages

more machi.nes are required i.n a ski.n ta.n.nery tha.n i.n a hide pla.nt because sheep
a.nd goatski.ns are o.ne-eighth to o.ne-fifth the area of cattlehides.

For this a.nd

other reaso.ns machi.ne tech.nology has made much less progress i.n ski.n ta.n.ni.ng
tha.n i.n proces sing of c attlehides.
As a broad guide to the capital structure of ski.n ta.n.neries it ca.n be assumed
that for a give.n footage productio.n of finished leather a ski.n ta.n.nery will require
the followi.ng perce.ntages of the capital lodged i.n a cattle side leather pla.nt:
In. fixed assets - 48 per cent; i.n worki.ng capital - 65 per ce.nt.

Thus, a

sheep or goatski.n pla.nt with .normal capacity of 10, 000, 000 sq. ft. yearly will require about $2,700,000 i.n fixed capital a.nd $3, 700,000 in worki.ng capital (at May
1979 raw ski.n prices).
Developme.nt of modern tanni.ng pla.nts expressly designed to limit production to blue or crust leather i.ntroduced a varia.nt i.n capital structure.

Less

equipme.nt is .needed in such pla.nts tha.n in co.nve.ntional integrated ta.n.neries a.nd,
since the turnover cycle is more rapid, worki.ng capital requireme.nts are reduced.
However. the capital base of a blue or crus t pla.nt is not a simple duplicate of
capital allocated to equivale.nt s egme.nts of a complete ta.n.nery.

Moder.n blue a.nd

crust ta.n.neries are designed for volume output a.nd to exceed the cost efficiency
of the facilities they suppla.nt.
Estimates give.n below are based o.n data for blue a.nd crust operations in
two cou.ntries,

Arge.nti.na a.nd the U. S.
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TABLE 21
EST1.M..A..TED CAPITAL REQD"1REMENTS
CATTLEHIDE BLUE AND CRUST LEATHER TANNERIES

(1,000 Hides Per Day)
($1,000)
Blue Only
Low
High

Crust
Low
High

997
110
400
38

1,360
140
150
60

1,700 2,000
170
180
750
500
45
65

500

700

950

1,200

2,045

2,410

3,375

4, 185

1,480
250
170

1,480
300
140

2,980
540
280

2,980

Total Working Capital

1. 900

1,920

3,800

3,820

Total Capital

3.945

4,330

7, 175

8, 005

Fixed Investment
Machinery, power and all auxiliary equi pment
Total installation
Waste Disposal System
Land Site Improvement
Building construction, including piping,
electrical, etc.
Total Fixed Capital
Working Capital
Hides Raw and Process at 85 ¢ per lb.
Betterment Inventory
Chemicals and Supplies

540
300

Manpower Requirements and Capital Per Worker
The size of the working force in a tannery is a function of productivity.
In the capital schedules outlined in Table 20 for tanneries producing finished leather from raw hides, annual output of 10, 000, 000 sq. ft. is assumed.

On

the further assumption of 2,000 hours yearly per worker, the required work force
would be:
SQ . Ft. Per Manhour
•

Working Force

50
40
30
20

100
125
167
250

There is consider able productivity spread in cattlehide leather tanneries. even in
the developed countries, for reasons noted previously,

Maximum efficiency is

associated with an average ci 40 sq. ft. or more while less than 30 sq. ft. marks
the area of non-economic operation.
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From the low capital cost example in Table 21 it is evident that the requisite total
capital per worker, at a productivity rate of 30 sq. ft., would be $65,412 consisting of $30,538 in fixed capital and $34,874 in working capital.

Of course the lat-

ter figure reflects the high level of cattlehide prices in May, 1979.

However.

even at the prices of the past two or three years the capital ratio per worker would
certainly qualify the leather industry as capital intensive.
Production Costs
The principal categories of cost in producing leather are:R aw material;
Labor; Tanning and Finishing Materials (including water, fuel and purchased
power); Overhead (including management, interest, depreciation and fixed costs).
Hides and skins always have been and remain the most important factor of cost.
Ratio comparisons of cost elements are meaningless when taken out of money
context.

It will be useful, therefore, to illustrate the current cost (June 1979) of

producing a square foot of cattle side leather.
PRODUCTION COST PER SQ. FT. (June, 1979)
CATTLE SIDE LEATHER
Hide Cost at 85¢/lb (Less split credit)
Labor
T anni.tg Materials, Fuel, etc.

$0.917
. 192
. 164

Total Overhead

.159

Cost

$1. 432

A roughly comparable cost distribution obtains for all major types of leather including sole leather which is sold mainly by weight rather than area.

In fact,

costs quoted above for cattle side leather apply with almost equal accuracy to a
pound of sole leather.

Costs of leather from. calfskins, sheepskins and goatskins

usually show a slightly higher percentage for labor reflecting the greater time
expended per sq. ft. due to the smaller size or skins.
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Two classes of materials, chemicals or reagents are employed in modern
leather production.

The first comprises products specifically identified as tan-

ning agents and responsible for transforming putrescible hide substance into stable
leather.

Sodium and potassium bichromate are the most important, and most

universally used tanning materials, but there are many other agents including
vegetable tannins used mainly in.production of sole and other heavy leather.
Tanning agents, however, must be supplemented by many chemicals and the
leather industry uses a wider range of industrial chemicals than any other manufacturing industry.

Many of these chemicals are standard market products, but

quite a few are specially formulated for tanning.

That is particularly true of

finishing materials which are developed exclusively for leather production.
Succes sful leather production is linked, therefore, to supply industries
which furnish. the standard and specialized materials tanners require.

In most

instances the supply industries are chemical processors which are meshed into
the structure of advanced chemical technology.

Reasonable proximity to chemi-

cal suppliers is advantageous to tanners for a vital reason other than prompt
delivery of required products.

It facilitates plant consultation with the chemists

or technicians of supply firms to correct process lapses or assure accurate use
of various chemicals.

EN'lIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
During the past 15 years many countries have adopted far-reaching programs to preserve the environ.ment and avoid ecological imbalance.

Industrial

waste discharge is a principal area of legislative or regulatory action; the leather
industry is involved by virtue of its relatively high water usage and resulting eiilu ...
ent~

Proper control of waste is now recognized by the leather industry as an essen-

tial adjunct of modern production facilities.
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First, the knowledge and technology to meet prescribed standards of effluent purity are still to be developed.

On the contrary, intensive chemical and

engi.neering research as well as practical testing have yielded a body of knowledge assuring the feasibility of compliance with extremely high sta..cdards of
effluent treatment.
Second. the cost of treatment installations is prohibitive and burdens leather
producers with extensive and non-productive capital outlays. "This view arises
from the natural. inevitable and ardent dialogue between regulatory authorities
and industrial management.

It totally overlooks the positive consequences of

stimulated response to exigency.

Under the pressure of meeting environmental

standards, leather producers have re -examined processing concepts, adopted
methods of recycling expensive chemicals and drastically curtailing water us age.
In many cases the net result has been a more efficient plant with waste treatment
costs actually amortized by savings in chemicals and water usage.

For obvious

reasons, consequences of this general nature are slow to appear in relevant
industrial publioations.
Third, the preconception is prevalent that waste disposal is a more onerous
problem for ta.n.c.eries in developed countries than in developing regions.

The lat-

ter are ass ociated with wide open spaces, unlimited water, indifference to health
hazards and boundless natural resources awaiting despoilation.
quiry discloses the fallacy of such as sumptions.

Any factual in-

Population density in much of

the developing world is greater than in developed nations; water supply is very
frequently an acute problem; reliance on indifference to health is an affront to
social conscience; and natural resources, in many instances, are hard-pressed
to maintain subsistence living.
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have the advantage of municipal or public waste treatment systems.

While these

large systems require screening and preliminary treatment by tanners, they do
obviate the necessity of a complete installation by the leather producer. Scaled
levies may be imposed by the public system in accordance with the volume and
character of the effluent discharge.
Recent years have witnessed the emergence of specialization in tanning
functions with wet blue plants, situated near raw material sources, providing pretanned stock for additional processing and finishing by tanners in other areas.
Since most of the effluent problems originate in the beamhouse and initial tanning
stages, users of wet blue leather maintain very minimal waste treatment and
pr actical1y none is required by plants only finishing leather.

This form of intr a-

industry organization is certain to expand for several reasons, detailed in the .
following section, each of which confirms the basic principle of economy in tanning hides at origiJl or source.
A question of considerable importance to tanners has not yet been resolved
in many jurisdictions.

Chrome used in tanning is trivalent.

Acknowledging that

this form is not harmiul. and probably even beneficial to vegetation, certain
regulatory bodies have proposed the elimination of any chrome from effluent residue.

While that goal can be accomplished through recycling and precipitation

techniques. the costs would be completely out of proportion to conceivable benefits.
Disposition of solid waste in tanning will undoubtedly require more attention
and research in the future.

Such wastes include fleshings, raw hide trimmings,

hair, leather trim.r.nings. shavings and buffing dust, lime sludge and the solid
residue of biologic effluent reduction.

Present recourse includes the reduction

of fleshings and hide trimmings to grease and animal feed or manuiacture of glue
and gelatine; use of leather scrap for leather board and fertilizer; briquetting
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However, a certain residue of solid waste seems des -

tined for landfill sites and these will become more difficult to acquire with increasing urbanization.
Air pollution is a minor problem for leather producers.

Combustion prod-

ucts and exhaust emission of solvents used in finishing are readily controlled by
conventional equipment.
Comprehensive and detailed description of tannery waste dispos al systems
is available in many recent publications, several of which have been prepared and
published by UNIDO.

Annex 3 provides a bibliogr aphy and a succinct, informa-

tive discussion on the subject by UNIDO.
TECH}j1:CAL DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS
It is the consensus of leather technologists that the main focus of technical
development is presently machinery and equipment.

Chemical research is ex-

tensive but is directed toward refinements rather than radical change in proven
methodology.
A new phase of machine development is the adoption of electronic means for
precision control of equipment, metering the flow of chemicals, coordinating
loading and unloading of proces s stock and starting and stopping progr ammed cycles
at different stages of production.

In the world's most modern tannery the center

of operations is a computer console wired to every

drum~

mixer, chemical tank

and valve in the plant.
Two objectives are dominant in the accelerated pace of machine and equipment development:
productivity.

Better control for the sake of product consistency and greater

The first purpose is served by improved design of basic machine

concepts and more sensitive application of power through hydraulic devices.
Efforts to attain the second objective are directed toward continuity in the movement of proces s stock and reduction in handling and moving time of hides and
skins.
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Ta..no.ing remains a batch process, even in the most modern and mechanized
plants, with the necessity for Lntermittent handling of individual hides and skins.
Variations within each batch require sorting at several stages in order to route
hides and skins to the most suitable processing and finishing.

A continuous» auto-

matic tannery, with hides entering at one end and finished, sorted leather emerging at the other. is feasible in theory; the technology is available.

However, de-

velopment and capital costs of such a plant would be orders of magnitude beyond
present investment disposition.

Mechanization, therefore, is currently equated

with feed-through machines and automatic stackers wherever possible.

This has

been successfully accomplished in many operations from the wet stages to measuring and packing.
Drums and mixers continue to vie for technical approval in efficiency with
a possible rival in augur -type tunnel processors combi.ning beamhouse and tanning operations. Accessible i.niormation on the latter, as of June 1979, seemed
to indicate that further development was necessary.
In finishing techniques, leather producers can draw on a wider armory than
ever before, including polymers such as the urethanes for extraordinary durability and abrasion resistance.

Paradoxically, consumer preference has shifted to

natur al appearing. soft leathers with minimum finish.
Brief reference was made in the preceding section to portents of change in
the economic structure of the leather industry, namely, the establishment of
ta..no.eries producing wet blue leather near the source of hides.

Advantages of

prim.ary tanning in proximity to raw material source are familiar.

It becomes

possible to tan fresh hides and eliminate cost of curing which is currently $1. 60
to $2. 00 per hide or . 04¢ to .05 ¢ per foot of leather.

Superior quality of leather

46/
made from fresh hides has a greater market value estimated at 3 per cent.Eliminating extr aneous material at source reduces the cost of tr ans porting hide
substance.

Specialized function in a !!blue l l tannery permits thorough mechani-

zation and maxim.wn productivity.

And, most important, the large -scale
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specific product requirements of his tanner customers at home and ab road.
Specialized production tends to distribute the burden of carrying process
inventories.

It also enhances industry ability in rapidly meeting shiits in demand

caused by style change or to adjust leather in accordance with varying speciiications of footwear and other product manufacturers.

I.n periods of large hide and skin supply and low prices, consideration is
given to the use of poorer grades for food.

Hide substance is protein.

It lacks

a couple of amino acids but that deficiency can be chemically restored, if necessary.

Hence, in addition to gelatine and sausage casings, researchers anticipate

a wide market for edible collagen derived from hides, provided the "price is
47/
right". Market analyses and production cost calculations indicated, in 1978,
that, except for gelatine and sausage casings, an upset price of • 07~ per pound
would be necess ary to divert hides and skins from leather production in ponderable quantity.

That price level does not seem imminent!

FACTORS INFLUENCING PRODUCTION AND DEMAND
Stress has previously been given in this study to the basic fact that available
hide and skin supply is the limiting factor to aggregate production and consumption of leather.

That fact is central in considering apparently independent factors

such as patterns of end us e or competition from substitutes, synthetic or natur al.
These factors and many others are linked to a complex and constantly changing
market process which allocates the finite supply of hides, skins and leather.

It

will be useful to note certain aspects of the world leather (or hide and skin) market before commenting on leather end use patterns or the influence of substitutes.
In market-oriented economies it is taken for granted that all individuals are
part of the market process.

Their mass ability or inability to buy leather shoes

at a stated price will determine the sale and future output of the product.

Every
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leather and leather products, also participates in the market's operations and
helps frame its decisions.

Country X undertakes to increase domestic supply of

leather products by purchase of Argentine crust leather or Italian shoes.

Con-

summation of its plans will affect the price at which leather loafers become available in Waukegan, Illinois.

Similarly, a country restricting foreign acces s to its

domestic raw material plays an active role, thereby, in the world market.
Changes in the pattern of leather end use or ill the relative consumption of
substitutes are not spontaneous or inexplicable phenomena.

They are primarily

resultants of market distribution of limited leather supply at optimum pric es.
Price and purchasing power are the shears which cut the pattern of consumption.
Data on consumption of leather in products other than footwear is confined
for the most part to the developed countries.

In this group a remarkable change

began in the mid-60's and has been accelerated in the present decade.

Leather

consumption in products other than footwear has grown sharply in abs olute volume and in ratio to total usage.

Within the OECD area the calculated ratio of

leather consumed in footwear declined from 81 per cent in 1965 to 66.7 per cent
in 1978.

In sever al countries footwear has become or is close to being a minority

interest.

For exa.m.ple, products of leather goods other than footwear now absorb

49 per cent of leather consumption in the F .R. of GermanY', 53 per cent in the U. L..,.
38 per cent in Italy and the U. S"

35 per cent in France.

Principal categories

of merchandise involved are leather apparel and accessories, furniture and auto
upholstery, handbags, personal leather goods, saddlery and sporting goods.
Recurrent style innovations test consumer effective demand response to
new uses.

A rage for knee-high fashion boots drains upper leather supply to the

discomiiture of both manufacturers and consumers of conventional footgear.

A

French manufacturer introduces a leather tennis shoe and, almost overnight, the
athletic shoe busines s begins consuming large quantities of cattle side leather 1.n
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several countries.

In the United States, the recently acquired addiction to jogging

has sustained total leather demand because leather is de rigew: for the best running shoes.

However, a bureau representing manufacturers of conventional shoes

has publicized the merits of walking.
As pointed out in Chapter il, synthetics fill needs for which leather is not
eCCDomically available.

The comparative volume of synthetic use in nominal

competition with leather has varied universally with the relative supply of hides
and skins.

Leather, so to s peak, is not dis placed by synthetics; it merely re-

linquishes territory it cannot cover.
In a narrow sense there are specific factors influencing production levels.
For example, in the adjustment to price levels caused by changes in the supply
base, new business stagnates.

Leather producers face the choice of cw:tailing

and thereby absorbing heavy overhead loss or producing for inventory with the
consequent risk.
production.

In recent years the weight of decision has been for curtailed

As a result, inventory pipelines tend to be exhausted and when de-

mand from manufactw:ers returns, inevitably, frantic production schedules are
set to satisfy customer needs.
Seasonality is another short-term factor influencing production in every
important leather market.

Shoe production with an average swing of 21 per cent

from monthly high to monthly low output is more stable than the leather apparel
or small leather goods industries.
40 per cent.

In the latter, seasonal variation reaches

The problem is somewhat mitigated for leather producers with

multi-product lines because seasonal patterns in consuming industries do not
coincide.
REORGANIZATION OF PRODUCTION
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
In Chapter II the deep changes in hide and skin trade flows were examined
at length.

It was found that the export status of developing countries was dramat-

ically reduced and that in sever al instances the former supplying regions had
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moved to the import side of the trade ledger.

Parallel and equivalent changes in

the utilization of indigenous raw material has obviously taken place.
The reorganization of leather production in the developing regions merits
careful scrutiny to avoid fallible generalization.

Composite statistical measures

of the change in leather output of the developing regions cover very wide variations in accomplishment and potential.

It is perfectly clear, for exaznple, that

the most striking gains correlate with the availability of raw material in quantity
and qUality.
Comparison of leather production over a ten-year period points up the
extreme concentration both in regional output and the increases scored by developing countries.
PR ODUCTI ON IN DEVELOPING REGIONS
Million Square Feet

1966

1976

712.2
304.6

1,094.7
497.5

16. 8

112.0

560.6
70.5
322.2

857.7
117.0

Bovine Light Leather
All Developing Regions
Latin America
Far East
Sheep and Goat Leather
All Developing Regions
Latin America
Far East

474.6

In light bovine leather. Latin America and the Far East accounted for 75 per cent
of increased production in the entire developing group, and 67 per cent of the
gain in sheep and goat leather volume.
were employed in the foregoing.

FAO data compilations (CCP:HS 78/2)

Estimates of UNIDO country consultants indi-

cate an even greater relative gain in Latin America and the Far East.
Four objectives are implicit in every national prograzn to process available
raw material:

1.

Create greater value for export purposes than the shipment of raw

bides and skins.
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2.

Expand job opportunity.

3.

Establish a base for further i.ndustrial development i.n the manuiactur e

of leather products.
4.

Elevate domestic livi.ng standards with the availability of domestic

leather products.
The first of these aims is the takeoff point for the others and calls for a summary
of the reorganization of leather productio.n in the developing regio.ns.
Latin Americ a
Arge.nti.na and Brazil have led the way, closely followed by Mexico, Colombia
Uruguay, Peru and Chile.

Many ta.IlIleries in the region equal the degree of

mechanizatio.n in developed countries.

in Ar gentina, the principal producer crust

leather for export is the major staple product.

I

Brazil absorbs a la.rger propor-

tion of leather output for the manuiacture of shoes and other products.

Mexic an

leather e.nterprise has outstripped domestic hide supply and depe.nds on imports
for 20 -25 per cent of requirements.

I.n 1978 the regio.n was a .net importer of

cattlehides.
There can be no questio.n that the rapid advance i.n leather processi.ng of
this region rests o.n the base of available raw material supply.

In addition, gen-

er al i.ndustrial deve lopme.nt has pr ovided a gr owi.ng de gr e e of i.ndepende.nc e in
chemic al and machi.nery r equir eme.nts.
Near East
Although the regio.n has a lo.ng tradition of artisan skill i.n leather, development has been inhibited by i.nadequate raw material. lack of transport from raw
material sources to tanni.ng ce.nters and the absence of supporti.ng crafts or industries.

A num.ber of comparatively moder.n tan.neries in Egypt and Turkey

serve domestic requireme.nts and. must import part of their raw material .needs
for that purpose.

T a.n.neries and sheepski.n proces sing plants ill Ir an abs orb

almost all of the cOWltryl s hide and skin supply.

Pickled sheepski.ns are a

- 144 major export item, largely to garment leather taDneries in Western Europe a.7J.d
the U. S.

It is very unlikely that pickled skin exports will be supplanted by

tanned or finished leather because buyer requirements are too varied and too
exact.
Far East
India, the main producer, forbids the export of raw hides and skins and
processes approximately 23 million cattle and buffalo hides, 21 million sheepskins and 45 million goatskins to "finished" leather for domestic conswnption
and exports.

Cottage industry aDd large -sc ale modern tanning are interlocked

in a unique relationship.

On the whole, added value is created but it has been

frequently demonstrated that returns from the export of raw ski.ns would equal
or exceed realization for processed material.

A system of government subsidy.
48/
graded to degree of processing, appears to distort values and incentives.T an:ning industries of PakistaD and BaDgladesh are much smaller versions of
IndiaD organization with similar restrictions on raw material export and a blend
of cottage and fairly modern plants.

Available hide and ski.n supply in both coun-

tries is fully utilized, leaving considerable unused capacity.

Exports absorb the

better grades of leather, both rough-tanned and finished. and are the major objective of government support.
In the Philippines aDd Indonesia. leather production utilizes all the available domestic raw material supply which has been outstripped by rapid expansion
of tanning capacity.

The supply problem is particularly acute in the Philippines

where livestock numbers are extremely low in ratio to population.

Thailand has

moved progressively since 1970 from the export of raw hides and ski.ns to production of wet blue. crust and finished leather.

Here, too, however, domestic

supply falls short of rated tanning capacity by a wide margin. a condition aggravated by abnormal conditions in former adj acent import sources. the Lao People's
Demooratio Republio, Democratio Kampuohea and Burma.
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h~s

been noted, Rxe

~omAlie8 i~

develonment

since domestic raw material supply in both countries is scant and the leather industries depend almost entirely oil imported hides . With respeot to the Republio of Korea
!!There is capacity in fact to take over 7 million hides a year, but this has never
been reached and at present high raw prices and depres sed market conditions are

49/
forcing the tanneries to run at about 60 per cent capacity. !!- Most of the Korean
and Taiwan leather output is consumed domestically in production of shoes, garments and leather goods for export.

Reports from the Republio of Korea in June 1978

highlight the problems to which leather and leather products industries are exposed in the absence of a domestic raw material base.
patch reports:

A New York Times des-

!!South Korea's footwear industry, critically dependent on exports,

SO/
is in a slump that could force major manufacturer s to turn to other business es.

!!-

Africa
The course of development and the present state of leather production challenge accurate description.

No other region is in more urgent need of systematic

and uniform collection of the most rudimentary data of supply and production.
Surveys by UNIDO consultants have shed light on conditions in several countries
but, in some countries, have raised as many questions as they have answered.
In several African countries tanning has reached a semblance of modern
organization.

These countries include the Sudan, Tunisia and Algeria in the

North, Kenya in the East, and Nigeria in Western Africa.

Other countries, with

a tradition of artisan production of leather and leather goods, have not yet established reas on ably modern facilities.

Moreover, mechanized leather plants in-

stalled in certain countries with foreign assistance operate far below capacity or
are idle due to lack of raw material.

Africa epitomizes the necessity of translat-

ing potential hide and skin supply into the reality of available supply as the economic condition precedent for development of leather production.
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China
The only obstacle to extraordinary expansion of leather output in China is
the ubiquitous problem of raw material supply.

Existing tanneries consume all

the available hide and skin supply with the exception of small exports of goatskins.
Plants are mechanized, although lacking refinements and innovations of rec ent
years.

Foreign machines are often used as models and are duplicated in China.

Chemical and technical expertis e is first-r ate and ancillary industries pr oduce
almost all the tanning materials, chemicals and supplies required by the tanneries.

Hide and skin supply in China, in ratio to population, is probably the lowest

in the world.
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION
In developed market economies, and in a number of countries with wellorganized leather industries such as Argentina. Brazil and India, a typical pattern of marketing and distribution prevails.

The objective is simple - to get suf-

ficient orders so that the tannery operates as close to capacity as possible and at

a profit.
Sales or marketing management at the apex directs the activity of sales representatives or agents.

These representatives know the company's product li.nes

and are expected to be familiar with customer requi.rements in their assigned territories.

They are kept apprised of changes in costs and of merchandise i.n stock.

They are in constant contact with customers to be aware'of the latter's needs or
prospects or to plan delivery schedules.

It is also their function to generate new

husiness possibilities by exploring every possible rna. rket outlet for the company! s
leather.
Direct sales contacts are supplemented by participation in trade shows or
fairs, E. G., the Semaine du Cuir held annually in Paris.

Advertising in trade

publications is a form of market identification and also communicates new product
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developments.

In various countries, tanners of similar leathers join forces in

promotional activity to stimulate conSll."!ler demand for their products. Tanners
may also subsidize advertising by their cus tomers to incr eas e the sale of goods
in which their leather is a component.
Tanning companies rarely maintain inventories of finished leather at separate locations to enable spot selling and immediate delivery.

Production of manu-

facturers' orders are scheduled for delivery at stipulated times.

Odd lots, obso-

lete colors, or rejects are usually sold in bulk to jobbers who specialize in finding nooks and crannies of demand from repair shops, small producers of leather
goods or hobbyists.

Environmentalists are comforted by the fact that when

leather is finally scrapped it is biodegradable and nourishes the source from
which it is issued.
Leather Production Capacities in Developing Countries
During the ten years ending in 1977 leather production capacity expanded
rapidly in the developing regions.

Estimates based on available data of production

and tr ade, observers' reports and discus sion with international supplier s of equipment and chemicals indicate a total weighted increase of 40 per cent in rated capacity of dev.eloping countries for proces sing hides and skins beyond the pickled
stage.

A proportion of this increase represents capacity to produce blue and

crus t Ie ather only.
Argentina led the developing countries in expansicn. and the explanation is
two-fold:

First, the size a.."ld quality of Argentine cattlehide supply and second,

an already functioning leather industry and the existence of auxiliary industries,
services and skills.
Growth in Asia was also based on large hide and skin supply plus an extensive industry in India. Pakistan, Bangladesh and Thailand engaged for decades in
production of semi-tans for export.

The exceptional character of the swift growth
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TABLE 22
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
ESTIMATED L!.A'l'HER PROCESS L.'iG CAPACIl'Y

Million Pieces

J:.lli

S KIN S
1977
1966

23.0

46.0

27.0

25.0

Argentina*

4.6

15.0

10.0

9.0

Brazi1*

6.1

12.0

5.0

3.0

Mexico*

3.8

6.4

. 3.1

3.1

Co1ombia*

2.5

3.2

.8

.7

Africa

5.0

11.0

16.0

38.0

Near East

5.0

9.5

42.0

60.0

Egypt*

1.0

2.2

4.7

6 .. 5

Turke:y*

1.5

3.0

14.0

18.0

Iran*

1.0

2.5

7.0

11.3

Far East

50.0

56.0

86.0

96.0

Asia, CPE

18.0

23.0

42.0

58.0

101.0

145.5

213.0

277.0

H I

1966
Latin America

Total Developing Countries

*

DES

Included in Regional Totals.

Sources:

Reports by UNIDO Consultants; FAO production data; U. S. Foreign
Service Reports; Hide, Skin and Leather trading companies.

- 149 of tanni cg capacity in the Republio of Korea and. Taiwan, devoid of indigenous
has previously been noted.

I'!IW

meterilli

In the Near East, government sponsorship as well as

commercial impulse have brought new plants into being.

However, cattlehide sup-

ply is limited and poor in quality; the region is a net hide importer.

Supply of

sheep and goatskins is more favorable to long-term growth.
Africa and China pose questions for which there are no simple or formula
answers.

Limitations of available hide and skin supply are the core problem.

Increased capacity in Africa does not reflect a solidly grounded course of development.

Capacity in a number of new, modern installations bears no relation

to available hide or skin supply and these plants must operate at a fraction of
reasonable output rating.

Leather capacity in China has increased during the

last three years with construction of several new tanneries and the re-equipment
of older plants.

Capacity attributed to China in Table 22 is an arbitrary and

minimum estimate based on observation of plant efficiency in handling low grade
material.
Current Level of Capacity Utilization
Developments in 1979 increase the usual difficulty of appr aising current
operating levels in relation to capacity.

Raw material supply worldwide is

sharply lower than in the preceding five years and hide and skin prices have
reached record peaks.

Under these conditions curtailment is the typical conse-

quence of inordinate demands on working capital as well as the reduced availability of supply.
A review of current conditions in developing countries underlines three facts
of more than passing significance:
1.

Tanning industries in developing countries with domestic raw material

supply normally filling the bulk of their requirements are weathering the world
raw material situation.
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2..

T a.o.ni.e.g oper ations i.e. countries dependent upon ilnports are encounter-

ing serious diiiicwties.
3.

With hides and skins worth two or three times their value i.e. 1978 or

1977, the world market has begun to explore every pos sible source of supply.
Since the relative i..e.crement of value added by processing diminishes with higher
raw material prices, available supply i.e. some developi.e.g countries may be adver s ely affected.
Current rates of operation in ratio to capacity are estimated regionally in
Table 2.3 below.

The basis for the capacity estimates is indicated in Table 22.

Estimated current operating levels reflect the appraisal and judgment of trade
observers.
It is apparent from Table 23 that tanning capacity is currently more or less

fully utilized in Latin America and Asia and the Far East.

These are areas distinguished

by indigenous supply, or restricted export of raw material. or an established export trade i.e. accepted types and grades of semi-processed or finished leather.
Operati.e.g levels are reported lower i.e. countries where rawstock must be imported or where hide and skill supply is inadequate in quantity and quality.
Utilization of Domestic Raw Material
Table 12 ill the precedillg chapter compared available hide and skin supply
with tanllery illput for all regions and thereby measured the degree to which domestic supply was utilized ill 1977.

The data used ill Table 12 are recapitulated

in Table 2.4 with the addition of statistics for a number of developing countries and
percentages of utilization.
Tannery illput is defined as processing beyond the pickled stage, whether to
wet blue or vegetable semi-tan equivalent or to crust and fillished leather.

A.n

effort to differentiate degree of utilization by the stages to which processing is
carried proved impossible because valid and comparable information in that
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'tABLE 23
ESTIMATED

CU~

.tC.ATE Ob' '.PANNING OPEitATIONS f

Capacity - 100

La tin America
Argentina
Brazil
Colombia
Uruguay
Mexico
Africa
Nigeria
Algeria
Morocco
Uni ted Renublic
of Tanzania
Near East
Egypt
Turkey
Iran
Far East
India
Thailand
Pakistan
Republic cf Korea
Taiwan
Asia z CPE

1-

Hides

Annual
Equivalent
in Million
Pieces

...21

42.7

86

21.5

95
100
100
100
85

13.8
12.0
3.2
2.2
5.4

80
73
100
100
100

7.2
2.2
.6
.6
3.1

....§.Q

--2.&

74

28.0

70
100
100
50

1.2
.3
.7
.6

85
100
100
45

6.5
3.6
.8
.9

...1..§

..L.!!

~

48.0

55
63
52

1.2
1.9
1.3

95
80
83

14.0
9.4

~

47.8

lQQ

21.d

100
100
100
60
65

34.4
1.6
6.0
2.9
.8

100
100
95

59.0
.9
12.0

.2£.

16.0

21

44.0

'%.

Capacity

Capacity
Ski.ns

Annual
Equivalent
in Million
Pieces

1.9

-
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TABLE 24
RAlZ OF UTILIZATION OF DOMESTIC SUPPLY. 1977
Million Pieces

Available
Supply
La tin America
Argentina
Brazil
Colombia
Uruguay
Mexic:o
Africa
Nigeria
Sudan
Algeria,
Morocco
Uni ted Re"OUb l i c
of Tanzania

Near East
Bgypt
Iran
Turkey
Far East
India
Thailand
Pakistan
South Korea
Taiwan
ASia,

en

All Developing Regions

* Rides
** Input

BOVINE
Tannery
Input*

42.0

43.2

102,9

14.3
11.6
2.9
1.8
3.3

13.9
12.0
3.2
2.0
5.2

97.2
103.4
110.3
111.1
157.6

14.4

...hl

46.5

1.6
1.0
0.3
0.8
1.4

1.1
1.0
0.3
0.8
0.7

68.7
100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0

..L.i

...b1

~

1.8
1.3
2.4

1.3
1.7
2.6

72.2
130.8
108.3

50,4

lid

107.7

34.4
1.5
6.2
0.4

100.0
100.0
100.0

0.1

34 .. 4
1.5
6.2
3.8
1.1

9·50.0
1100.0

14.9

15.6

104.7

129.6

128.3

99.0

further processed than pickled.
gre~ter

~ of
Supply!!

than supply represents tmports.
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tABLE 24 (Continued)
RATE OF UTILIZATION OF DOMESTIC SUPPLY. 1977
Million Pieces
SHE E P
Available
Supply
Latin America
Argentina
Brazil
Colombia
Uruguay
Mexico
Africa
Nigeria
Ethiopia
Algeria
Morocco
Sudan
Near East
Egypt
Iran
Turkey
Far East
India
Pakistan
Asia, CPE
All Developing Regions

AND

21.0

16.3

77 .6

8.3
3.8
0.2
2.0
0.9

5.9
3.1
0.2
1.7
0.9

71.1
81.6
100.0
85.0
100.0

lid

12.0

~

2.6
7.6
3.2
4.5
4.9

2.0
3.0
3.2
4.5
2.1

76.9
39.5
100.0
100.0
42.9

~

~

...1L1

1.2
25.0
18.7

1.2
6.6
9.0

100.0
26.4
48.1

33.3

li:..Q

102.1

19.8
10.9

20.5
10.9

103.5
100.0

27.7

27.7

100.0

183.2

124.3

67.8

*,Skins further processed than pickled.

**

LAM B S KIN S
Tannery
%. of
Input *
Supp1~

Input greater than supply represent's imports.
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TABLE 24 (Continued)
RATE OF UTILIZATION OF DOMESTIC SUPPLY. 1977
Million Pieces
GOA T
Available
Suoply
Latin America
Argentina
Brazil
Peru
Mexico
Africa
Nigeria
Sudan
Algeria
Morocco
Uni ted Republic
of Tanzania
Near East
Egypt
Iran
Turkey
Far East
India
Bangladesh
Pakistan
Asia. CPE
All Developing RegiOns

AND
K I D S KIN S
Tannery
1. of
Supple
Input *

..:hl.

....§..:2

67.0

1.8
3.3
0.8
1.4

1.5
3.0
0.8
1.4

83.3
91.0
100.0
100.0

35.3

15.0

!!b1

9.6
1.7
2.9
2.9
1.3

3.8
1.4
2.9
2.9
0.4

39.6
82.4
100.0
100.0
30.8

26.0

19.0

73.0

1.1
9.0
6.5

1.0
3.6
6.1

91.0
40.0
94.0

~

61.0

~

39.1
4.5
12.1

39.1
4.0
13.4

100.0
89.0
llO.7

20.1

16.0

<

153.5

117.5

• 'Skins further processed than pickled.

**

Input greater than supply represents imports.

79,6
76.5

- 155 regard is available from very few countries, developed or developing.

National

foreign trade classifications of leather are not uniform and, more frequently than
not,mingle semi -proces s ed and finished leather in export or import tallies. Fur51/
thermore, as A. D. Parpia observes, a system of incentives for further processing may lead to psychological upgrading.
Analysis of information from several countries invites a general observation:
Extent of processing is too loosely equated with "value added",

It would be more

accurate to identify degrees of processing with "costs added".

Unless such costs

are recovere:d in sales prices, there has been no true ILvalue added" to raw material from the standpoint of the producing organization or country.

Other con-

siderations. such as maintenance of employment, may be deemed more important
than the accounting facts of capital and production costs.

However, the latter fa.cts

shDuld at least be known in order to assess the cost-benefit ratios of alternative
development tr acks .
SUPPLY, DEMAND AND TRADE PROJECTIONS, 1985
One forecast for the near term can be made with complete impunity:

All

available hides and skins will be sought and utilized, to the maximum possible
extent, to meet world demand for leather.

Total output of leather must decline

by approximately 500 million square feet in 1979, matching the reduction in U. S .•
Argentine and Australian hide supply.

It is dubious whether significant supply in-

crease will be evident before late 1981 or 1982 and the year of return to the peak
supply level of 1976-1977 is conject'..1ral.

At best, the curve of world supply is

not likely to emerge completely from the current trough before 1983-1984.
With the exception of physical trauma due to war, the modern leather indus-

try of the world has never been subjected to similar interruption of the supply
curve.

World population will continue to increase while hide production resources

recuperate.

Assuming return of cattlehide supply by 1985 to the record pace of

1976-1977, per capita leather consumption must still be lower.

(See Table 13),

- 156 In brief. projecting the statistical setting calls for more than extrapolation of
available supply.

Qualitative changes in the structure of world leather production,

consumption and foreign trade are inevitable.
The "invisible hand" has already begun to re-shuifle supply and demand in
the parts of the world exposed to market influence.

Leather consumption is declin-

ing in lower grade products and supply is gravitating toward goods absorbed by
higher income levels.

This tendency will be evident but less pronounced in the

developed countries than in regions with markedly lower per capita income.

Re-

distribution of leather consumption by end usage is a certain development. Discerning eyes will find new character in the square foot previously thought suitable
for lining leather.

It may find its ultimate resting place, figuratively, in an ele-

gant clutch bag purveyed in the Faubourg-St. -Honore.
Another consequence of hide and prices moving substantially above the general commodity price index (Figure 1) is a redistribution in the production cost
ratios of leather.

For example,

Hides per lb.
Hide Cost, per ft.
Labor, per ft.
All other manuiacturing cost, per ft.

25.0¢

85.0¢

rr:4'~

9T."(~

19.2
32.3

19.2
32.3
143.2~

Total manuiacturing cost, per ft.

80.9¢

Per Cent hide cost

36.3

64.0

Per Cent labor cost

23.7

13.4

At higher raw material costs, the incentive to assure the market value of leather
outstrips concern over relatively minor variations in labor cost.
A major uncertainty in the outlook for the next few years is the course of
action elected by the centrally planned economies of the West and the East.

In

the context of reduced raw material supply, a phrase previously used in this
study - abridgement of the market process - may deserve consideration as more
than ::thetorical extr avagance.

In the simplest terms. the is sue is the distribution

of available supply between market-oriented bidders and buyers guided by plan.
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A projection of 1985 input, that is hides and skins entering tanneries for
processing beyond the pickled state, is given in Table 12.

Considerations on

which these forecasts were based include:
Cattlehide Leather
.~eric

North

a

Recovery in hide supply plus growth of specialized blueing plants in the
Southwest will increase U. S. production.
Western Europe
,
Cattlehide input will drop moderately, reflecting greater purchase of crust
leather from Argentina and wet blue from the U. S.
Eastern Europe
The projection of minor iJ:J.crease in cattlehide iJ:J.put is based on two premises:

First, rate of increase in domestic hide supply will slow down; second,

import of cattlehides to fill regional deficiency will shift moderately to the import of blue, crust and finished leather.

A trend in that direction has been ob-

served in 1978 and 1979; it will be facilitated by the expansion of tanning capacity
in Argentina and the likelihood of rising cattle slaughter in that country by 1980.
Japan
Liberalization of the present ban on import of leather will reduce raw hide
usage.

Statistically, it is indifierent whether that result is caused by import of

finished leather, crust stock or even blue leather made in foreign plants controlled by Japanese interests.
Latin America
Projected hide usage in 1985 will be 13 per cent greater than in 1977 and
the growth will be largely in Argentina and Brazil.

Reports by U:NIDO consult-

ants are even more optimistic and foresee a gaill of 20 per cent in Latin America
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based on expanding raw material supply.

The more moderate forecast gives

weight to the export market for beef and to the probable easing of the South American ban on hide exports.
Africa
It is assumed that utilization of domestic supply will increase from 47 per
cent to 86 per cent by 1985.

Adequate capacity is in place; world market condi-

tions may provide the necessary stimulus and incentives.

A substantial part of

the increas ed production will be term.inated at the blue or crust stages.
Near East
A small increase in production is anticipated.
F

aI

East
The proj ected decline will not take place in countries with domestic supply.

It will occur entirely in the Republic of Korea. and Taiwan which are completely dependent
on imported hides and, therefore. exposed to the costs and risks of bigh raw material prices.
China
The increas e projected, 27 per cent from. 1977, will be as s isted only slightly
by growth in domestic supply.

By 1985, China will import several million hides

both for internal consumption and for re -export as finished leather products.

Con-

tr act production for export, with raw material furnished by developed countries,
was initiated in 1978.
Sheepskin Leather Production
No large or striking changes in output of sheepskin leather are forecast by
1985.

Modest growth in developing countries will absorb a slight increase in

available supply.

In the developed regions, total production of all types of sheep-

skin leather will remain static.

A number of offsetting factors are involved in

these projections including the general effect of skin prices on product usage,

159 gaIment requirements in grain leather and sheaIlings, and expanded consumption
of sheepskin leather in linings and small leather goods.
Production of Goat and Kid Leather
In 1985 the developing countries will utilize 83 per cent of their composite
supply of goat and kidskins.

A good portion of the output in semi-finished and fin-

ished leather will be exported to developed countries where kid leather will partly
fill the gap leit by shrinking world supply oi calfskin leather.

Production in the

developed countries would decline even further than projected but for the premium
prices quality goatskins aIe expected to command.

DEMAND (CONSUMPTION) PROJECTIONS
In the preceding chapter a distinction was drawn between potential demand
for and actual consumption of leather.

The first, it was stressed, simply defines

consumer aspiration but consumption per se can never exceed the production of
available supply of leather.
world production of leather.

World consumption, therefore, may be equated with
Foreign tr ade in leather and leather produc ts deter-

mines final regional and country consumption levels.
Purchasiz:g power is the determinant of leather consumption and, therefore,
price allocates the available supply with the qualiiications previously noted aIising from operations by non-market economies.

There is no merit in reviewing

the latter point; it must be accepted as factual reality in a world of differing
economic systems.

It poses problems for economic analysis. especially in pro-

jecting future consumption under drastically altered supply and price conditions.
In the present study these problems have been approached pragmatically.

Final

consumption of leather in finished products, by country or region, can be approximated only by adjustment of base supply for exports and imports of raw material,
leather and finished leather products.

This was given regionally by the principal

raw materials in Table 14, with estimates for 1977 and projections for 1985. In

- 160 summary form, estimated and projected final consumption of leather by developed
and developing regions compue as follows:
TABLE 25
NET LEATHER CONSUMPTION*
Million Sq. Ft.

1972. -74

Developing Regions
Developed Regions

2,998
7, 72. 7

World

0/0
28.0
72.. 0

1977
3,730
8,738

0/0
29.9
70.1

Projected
1985
%
4,040
8, 952

10, 72.5

12,468

12,992

1.0
7.6

1.2
7.8

7.6

2.9

3.

a

2. 7

31. 1
68.9

Per Capita Sq. Ft.
Developing Regions
Developed Regions
World

1.1

* Adjusted for foreign trade in leather
Appraisal of future leather consumption globally and by regions entails
scrutiny of leather end uses.

Footweu has been and will continue to be the lug-

est end-use of aggregate leather supply.

Although footwear consu:mption varies

with income, the elasticity of demand is obviously greatest at low income levels
where initial acquisition may be more compelling than mere replacement.
Weight has been given, therefore, in projecting consu:mption, to rising footwear
demand trends engendered by development and urbanization.

But, an offs etting

factor of substantial magnitUde also enters the 1985 projection, namely the ri5ing proportion of leather consu:med in products other than footwear.
Data on consumption of leather in products other than footwear is confined
for the most part to the developed countries.

In this gr oup a notable change be-

gan in the mid-60's and has been accelerated in the present decade.

Leather

consu:mption in products other than footwear has grown sharply in absolute vo1ume and in ratio to total usage.

Within the OEeD area the calculated ratio of

leather consumed in footwear declined from 81 per cent in 1965 to 66. 7 per cent
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in 1978.

In several countries footwear has become or is close to being a minority

interest.

For ex~ple. products of leather goods other than footwear now absorb

49 per cent of leather consumption in the F.R. of Germany, 53 per cent in the U.1:.,
34 per cent ill Italy. 36 per cent in the U. S., 35 per cent in France.

Principal

categories of merchandise involved are leather apparel and accessories, furniture and auto upholstery, handbags, personal leather goods, saddlery and sporting goods.
A summary is given in Table 26 of the three major indexes of the leather
industry:
tion.

Available hide and skin supply, tannery input and net leather consump-

World aggregates for all three are identical in 1977 and in the 1985 projec-

tions because inventory variations have been ignored as minor.

A much lower

rate of growth in consumption is anticipated by 1985 than in the dec ade preceding
1977, in parallel with the trends of raw material supply and leather output. Since
the only significant gain in supply will occur in South American cattlehide production, ta.tllling output and leather consumption in that region will be favored.

Net

consumption ill the developillg regions as a whole will illcrease to 31. 9 per cent
of the world total from 29. 9 per cent ill 1977.

Per capita consumption, however,

will decline in both the developed and developing regions.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Historically, the factors governing foreign trade in leather always were,
and remain, significantly different than in other processed or manufactured products.

Hides and skins, it will be recalled. are somewhat less than ideally homo-

genous and leather can reflect the variability of raw material from which it is
produced.

Since the typical leather buyer is a manufacturer, to whom consistency

in leather is a prime virtue, domestic resources were characteristically preferred.
Leather producers close at hand provided prompt recourse for quality grievance,
shipping delay. style changes, stock replenishment, etc.

Foreign tr ade was

TABLE 26
AVAILABLE SUPPLY AND NET CONSUMPTION OF LE-\TIIER
Hi 11 ion Sq. Ft.

Estimated - 1977
Tanning

Available

~

Net
Consumptiof!

--L

Available
Su~~l:y

Projected - 1985
Tanning
Net
-X... Input. -X... Consum~tion

Su~~ll!:

---...l...

In~ut

Developing
Developed

3.369
5.526

37.9
62,1

~!

37.4
_ 62.6

2,740
6,156

30.8
69.2

3,628
5,621

39.2
60.8

3,116
5,533

40.2
59.8

2.928
6,321

31.7
68.3

Total

8,895

100.0

8,895

100.0

8,896

100.0

9,249

100.0

9,249

100.0

9,249

100.0

Developing
Developed

1,284
1.454

46.9
53.1

870

689

~.d25

46.9
53.1

996
1.875

34.7
_ 65.3

777
0
-.1.. 9'*

27.1

_f.1O L·2

25.2
_ 74.8

1,346

~_~_l!!!

31.8
68.2

Total

2,738

100.0

2,738

100.0

2,738

100.0

2,811

100.0

2,871

100.0

2,871

100.0

Developing
Developed

771
63

92.4
7.6

588
70.5
___ 246 __~9 .5

301
535

36.0
64.0

810
___ 62

92.9
7.1

670
202

76.8
23.2

335
537

38.4
61.6

Total

834

100.0

834

100.0

834

100.0

872

100.0

872

100.0

872

100.0

5.424
7.043

43.5
56.5

4,782
7.685

38.4
61.6

3,730
uJL 738

29.9
70.1

5,784
~208

44.5
55.5

5,382
7.610

41.4
58.6

12,467

100.0

12,467

100.0

12,468

100.0

12,992

100.0

12,992

100.0

BOVINE

3.324

SIIEE~

72~

GOAT & KID

COMPOS ITE. ALL TYPES
Developing
Developed
Total

4,040
31.1
8.952 ~2
12,992

100.0

0\

I'\)
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Figure 9

AVAlLA8LE

SUPPLY, LEATHER PRODUCTION AND
NET CONSUMPTION*
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confined largely to specialties a..nd to certain staples in which buyer confidence
had been established by accepted commercial standards.

India semi-ta.n.oed

skins were a..n example of the latter with huge volume moving to Europe a..nd the

U. S.
More rapid communication has facilitated foreign trade in leather, as well
as in leather products.

However, the greatest part of the total trade in leather

is conducted among the developed countries.

South America and South Asia have

become important trade factors within the past fifteen years but mainly in semita.n.ned or crust leather.

Argentina staged a break-through in this respect by

overcoming traditional lack of co.c.£idence among European and American tanners
in crust leather not basically tanned on their own premises.

World Volume
Available data are too inadequate to permit more than approximations of
global trade in leather and the flows between principal exporting and importing
regions.

National statistics when available are generally stated in value; there

is no uniformity in description by type, such as rough tanned or fi.nished, or of
quantity, that is, by weight or area.

Estimates in the following table compare,

in equivalent area, tanning input. exports and imports of leather by developing
a..nd developed regions.
TABLE 27
LEATHER EXPORTS AND IMPORTS - 1977'*
Million Square Feet

Developing Countries

T a.c.nery Input
Total Leather Exports
Total Leather Imports
Imports f.rom Developing Countries
Imports from Developed Countries
Source:

4.782
1,016
152
47
105

Developed Countries
7,685
1,282
I, 931
969
962

FAO, OECD, UNCTAD

The approximations of trade volume in Table 27 should be considered in
light of two highly relevant facts.

First, only a small percentage of leather

- 165 exports by the developing countries consists of fi.o.ished leather; between 80 per
cent and 85 per cent is rough tanlled or crust leather sellillg at a considerable
differential below fillished leather prices in developed country markets. Second,
exports from South America and Southeast Asia accounted in 1977 for 83 per cent
of Ie ather exports fr om the develo ping sector.
A tabulation made by UNCTAD, in terms of value, on the sources ofleather
imports by 21 developed market economies substalltiates import estimates in
Table 27.

The dollar value of imports by these countries in 1977 came to

$1,869 million.

Of that total. $596 million was imported from developing coun-

tries and $1,273 million from other market economy countries.

The values given

are consistent with footage totals shown in Table 27.
It is apparent that international trade is composed of two major elements:
Trade among the developed countries and exports of semi-tanned or crust leather
from South America and Southeast Asia to the developed countries.

To an extent

which cannot be accurately estimated, the unfinished leather flowing to the developed areas is subsequently exported as finished leather.
Eastern Europe in recent years has been an important importer of leather
from the developed countries and from Argentina alld Southeast Asia.

Total im-

ports, largely by the USSR, are estimated to have reached 110 million sq. ft. in
1978.

Exports from Eastern Europe are primarily pigskin leather from Yugo-

slavia and Poland.

China's role in leather trade is extremely limited; small

quantities of pigskill leather have been exported and imports have barely e%eeded
sampling levels.
In broad terms, international trade in leather reached approximately 2,300
million sq. ft. in 1977 with a value of roughly U. S. $1,990 millioll.

About 70

per cent of the tr ade. in value, was conducted by the developed countries and the
balance was concentrated in shipmellts of unfinished leather from South America
and Southeast Asia. The existing pattern of foreign trade coincides with the availability of raw material in the exporting llations.
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There are few, if any, enclaves remaining in the world where leather is
unfamiliar or not used for some purpose.

In that respect fabrication of leather

products vies with the use of textiles as a universal activity of humanity.

Foot-

wear has traditionally been the major end use of leather and continues to absorb
more leather than all other products combined.

However, in the developed coun-

tries consumption of leather in other products has progressively increased with
the ris e in dis posable income and living standards.

In fact. the survey summar-

ized in Table 28 indicates that in several OECD countries leather usage for footwe ar has declined to approximately 50 per cent of total consumption.

This devel-

opment has substantial economic significance for several reasons:
1.

Other products compete with footwear for the available leather supply.

2.

Per capita consumption of leather is no longer the exclusive corollary

of shoe production.
3.

The nature of leather products other than footwear and the structure of

the producing industries affects the location of output and of marketing methods.
TABLE 28
PERCENT LEATHER CONSUMPTION
FOOTWEAR AND OTHER LEATHER PRODUCTS
For Shoes
~ .R.G.

BLEU
Denmark
~rance

reland
,taly
\l'etherlands
Jnited Kingdom
\ustria
5pain

51 %
68
64
65
83
66
68
47
66
70

For Other

490/0
32
36
35
17
34
32
53
34
30

Fi.nland
Greece
Norway
Portugal
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Canada
United States
Japan

For Shoes

For Other

65%

35%

85

15

72
80
66
70
77
66
64
45

28

In addition to the foregoing another general trend deserves comment.

20

34
30
23
34

36
55

- 167 The market for products traditionally identified with leather has always been
polarized into two broad groups - volum.e goods for the mas s market, and better
grade or higher priced merchandise for a minority of consum.ers.

In many of the

developed countries the relative proportion of these markets has changed; the
upper grade market for shoes and other leather products has increased considerably, relative to total demaild.

While this trend is generally a concomitant of

rising disposable income, it has been abetted in the case of leather products by
the desire for a natural material and for the prestige identified with leather. Better grade or higher priced goods tend to de-emphasize mass output and, per contra, to stress individuality, style, quality and craftsmanship.
Finally, shoes and all other leather products are currently exposed to a dras
tic change in the supply and cost of leather.
lible.

Prediction of the consequences is fal-

All that can be forecast with certainty is that consumption of leather will

equal and never exceed available supply.

Several possible consequences are noted

in the following discussion of product groups.
Leather Shoes
Classification of shoe output suffers from the familiar failing of the entire
leather sector: lack of uniformity in national data.

In general, it is accepted that

shoes with leather uppers should be classified as leather shoes.

Many countries,

however, make no provision for shoes with part-leather uppers and others include
with leather all footwear except: canvas -rubber types.

Furthermore. there is a

wide differ enc e in the upper Ie ather content of sandals and boots, or chlldr en r S and
adults f shoes.

Despite a probable margin of error of 2 -3 per cent, the following

tabulation demonstrates the global and regional trends of leather shoe production
between 1968 and 1977.
Excluding Eastern Europe, output in the developed regions declined; greater
production in developing countries was a response to rising domestic consum.ption
and to export possibilities.

The latter are discussed in a subsequent section.
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TABLE 2.9
WORLD LEATHER SHOE PRODUCTION

1968

1977

574

851

163
14
22
207
168

321
28
39
289
174

Developed Countries

2,295

2,216

North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe
Ocea.oia
Other Developed

549
803
820
39
84

349
732
1,016
38
81

2.869

3,067

Million Pairs
Developins Countries
Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia, CPE

Total

Source: OECD, FAO, U.S., BLS, U. S. Department of Commerce
Intra-regional trends show considerable variation.

In Western Europe, for ex-

ample, Italy and Spain have expanded output and have become the major shoe producers of the area.

World per capita production declined in the ten years from

0.73 pairs to 0.69 pairs.
One of the effects of sharply higher leather prices is redesigned shoes to
elL--ninate or curtail leather components without compromising the designation
!!Leather Shoe". Full leather linings may be replaced with quarter linings, cellulose or fiber insoles used instead of leather and new styles may be introduced for
the same purpose.

By June, 1979 it was apparent that shoe producers in ma.oy

areas were coincidently inspired to promote stripping sandals and toeles s and
backless styles for women. In top-grade shoes the retention of quality reputation
takes precedence over cost cutting and leather price advances are passed through
to consumers.
Early in 1977 there was evidence of a modest revival in sole leather consumption which had been declilling for twenty-five years since the l.ntroductio.n of
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synthetic rubber products.

Manufacturers of medium grade shoes sought to ex-

ploit the cachet of "All Leather" for their merchandise.
rested by hide price escalation in 1978 and 1979.

This tendency was ar-

Currently, the percentage of

shoes produced with leather soles in the principal manufacturing countries is
estimated at:
U. S.
Italy
Spain
Brazil
U. K.

120/0
48
33

27
7

AI' gentina

23%

USSR
India
France

11

'.R.G.

2
7

8

It is noteworthy that the remarkable success of Italy and Spain, during a decade
of declining shoe

o~tput

in the OECD as a whole, appears to be linked to UIlremit-

ting emphasis on quality of shoe components and workmanship.
In the developed countries, diversity of consumer demand is, more than
ever, a continuous and challenging problem to shoe manufacturers.

The era of

staples, shoes which could be held in inventory for long periods, has virtually
disappeared.

Fashion change has been accelerated by changing lifestyles which

differentiate footwear for dress, work. casual living and a host of sport activities.
Producers must accommodate their operations to this milieu, sometimes at the
sacrifice of economies inherent in long runs of a shoe pattern or model.

Modern

communication assures the rapid dissemination of style impulses throughout the
world. to developing and developed countries.
Leather Uppers
Specialized production and trade in leather shoe uppers began developing
several years ago.

Boot tops, for example, are cut, sewn and ornamented in one

country, usually a developing nation, and then shipped to the buyer in a developed
country for lining, lasting, sale attacb.m.ent and finishing operations.

The incen-

dves include foreign labor costs, skills or the availability of leather abroad which
benefits from government subsidy when exported in partially fa.brica.ted form.

- 171 No statistics are available on the scope of production.

Volume in India is

estimated at l, 000, 000 pairs in 1977 and projected by A. D. Parpia at 4,000,000
pairs in 1985.
Leather Garments
The greatest development in the entire leather products sector has taken
place in leather wearing apparel during the last 15 years.

In that period the

leather garment industry of the world has increased production more than 400 per
cent.

A single factor was responsible - the development of techniques for produc-

ing garment leather from cattlehides.
In former years garment leather was produced mai.o.ly from sheep and lambskins, cabrettas (hair sheepskins), and to a lesser extent from goatskins and
horsehides, when the latter were still available in commercial quantity.

Skins

constituted the bulk of the supply because they are sufficiently light and pliable
for apparel.

However. their srr.a 11 size is a prolDlem in garment production, re-

quiring careful cutting in matching and piecing skins to pattern, and the cutting
waste tends to be large.

Consequently, supply as well as cost of production re-

stricted the leather apparel market.

But, a technical break-through was achieved

in the Sixties when it was found pos sible to produce thin, lightweight and pliable
garment leather from cattlehides.
The advantages of suitable cattlehide leather to garment manufacturers are
obvious.

Cutting restrictions imposed by the size of skins were lifted; mass pro-

duction became possible; market horizons were tremendously extended.

Between

1965 and 1969 output of leather garments doubled and by 1975 doubled again.

Cat-

tlehide garment leather did not supplant the use of skins; it expanded the total
market so that currently apparel is second to footwear in total leather consumption.
Leather garments are a general category which is made up for the most part
of coats and jackets but includes shirts, vests and trousers.

Accurate statistics
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on writ prod.uction are available for only a few countries, although approximations
can be made from reported output and foreign trade values.

The estimates given

below, Table 30 , include garments made of grain and suede leather and of
shearlings; they do not include garments made of wooled skins by artis ans, herdsmen or village enterprise for local consumption in various countries.
It will be apparent that the developing countries, chiefly Argentina, Brazil,
Uruguay, the Republic of Korea. and Taiwan, are the main producers of lea.ther garments.
Large -scale output in these countries began in 1969 and by 1977 the unit production
in developing areas represented 60.8 per cent of the estimated world total.

Ex-

ports were the generating force in this great surge of development; at least 85 per
cent of production in developing countries is exported to the U. S. and other OECD
nations.

During the past three years additional developing countries have engaged

in leather garment production and export to Wester n Europe and the United States.
Newcomers include Hong Kong, Turkey, Mexico, Haiti and Colombia.
An indication of the rapid expansion of garment leather production by the
developing countries is given by import values of the U. S. the largest consuming
nation.
U. S. LEATHER GARMENT IMPORTS

$ Million

1970

1977

Total
From Developing Areas

38,2
11. 7

204. 1

165.8

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce
Leather garment production is an outstanding example of development in
countries generally clas sified as developing and lacking an industrial bas e.

It

is important, therefore, to isolate and note the factors contributing to an undertaking which has thus far been succes sful by the criteria of development.
First. in every country the initial impulse and sustained support came from
buyers. merchandiser s and manufacturers of developed countries.

Labor cost
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is an appreciable item in all apparel manufacturing.

Prior experience with tex-

tile products in the Far East suggested, correctly, that similar cost advantage

52/
could be derived in leather garments. -

To gain such advantage it was in the

interest of foreign buyers to aid development with style information, production
advice, large purchase contracts and joint ventures.

In many instances foreign

buyers furnished leather or specified the sources from which it should be purchased.
Second, in the Far Eastern countries both factory facilities and labor skills
were available by virtue of well-established textile garment industries. In effect,
leather was merely a new material to manufacturers in the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, or
Hong Kong.

Much existing equipment could be used and vocational training was

required only in cutting. It is interesting to note that large imports of cattlehides
by these countries were concurrent with major output of leather garments.
Third, the logic of development was totally different in South America where
the positive factor was the availability of cattlehides and leather.

Each of the

leather garment producing nations in South America is endowed with cattlehide
supply and modern tanning industry.
Fourth, in every instance, except Hong Kong. various government measures
played a vital role.

These were discussed at length in the preceding chapter and

include the wide spectrum of raw material export embargo, differential export
subsidy for manufactured goods, prohibitive import tariffs and outright financing
of enterprise.
There is in general a considerable distinction between the character of
leather apparel produced in the developed and developing areas.

A very much

larger proportion of goods made in Western Europe and North America features
style and quality for the top-grade market.

In the developing countries, production

is addressed to the volume or lower-priced market, although producers in Hong
Kong have recently sought to upgrade their products.
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TABLE 30
ESTIMATED PRODUCTION OF LEATHER GARMENTS
1977 - Million Units
Developing Countries
Latin Americ a
Argentina*
Uruguay*'
Brazil*'
Afric a
Near East
Far Eas t
Republic of Korea.*
Taiwan*'
Asia, C. P. E.

21.3

Developed Countries

5.8

North Americ a
U. S.*'
Western Europe
France*
U. K. *'
Spain*'
1i'.R.G.*
Eastern Europe; USSR
Oceania
Other Developed

2.0

1.8
1.6
2.7
12.0
9.0
3.0
.8

World

17.0

3.8
3. 1
7.2

1.7
1.8
.8
.7
5.0
.1
.9

38.3
*Included in regional totals.
Leather usage per garment varies widely; tbe mean of trade estimates in that

respect is 27 sq. ft. for the range of products throughout the world.

Hence. total

consumption of leather in.apparel was approximately 1,034 million sq.ft. in 1977,
or 8. 3 per cent of world leather consumption for all purpos es.
Currently, the absorbing question for garment leather producers everywhere
is the uncertain impact of raw material costs on prospective consumer demand.
After fifteen years of almost uninterrupted and spectacular growth, hide and skin
prices pose a crucial test especially for countries lacki.ng domestic supplies.

In

the second quarter of 1979 there were indications of retrenchment in retail store
order s for leather apparel.

However. the level of consumer buying zeal will not

become evident until September or October.

In any event, the competition among

all leather products for available raw material supply intensifies during periods
of supply reduction and some degree of adjustment in leather garment volume
seems probable in 1979 and 1980.
Leather Goods
It is not paradoxical that less statistical information exists on the fastest
growing segment of the leather products industries.

The explanation is found in
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the conglomerate nature of the industry, the character of production, and the size
of producing units.

In the category of "leather goods" there must be included

handbags, gloves, wallets and purse accessories, travel ware, briefcases, sample
cases, instrument cases, waist belts, ornamental boxes, dog leashes and collars,
bookbinding. desk accessories, sporting goods, holsters and tool kits.

Only one

country, in a periodic census of manufactures, undertakes the formidable task of
collecting and compiling key economic data for this diverse industry group.
Based on a survey made in 1978 the following estimates indicate the dimensions of the leather goods industries group in the OECD areas.
LEATHER GOODS
Estimated Production and Factory Value in OECD Countries
1977 - Millions
Units Produced
Leather Gloves, pairs
Handbags
Personal Leather Goods
Waist Belts
Leather Luggage
Other (Includes sporting goods)

49 .. 2
62.0
158.7
144.0
3.6

Factory Value
297
558
519
372
79
330
2, 155

Sources:

U. S. Department of Commerce, Foreign Service Reports,
Trade Publications, Foreign Trade Data, National Trade
Associations, U. S. Census of Manufactures, Consultant
Survey for UNIDO.

Saddlery or harness products, upholstery leather for furniture or cars are not
included in the above estimates.

It is evident, however, that in the OECD coun-

tries leather goods are a substantial fraction of the total leather fabricating complex.

Estimated consumption of all types of leather by the products listed above

was approximately 325 million sq. ft.
There is no basis for similar product estimates covering developing
tries, Eastern Europe and China.

COUll-

Reports by UNIDO consultants comment on

leather handicraft traditions and artisan production in a number of developing

- 176 countries. but output estimates are necessarily composites or descriptive of specific districts.
In a few products shifts in output by developing countries are clearly identifiable.

Baseball gloves are an example with the Republic of Korea and Taiwan preemptine

a major share of the production which Japan had previously taken over from the

U. S.

Inthe Republic of Korea and Taiwan, baseball glove output in 1977 exceeded 7.4

lion pieces. Work gloves, low-priced dress gloves, camera and binocular cases are
also produced in greater quantity in the Pacific Far East tche Republio of Korea, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Japan) than in any other single region.
Review of all the available i.o1ormation indicates that a considerably lower
proportion of leather supply is devoted to leather goods in developing regions than
in the developed countries.

(Estimates of leather consumption in products other

than £oot"Wear and garments are given in the following section. )
.~nalysis

of trends in leather goods output points up two salient factors: The

character of the industry and the correlation bet"Weenincome levels and consumption.
In addition to the great variety of products the industry is notable for the
small size of the median establishment.

In the U. S. a majority of I, 760 plants

have less than 2.0 employees per establishment.

Frequently in Western Europe,

and even in the U. S •• the establishment is a family-owned shop merchandising
the output of several craftsmen.

Whatever the causes, the leather goods industry

has resisted to a surprising extent the general trend toward concentration and
mass production in the industrial nations.
Reference has previously been made to the growing role in leather consumption of products other than ioot"Wear.

Garments are one instanc e of rapid expan-

sion during the past decade and leather goods, in the aggregate, have also experienced significant growth.

In the developed countries. rising income levels have

- 177 been accompanied by marked increase in the consumption of leather goods.
aspect of this consumption trend is notable:

One

The center of market gravity has

moved perceptibly upward in product grade.
Other Leather Manufactures
Three classes of product were not considered in the foregoing section,
namely. indus trial leather s I harnes s and saddlery, and Ie ather uphols ter ed iurniture and cars .. These are highly specialized types of manufacture with economic characteristics setting them apart from the more general leather goods
category.
Industrial or mechanical leather products consist almost entirely of transmission belting. textile machinery leather and seals, washers and packings for
machinery and appliances.

Belting for po.ver transmission has been rendered

obsolete by direct drive systems and production has virtually ceased.
Leather products for textile machinery remain important and in certain instances cannot be replaced.

Roller covers for spinning machines, pickers and

combers for yarn preparation and gill box aprons are produced by textile machinery manufacturers or by supply specialists.
lated to textile production.

Volume obviously is directly re-

It is estimated that world annual consumption of

leather for these products amounts t'O 9 million square feet.
Seals, washers and packings made of leather have wide use in almost all
industry.

The products are made to precise specifications chemically and physi-

cally and in hundreds of shapes and sizes.

Greater use of hydraulic mechanisms

and controls has widened the market for these products but the number of producers
is limited due to capital cost of specialized equipment and the cost of carrying an
inventory of thousands of items to service industry.

No industry figures are avail-

able on the amount of leather consumed; engineering authorities place the total
at 12 -14 milli on sq. it.
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Production of harness, saddlery and accoutrements is a more vigorous industry than might be inierred from the decline of the horse for drait purposes in
the developed world.

in fact the popularity of riding has tilted the demand curve

mOderately upward during the past ten years in Western Europe and North America.
Fabricatioc. of saddles. bridles and other leather accessories is a skilled crait
wi th great emphasis on quality.

of products in the category.

Unit production is meaningless due to the variety

Value of 1977 production in Western Europe and

North America is estimated at $95 million and $45 million in South America. No
reliable iniormation is available on production in Eastern Europe. the Far East
or China.

The industry is estimated to absorb per annum approximately 400,000

cattlehides or in area equivalent, 15,300, 000 sq. ft.
Leather upholstered furniture and cars are one of the larger single items
contributing to the total of leather consumed in products other than shoes.

They

also illustrate the rise in demand for luxury leather products during the last
decade in the developed regions.

Leather uphols ter ed products are expensive

because more labor time is required than in the application of fabric or other sheet
materials.

Nevertheless, production of leather furniture and leather upholstered

cars is estimated to have increased by 50 per cent and 72 per cent respectively
since 1970.

In both the furniture and automobile industries leather upholstery is

associated with top-of-the-line models.
A product count of leather unit output is not available from either indus try
and cannot be estimated.

However, the estimated 1977 consumption of upholstery

leather in Western Europe and North America reached 168 million sq. ft.
American consumption is estimated at 32 million sq. ft.
sumption appears to have been negligible.

South

In other regions con-
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IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Evaluation of development trends and results duri.ng the last fifteen years,
a period which encompasses significant achievement by several developing countries in the leather products sector, discloses highly disparate trends.

In sev-

eral instances these depart from the classic economic doctrine of comparative
advantage.

At the present juncture in the world leather economy, in the shadow

of a critical raw material prospect, it is useful to note major factors influenci.ng
leather product production and demand in developing areas.
Leather Supply
The pri.ncipal component of leather products is leather.

Without adequate

supply, shoe factories or any other production enterprises must remain idle.
Three different routes can be and have been chosen to secure a leather supply
base.
1.

Regions favored by adequate raw material supply have elected progres-

sive forward integr ation by utilizing raw material in tanning and then in manufacture of leather products.

This is the course followed by South America and South

Asia.
2.

Other countries have undertaken to import raw material as the base for

a structure of leather processi.ng and manufacture of shoes and other leather
products,
3.

A few countries found it pos sible,

,..i, th

coope,;-ation from partners_in

developed areas, to import leather for subsequent export of leather products.
Generalization on the relative economic advantages or disadvantages of the
above options is futile.

The first course is obviously soundest in pri.nciple, most

certain to yield the greatest return in secure development and minimum risk of
interrupted production from uncontrollable changes in supply resources.

Which-

ever course is chosen, the viability of a leather products enterprise requires
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Thes e include:

Management Expertise and Labor Skills
In the manufacture of leather products, a material oi considerable value is
exposed to consider able risk.

Cutting, the first step in every production line fr om

shoes to key cases, is Ulustrative because profit or loss may be determined by the
yield of suitable pieces from every hide or skin.
troy any budgeted profit.

Excessive cutting waste can des-

The degree of risk grows with every stage of fabrica-

tion since more labor and auxiliary materials are inc orpor ated in the product.
More than routine s kills are required and managerial experienc e is es sential to
prevent loss and maximize value of product.
Not surprisingly, the availability of experience and comparable labor skills
are associated with the start of successful leather product enterprises in developing countries.

Brazil, Argentina, the Re"Oublio of Korea, Taiwan, India., and Hong Kong are

exaznples.
Marketing and Dist:r ibution
Efficiency in marketing and dist:ribution can be as vital as eiiicient production
to assure continuity of operations as well as for the sake of economic returns.

A

review of certain markets, in which developing countries made their export debut
several years ago, suggests the need for more planned strategy instead of opportunistic price tactics.

Immediate s ales volume

prelude to fruitless price competition.
~rly

CaD

be gr atifying but also the

Buyers who discharge their function prop-

must take advantage of such competition and encourage it.

That lesson can

certainly be read f:rom the changing plane routes of retail repres entatives when
new production capacity is a.n.nounc ed by developing countries.
Marketing sttategy has to be grounded on market i.niormation, continuous
fazniliarity with costs and prices, demand trends and pros pects, technical innovations, changing styles and colors.

In several developing countries communications

-
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are adequate and manufacturers are as well posted as their colleagues in developed zones.

That is not the cas e gener ally in the developing regions.

In many

instances, reliance is placed on sporadic contacts with foreign representatives or
annual visits to a trade show.

These intermittent contacts are not a substitute for

the constant information which illuminates market trends and marketing possibilities.
One consequence of past marketing practice was reviewed at some length in
the preceding chapter.

It is the threat of import restriction in response to the

sharp rise in the flow of leather products to developed countries.

Obviously, the

problem is of great concern to developing countries and hopefully, the precedent
of Orderly Marketing Agreements will lead to cooperative international solution.
Footwear and leather garments, which constitute the bulk of leather product exports from the developing countries. are the prime objects of concern to importing nations.
From statistical a.o.alysis and from observers I reports, it appears that insufficient attention has been given to a
countries.

g~eat

market potential - the developing

The reasons and the problems are familiar.

On the one hand, in the

developed countries purchasing power is taken for granted and organized distribution systems are in place.

In the developing world, on the other hand, mas spur-

chasing power is low and distribution methods are sketchy or non-existent.

Never-

theless, marketing activity could profitably be directed to domestic markets to
develop demand and lay the groundwork for the inevitable growth in consumption.
Such effort may well become necessary in the not too distant future.
At the request of UNIDO, a comprehensive report has been prepared by
ITC on Export Marketing and Distribution of Leather l'Ind LeAther ~oducte
53/
from Developing Countries. The report deals substantively and extensively with

the main points briefly noted above and suggest marketing strategy and tactics for
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specific leather product groups.

An extremely interesting feature of the report is

the emphasis given to collaboration of production and marketing to achieve product
suitability and quality.
CAPITAL, PRODUCTION COSTS, MANPOWER
It is a tradition of the shoe industry that successful enterprises were conceived by the union of a vigorous salesman, a good designer, a competent fitting
room foreman and a modest loan from a benevolent uncle.

The moral is applicable

to all the leather product industries with the exception of indus trial leather products.

With the exception. noted, these industries are labor intensive.

Productivity

will vary with capital investment in machinery and equipment, but it is also a function of product design. manufacturing process and market or selling price objective.

For these reasons any estimates covering capital investment, manpower

requirements and costs in the leather products industries can only be broadly indicative at best.

Any suggestion that precise general formulae are feasible or of

any value would be misleading.
Shoes
Production of footwear is an assembly operation whether one worker or a
thousand are engaged in the sequential process of bringing together all the components of a shoe.

Furthermore, there is no single or standard system' of assembling

shoes; more than a dozen methods and combinations are employed in commercial
manufacture including - Goodyear welt, Cements, McKay, Turner, Littleway,
Stitchdown., Vulcanized, Injection Molding, etc.

Selection of proces s is, or should

be, determined by the product desired, volume goal. market objective, available
skills and capital limits.

In addition to the variables of product and process, ini-

tial fixed capital requirements are affected by whether machinery is purchased or
leased.

Facilities for the latter, which obviously reduces initial capital outlays,

are widely available.

Production cost consequences of purchasing or leasing
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Current fixed capital costs, exclusive of building and site, for a modern
plant intended to produce 1,000 pairs per day of men's conventional shoes would
be approximately:
Welt Shoes
Machinery
Lasts, Racks. Conveyors, Etc.

. Cement Shoes

$520,000
100,000

$360,000
100,000

$620,000

$460,000

These estimates are for plants sufficiently mechanized to produce 1. 6 pairs of
shoes per manhour. Reductions of 40 per cent to SO per cent in the estimated outlays for machin.ery and equipment are possible by installing less efficient machines
or greater reliance on labor for various operations.

However, the benefits of such

tr ade -off are always to be measured in terms of productivity and manufacturing
cost per unit.

Different weight may be given in developing countries to cost par-

a:meters in production for domestic markets and for competitive export markets.
Calculation of working capital requirements is almost equally elastic and
dependent on the accessibility and stability in supply of leather and other materials.

A factory turning out I, 000 pairs of men r s shoes daily will consume at least

3,000 sq. ft. of upper leather, includin.g cutting waste.

Upper leather alone,

therefore, would require working capital at June 1979 costs of:
Uncut leather, 30 days
Leather in Process, 20 days
Leather in. Finished Stock, 10 days

$180,000
120,000
60,000
$360,000

Compar able supply levels are needed for soles, insoles. heels, linings. thread,
stays, shanks, counters, boxtoes, etc., to an estimated total of $200,000.

Pro-

vision for wages and other continuous operating expense such as power, freight,
vehicles and utilities could hardly require less than $100,000 in working capital.
In total, therefore, a minimum of $660, 000 in working capital would be required,
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as sumi.og conti.ouous turnover.

1.0 summary, total capital needed for the plants

specified would be:
Welt Factory
Fixed Capital
Working Capital

Cement Factory

$620,000
660,000

$360,000
660,000

$1,280,000

$1,020,000

Production Cost
Three facts must be emphasized i.o consideri.og estimates of leather shoe
production costs.
1.

Leather is the largest and most variable item of cost.

tend to be much more stable.

Other elements

Whe.o leather prices rise sharply, as they have i.o

1978-79. the ratio of other factors to total cost declines sharply.
2.

Labor costs vary tremendously both i.o wages paid and i.o social be.oeiits

normally char ged to labor cost.
3.

There is equally great difference in the accounting treatme.ot of over-

head. selli.og expense and profit.
Leather shoes made i.o plants, for which capital requireme.ots were estimated above, might i.ovolve production cost per pair in June 1979 as estimated
below.
Manufacturing Cost Per Pair
Upper Leather
Other Leather Items
All Findings
Production &: Other Labor
Overhead
Sales
Total

$6.00

36.3%

2.25

13.6

1. 35

2..70

8. 1
21. 7
16.3

.67

4.0

3.60

$16.57

At leather costs prevailing in 1977, all other costs remaining unchanged, the
ide.otical shoes would have cost $13. 12 per pair with the ratio of labor cost 27.3
per cent and overhead 2.0. 5 per cent.
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could be produced for considerably more or less by a similar factory.
products would certainly not be identical in quality.

The

Better grade components and

more labor time raise costs; eliminating leather soles or other leather components
and reduced labor time would cut costs.

Shoes are produced to fit price grooves

in the market and production costs must be adjusted accordingly by close budgeting of materials and labor.

Currently, shoe producers in developed and develop-

ing countries alike are subject to exceptionally sevexe and opposing pressures of
retail price resistance and rising costs.
Leather Garments
A plant producing leather garments is es sentially a clothing factory and with
very similar capital structure and requirements.

Investment in fixed assets is

moderate, in relation to value of output, consisting mainly of sewing machines
and technologically simple cutting facilities.

Large factories are extended ver-

sions of small plants with little difference .inmechanization except for more eiiicient conveyor systems.
Estimates of fixed capital costs vary considerably because larger plants are
often diversified into production of apparel other than leather.

Allocation of in-

vestment in such instances, based on relative volume in different product groups,
has been found of doubtful accuracy.

Consequently, capital requirements were

calculated for a turnkey operation in terms of 1979 costs.

It is estimated that a

plant capable of producing 300 medium grade jackets and coats per day would require $165,000 in fixed costs for sewing and cutting machines, finishing and pressing equipment, racks, bins, display fixtures and showroom.

Factory space and

site are not included in this estimate since these are usually leased.
Working capital requirements are considerably greater than initial fixed
investment.

Assuming an average of 25 sq. ft. per garment, daily consumption

would reach 7,500 sq. ft. or approximately $11.000 for a mix of cattlehide and
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sheepskin garment leather.

One month's supply of leather, the reiore, would re-

quire working capital of $330, 000.

Linings, trimming. thread, and other sup-

plies would bring the cost of working inventory to $390,000.

Since the leather

garment industry is seasonal, shipment of finished goods normally awaits the
buyers' instructions; carrying finished goods inflates the producers' working capital needs.

The total for the plant described can amount, at the seasonal peak, to

$650,000.
With the exception of fur -trirr..med specialties, the major elements of cos t
in leather apparel are leather and labor, and in that order for more than 90 per
cent of production.

High fashion and luxury items may embody detail work bring-

ing labor cost above the value of the leather used.

Cost estimates shown below

apply to a medium grade, cattlehide leather, full length coat.

°

Leather, 3 sq. ft.
Lining
Fasteners, Trimmings
All Labor
Overhead
Sales
Total

$48.00

6.00
3.00
17.00

12.00
4.50

$90.50

Manpower skills, barring cutting of leather. are interchangeable with most segments of the garment industry.
Leather Goods
In these branches of the leather products industry any generalization on capital requirements and production costs is a futile exercise.

The size of establish-

ment ranges. as noted previously, from shops with several employees to plants
with several hundred.

Machinery has been introduced for a number of operations

characteristic of almost all leather goods output.

Clicking and die cutting, folding,

edge skiving, embossing and transporting goods in process to work stations. However, the industry is predominantly labor intensive and virtually every item produced must be handled individually several times in the course of production by
workers trained in specific skills.
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produced throughout the world tha.c. any other leather goods.

Furthermor e, the

handbag market is more open to volume output in a restricted number of models
than any other leather produc ts.

Both cost and variety of supplementary materials

are modest and available in ma.c.y areas.

These characteristics have been turned

to advantage in several developing countries where handbag prai uction and exports
are substa.c.tial.

Required expenditure for fixed assets is small in ratio to value

of output; equipment consists mainly of sim pIe cutting facilities, sewing and skiving machines, punches and riveting devices.

Working capital needs are directly·

proportional to volume and cover leather and other supplies, wages and other
operating expense.

Leather supplies, u..ncut. in process of manufacture and in

finished goods will absorb 60 per cent of working capital.

A plant geared to pro-

duce Z, 000 medium grade bags per week could begin operations with a total investment of $150,000-$200,000.
Design and marketing range in importance with production expertise because
ha.c.dbags ar e fashion merchandise and the winds of fashion change quickly.

Export

producers in the Far East work closely with their sales representatives or large
merchandising outlets on selection of design and choice of appropriate leathers.
Personal leather goods describes a very diverse group of products: Wallets
for men and women, credit card cases, key cases, French purs es and purs e accessories' jewel boxes and a miscellany of other items.

All of these products can

be fabricated i..o. small enterprises where emphasis is given to individuality and
quality as distinguished from mass output of u..niiorm goods.
design and marketi..o.g are of par a.m.ount importance.

Here, too, however,

Small leather goods lend

themselves to production of goods with a distinct national or ethnic character in
design or decor ation.
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In developed countries, materials, mostly leather, average 54 per cent to
60 per cent of total production cost and labor and labor cost is approximately 2328 per cent.

These ratios must be regarded with caution since the variations

according to product and price class are extremely great.

Of all the Ie ather

product industries small leather goods entail the least investment in fixed and
working capital.

For that reason, perhaps enterprise in this field could con-

tribute to tbe development process as a training ground in leather crafts and
54/
skills as well as industrial management and discipline. Luggage and travel products deviate from the general economic features
of the leather goods industries in two respects:

First, the high cost of individ-

ual products due to the leather content per unit; second. the lar gel' investment
required for status value of output.

Leather luggage, brief cases and portfolios

are luxury products particularly when leather costs reach levels prevailing in
1979.

At the price a leather suitcase must command, consumers expect all the

indicia of quality in leather and construction.

From the standpoint of manuiac-

turer and retailer, the investment in leather per unit of output is too great to
jeopardize by oversight in acces sory materials or labor content.

Proven re-

liability of source is, therefore, a major merchandising guideline in leather
luggage and travel goods.
In view of the foregoing and the heavy capital illvestment required it is not

surprising that little eiiort has been made by developiIlg countries to enter the
field.

And under existing supply and cost of leather circumstances, the times are

not propitious.
Leather upholstered products and saddlery are exposed to the same problems noted above. Where supply permits, production of these goods for domestic
consumption may be necessary but investment and tr aining for export would be
extremely hazardous.
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In the pr eceding chapter a brief exposition was given of the economic significance and role of leather substitutes including synthetics.

Those materials

are less desired than leather but their use is dictated by price rationing of the
limited available supply of leather.
Similar patterns of end use are inevitable in the developing and developed
countries alike.

In the never-ending quest for equilibrium between supply and

demand, leather migrates to the end-uses where it is most desired and commands
priority of disposable income.

For that matter, centrally planned economies

may be subject to the same constraints of the market.

Accordi~

to recent ac-

counts, prices of certain consumer goods have been raised in Eastern Europe to

55/
world market levels in order to reflect developments in foreign trade.
Footwear, leather garments and handbags have been the prime focus of
leather manufacturing activity in the developing countries.
tionale in each instance is apparent.

The econorr...ic r a-

Shoes are the broadest market for leather.

historically the most stable, with domestic and export potential and a labor intensive structure.

The boom in leather garments meshed fortuitously with the

experience of certain developing countries in apparel production.

Handbags are

the prerogative of at least 51. 8 per cent of the human race a...r:rd the production of
handbags is labor intensive.

In footwear production, the developing countries without domestic raw material supply have concentrated on grades with leather uppers and very little
leather in other components.

Outsoles, insoles, linings, heel seats and so on

have been replaced by substitutes, chiefly synthetics.
Although leather garment volume continued to increase through 1978, several developing countries in the Far East have begun production, in the same
factories, of garments made from synthetic imitations of grain leather.
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in lower price goods where leather was formerly employed by producers in the
Far East.
Much less change ill end-use patterns is evident in the developing countries
where domestic supplies obviate the need for importing raw material.

In these

countries there appears to be a growillg tendency to "t:rade up", to stress the
leather content of products a.od take advantage of the price br ackets where leather
products will be consumed. Leathe:r soles are still used on a substantial percentage of Argentille and Brazilian shoes.

Uruguay a.od Brazil have entered the mar-

ket for leather-upholstered products a.od plastic imitations of leather garments
have not beell offered by Argentina.
Despite the more favorable supply position of South America a.od South Asia,
all developillg" a.od developed, coulltries must react in some measure to the

changed dimensions of world leather supply and to the cost cons equences.
ca.o be noted domestically as well as ill production for export.
noted,

It • • •

ill many developing c ount:ries a

I' apid

This

As F AO has aptly

decline ill the us e of tr aditional

hand-made sa.odals has beell noted, which ca.o be ascribed to thei:r high price vis-

56/
a-vis low cost mass produced PVC products. , , TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER Al'iD ADAPTATION
Review of leather products output in developillg regions a.od count:ries leads
to a.o unqualified conclusion! There are no barriers to the most rapid diffusion of
productioll technology; ill sever'al developillg coo nt:ries the methods, systems and
facilities for producing shoes a.od other leather products are on a pa:r with or superior to counterparts in developed countries.

The spread a.od the adoption of

modern technology has progressed swiftly in South America and the Far East.
It has been moderately impeded until recently ill Illdia by government control of
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machinery and equipment imports.

China possesses a surprising degree of

technology but lacks sufficient hardware.
modest and desultory.

In the Middle East progres s has been

Africa lags; except for a few oases of industrial output,

the continent remains devoted to artisan methods and traditional practice.
It must be strongly emphasized that the well-springs of technology, the developed countries, have not been reluctant or restrictive sellers.

On the con-

trary, agents and representatives of the world's leading producers of machinery
and equipment scan the planet for customers.

In fact, those torch-bearers of

technology have been over -zealous on occasion, promoting and aiding the financing of modern plants which subsequently were idle or grossly under -utilized for
lack of raw material and ancillary supplies.
The lesson to be drawn from the development record of the leather products
industries is obvious:
complex.

Technology can.not be foisted upon any social or economic

Incentives must be present withio. the country or community profess-

ing desire for modern technology.

Supporting conditions must be in place or be

capable of concurrent development.
LEATHER PRODUCTS CAPACITIES, DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Current Level of Capacity Utilization
Shoes and to a lesser extent leather garments are the two products on which
capacity utilization estimates can be hazarded.
the following page.

These are given in Table 31 on

Information on capacity and output of other leather products

is completely inadequate.
PRODUCT ADAPTATION AND DEVELOPMENT
There are few instances of product innovation or adaptation by any of the
developing countries.

Product design and construction are almost completely

derivative from the markets of developed regions.

This is hardly surprising
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TABLE 31
LEATHER FOO'I'WEAR
Estimated
(million pairs)

Estimated
Capacity
1978

'Z. Current

Utiliza tion
1979

340
5S
170
6S

92
88
9S

Africa

40

64

Near East

63

60

Far East
India*
Korea*
!aiwan*

410
22
38

74
76
SS
78

China

140

.2!:

993

77

La t:in America
Argentina*
Brazil*
Mexico*

325

Total

86

LEATHER GAR.,l.fEN'!S
Estimated
(million units)
Latin America
Argentina*
B-razil*
Mexico*
UruguaY*

Estimated
Capacity
1978

'Z. Current

Utilization
1979

9.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
2.5

68
75
65
70
65

4.0

70

20.0
12.0
5.0

60
60
70

5.0

40

Africa
Near East
Far East
South Korea*
!aiwan*
Asia, CPE

* Included in regional total.
Sources:

UNlDO Consultants' Reports; Trade Publications;
U. S. Foreign Service Repo-rts.
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since the stimulus to produce beyond domestic needs invariably originated in the
developed areas.

Manuiacturers and retail buyers from the latter specified

styles, patterns and construction for export goods.

Nuevo Hamburgo in Brazil

has recently begun to show evidence of indepelldellce in style but for export purposes foreign buyers retain the power of decision.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
Organized research ill manuiacturillg tech.niques, product development or
design, distinguished from chemical or physical research is limited ill the developing countries.

There is scope for such effort, more particularly in the

countries with a raw material base which can be enhanced in value by product
manufacture.

At present, however, the only illstitutes engaged in such activity

ar e loc ated in Br azil, India and China.
SUPPLY, DEMAND AND TRADE PR OJECTIONS, 1985
Regional Variations in Leather Products Industries
In the developed regions of the world the leather products industries are comprehensive. involvillg in varying proportions every type and category of leather
manuiactures.

Leather products ill different degree are an illtegral aspect of de-

veloped industrial cultures.

This is well illustrated in Western Europe where

every country manuiactures footwear and most, i£ not all, the other types of
leather products.

Sever al countries are pre -eminent in certain products - Italy

and Spain in shoes, France in gloves, the U.K. ill saddlery, Austria ill travel
ware and the scale of output ill each product group varies tremendously with each
country.

Nevertheles s, in spite of national s pecializ ation, a distinct industry ill

almost every leather product group continues to exist in every country of the region.

Footwear, of course, remains the largest leather industry but, as
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share of the region's leather consumption.
In cross -section North American diversity of leather products closely resembles output in Western Europe.

Imports have drastically affected the dimen-

sions of shoe manufacturing and of regional output in leather garments and handbags.

However, output in the U. S. and Canada continues to be a well-rounded

reflection of consumer demand for all leather products.

In both Western Europe and North America the ratio of leather products in
the medium and upper price brackets is greater than in any other region.

Dis-

posable income is the causative factor with interesting consequences for regional
production and trade.

These are noted in a following paragraph.

From all available information it appears that in Eastern Europe shoe production is a more dominant leather manufacturing activity than i.n the other developed regions.

YuglosIavia and Poland are apparently.the largest producers of

other leather products.

Shoe production in the region is almost one-third of the

entire world output of leather footwear.
The structure and range of leather product industry in Japan is something
of an enigma for a major developed country and the second largest hide importer
in the world.

Shoe output is relatively small, approximately 58 million pairs in

1978, and roughly one-half pair per capita.

Many other leather products are

manufactured with heavy concentration in camel' a and optical cases, gloves and
sporting goods.

Volume in handbags and personal leather goods is very mod-

erate by the standards of other developed market economies.

!n developing regions significant industrial diversity in output of leather
products is evident only in South America and the Far East.

Everywhere else,
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Production of

leather goods by artisans and craitsmen is universal but does not contribute signiiic antl y to exports, exc e pt via touri s ts .
The character, quality and diversity of leather products in South America
are beginning to resemble output trends in Western Europe and North America.
Rapid progress has been made in Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Uruguay, Colombia,
and several of the smaller Latin American countries.

Expanded shoe production

in the region has been followed by growth in leather garment production, handbags,
small leather goods and upholstered products.
Development in Africa has achieved very modest industrial production of footwear; other leather products remain the province of traditional artisans or viUage
cr aitsmen.

Limitations of leather supply are the endemic problem of the continent.

Although shoes are by far the largest leather product activity in the Middle
East, factory production of other leather goods has become evident during recent
years.

Leather garments, handbags and small leather goods are produc ed for

regional consumption and to a limited extent for export.
The Far East is kaleidoscopic in the rapid emergence of leather product industries and their shifting location.

India produces every variety of leather prod-

uct and conducts export trade in footwear, leather uppers, small leather goods.
sporting equipment, and other items.

The Republic of Korea and Taiwan led other countries

in large -scale production of shoes. garments, baseball gloves and handbags.

Hong

Kong, Singapore, Thailand and Pakistan are newer locales offering production cost
economies and attracting the interest of peripatetic foreign buyers.
Manufacturing activity in China is concentr ated almost entirely on footwear.
Small quantities of leather travel goods are produced, chiefly for sale by Chinese
Government stores in Hong Kong.
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CURRENT AND HISTORIC TRENDS
Several long-tertn developments, culminating in present trends, have been
identified in previous sections of this study.

At this point they require explicit

statement prefatory to projection of future production and consumption.
1.

The explosion of raw material supply in the U. S.

I

beginning in the

1950' s and ending in 1976, gave enortnous impetus to world production of leather
products.

Until supply recover s. growth in worldwide output of leather produc ts

will be arrested.

The adjustment to supply will be effected, alternatively, by

region, by country or by product.
2.

The developing regions formerly described as major raw material pro-

ducing and exporting areas and which pursued the goal of domestic utilization of
their supply have, for all practical purposes, reached that goal.
3.

In the developed countries footwear consumption has reached a plateau,

the economic corollary of replacement demand.

Footwear consumption in devel-

oping regions will increase with urbanization and rising income.

However, de-

mand for leather products other than shoes, in the developed regions. has attained
major proportions.

The resulting distribution of basic supply will be an important

i.niluence on production of leather products.
4.

New fortns of social.and economic organization raise new questions on

the regional and national. distribution of world supply and the allocation of
supply to the various leather products.

Only qualitative surmise of the results is

possible.

PRODUCTION PROJECTION
Global production of all leather products, ignoring for the moment volume in
the different groups, cannot exceed available supply of leather.
jection of world output of all leather products is indexed to 1977:

The following pro-
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1978
1979
1980

1981
1982
1983
1984

100.0
99.0
97.4
96.0
1985

97.0
98.0
101. 5
102.5

104

Patently, the foregoing merely defines in a crude sense the overall limits imposed
by projected leather supply.

It does not deal with possible changes in quantity of

leather per writ of product or with shifts in demand between footwe ar and all other
leather products or among the latter.

For example, average reduction of one-

quarter sq. ft. of leather per pair of shoes, would permit production of 8 per cent
more shoes from a given quantity of leather.

Or) a single leather coat is equal in

surface content to 10 pairs of shoes so that a favorable trend in garments will restrict supply for other leather products.
Principal implications of the projection of total leather product output by

1985 are:
1.

Growth rate of total production will be consider ably les s than in the pre-

ceding decade as the result of leather supply limitations.

World shoe production

for example, will increase by only 8.0 per cent compared with a gain of 11. 5 per
cent in the ten years ending 1977.

The sharp upward trend of recent year s in

leather garment output will come to a halt.

Moderate growth in cattlehide leather

garment output will proceed in South America; both the Near East and China will
process more wooled sheepskins for garments.

There will be very little increase

in production of all other leather goods.
2.

Substitution by synthetics or other materials will illcrease sharply in the

lower grades of footwear and other traditional leather products.

To mailltain the

same rate of per capita leather consumption in 1985 as in 1977, world supply would
have to be 13.9 billion sq. ft.

The projected supply (T able 11) is only 13 billion

sq. ft., a short fall equal to ().. 2 of a sq. ft. per capita globally.
of market will be filled by substitutes.

A billion sq. ft.
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3.

Changes in the loc ation of production will be minor.

The problem of

raw material supply as well as existing excess capacity will dampen incentives
for new commercial production facilities.

Expansion will occur mainly in South

America with greater shoe production in Brazil and Argentina. Eastern Europe
and the USSR will follow, if the seemingly planned correlation between population
and shoe output in this area is maintained.

China will produce more sheepskin

garments for export and also become a factor in shoe exports.
Eas~,

Als 0 in the Far

Singapore, Hong Kong, Thailand, India and Pakistan will absorb some of

the shoe production and export market developed by the Re'CUblio of Korea.

,qnd

TAiwan.

Projected- unit output of leather shoes and garments is compared below with
estimated 1977 production.
TABLE 32
PRO,m,TED PRODUCTION; LEATm;R SHOES A1iD
(million pairs and pieces)

S h
Est. I977
Developing
Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia. CPE
Developed
North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe
Oceania
Other
Total

0
e s
Projected 19S5

I8ATHER

GARJENTS

Garm e n t s
Est. 1977
Projected 19~5

851

987

-21.3
-

24.0

321
28
39
289
174

400
35
50
310
192

5.8

9.0

2.7
12.0
·8

5.0
6.0
4.0

2,216

2,307

17.0

18.0

349
732
1, 016
38
81

370
750
1,.060
42
85

3.8
7.2
5.0

3.5
7.5
5.5
.2

·5

1.3

3,067

3,294

38.3

42.0

•1

No attempt is made here to estimate 1985 unit produc tion of all other leather
products because the scant current data is available only for the OECD countries.

In comparative terms the following changes are anticipated:

- 199 Per Cent Change
1985 from 1977

+ 2.0
- 5.0

Leather Gloves
Leather Handbags
Personal Leather Goods
Waist Belts
Luggage
Saddlery and Harness
Upholstered Products
Other, Including Sporting

+ 3.0
+ 1. 0
- 6.0
- 2.0
+ 2.0
+ 2.0

DEMAND PROJECTION
World
In the preceding chapter it was stressed. that the unlque economies of the
leather industry dictate the equivalence of leather supply and consumption.

Poten-

tial demand has always exceeded supply and price brings supply and consumption
into balance.
industries.

An additional factor, however. is operative in the leather products
These compete for consumer income (demand) and thereby compete

for the distribution of leather supply.

The latter, of course, is fixed at any point

.in time.
Hence, projection of future consumption of leather products must reflect
apprais al of the intensity of consumer demand for the different leather products
and the income levels to satisfy such demand.

Greater consumption of leather gar-

ments in one part of the world, for example. might compel curtailed consuIl!ption
of leather shoes elsewhere.
Projections of leather product output given in the preceding section are, in
fact, estimates of world consumption by product in 1985.
supply of 12,992

The expected leather

million sq. ft. in 1985 will be distributed among leather prod-

ucts, globally. as indicated.

Consumption, regionally and by countries, will re-

flect net tr ansfers in foreign tr ade.
Table 14, a pivotal statistical statement of this study. anticipates the subject of total leather product consumption.
are:

The pertinent figures from Table 14
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NET LEATHER CONSUMPTION
Adjusted for Foreign Trade in Leather Products
Projected

Estimated

1977

Million Sq. Ft.

0/0

3,730
8,738

Developing Regions
Developed Regions

29.9
70. 1

12,468

World

1985

%

4,040
8,952

68.9

31. 1

12,992

Total leather consumption. in whatever product form, will only increase 4.2 per
cent by 1985.

In developing regions the gain will be 8.3 per cent and ocly 2.4

per cent in developed areas.

Consumption of footwear will be the single factor

responsible for the relative consumption increase in developing countries.
TABLE 33
ESTDUTED AND PRO.rmTED IEATHER SHOE CONSUMPrION

Estimated

Projected

1977

1985

768

888

279
29
250
172

340
36
50
270
192

2,298

2,406

Million Pairs
Developing
Latin America
Africa
Near East
Far East
Asia, CPE
Developed
North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe, USSR
Oceania
Other Developed
World

38

537

569

618
1,018

644
1,055
47

43
82

91

3,066

3,294

In per capita terms the projected consumption total far 1985 represented 0.69
pairs globally compared with O. 75 pairs in 1977.

World per capita consumption

ratios will follow the same trend in varying degree.
Projected total consumption of leather garments is, of course. identical with
the estimated 1985 output of 41 million units.

Consumption will decline for several
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FIGURE 11
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yea:rs from the 1977 leyel but will show a gain of 7 per cent by 1985.

However, a

larger proportion of future output will be concentrated in higher priced grades of
merchandise.

Estimated consumption by regions will change only slightly from

1977.

TABLE 34
ESTIMATED AND PROJmTED IBATHER GA.RMENT CON'SUMPrION'

Estimated
1977

Million Units
Developing
Latin America
Africa
Nea:r East
Fa:r East
Asia. CPE
Deyeloped
North America
Western Europe
Eastern Europe, USSR
Oceania
Other Developed
World

Projected
1985

3.9

6.8

1.0

1.8

1.4
.7
.8

2.0
1.0
2.0

34.4

35.2

10.9
14.7
5.3
1.2
2.3

10.5
15.0
5.8
1.4
2.5

38.3

-42.0

It should be emphasized again that demand for Ie ather products will remain
as v"igorous as ever; world consumption, howeyer, must reflect ayailable supply.
There will be important and interesting yariations in the process of adjustment to
supply in the deyeloped and deyeloping countries.
Deyeloped Countries - PrG>jected Consumption and Demand
Footwear remains the largest leather product in the deyeloped countries absorbi.ng 73 per cent of leather consumed in the entire deyeloped a:rea.

However.

signs of maturity a:re clearly evident both in the trend of total shoe output as well
as in demand and consumption.

This appears to be the case in the OECD and in

Eastern Europe.
Per capita consumption of leather iootwea:r has shown little change in the
developed regions during recent years, particularly in the market oriented econornies distinguished by high average income.

The u.c.derlying reasons are:
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1.
inventory,

When basic requirements are satisfied and consumers possess a "closet
II

replacement becomes a major factor in demand.

cited as a stimulus to sluggish consumption.

Style change is often

However, the results do not seem

to have been notable because the percentage of consumer budgets spent on foot-

57/
wear has declined in all the major OECD countries. 2.

To an important extent shoe requirements are filled by specialty types

of non-leather footwear.

Canvas shoes with rubber soles, for example, carry

over from their i.c.itial sports or play purpose to general casual use particularly
among the younger age groups.

As noted previously, when leather footwear of

this type became available demand proved substantial, but consumption of conventional leather shoes was not helped.
3.

Declining birth rates and a ris e in the aver age age of population in devel-

oped countries tend to depres s per capita shoe consumption.
Hence, projected 1985 consumption of leather shoes in the developed regions will
not keep pace with population.
Conversely, the very factors noted above are responsible for the diversion
of more income in the developed countries to other leather products.

Consumption

of leather garm.ents and other leather goods has grown substantially.

Developed

countries consume about 90 per cent of world leather garment production, other
than sheepskin coats made by farmers, herdsmen or village artisans.

Other

leather goods fall into the same demand category which is identified with high disposable income.

The upward trend in demand for these goods during recent years

may become less pronounced, but it will continue as a potent consumption factor
in developed countries.
In summary, the developed nations of the world are projected to consume
in 1985:
Shoes - 2,440 million pairs, or 73.0 per cent of world consumption
Leather Garments - 42 million, or 83.8 per cent of world consumption
Other Leather ProClucts - 75 -80 per cent of world consumption
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Developing Countries - Projected Consumption and Demand
There are no economic tools for estim.ating or calibrating potential demand
for leather products.

Per capita gross national product is illdicative but not

accurate because human wants vary with the level of industrial development and
are affected by geography, climate and social illstitutions.

Consequently, projec-

tions for developing regions are concerned exclusively with consumption.

It is a

reasonable presumption that potential demand will be far in excess of consumption.
Footwe ar consumption ill developing countries is still at a low point in the
growth curve which has paralleled illdustrial and economic progress in developed
nations.

In 1977 per capita leather shoe consumption in the cieveloping regions as

a whole was 0.23 pairs compared with a world ratio of 0.75 and Z. 1 for the developed countries.

Regional differences are extreme.

In Latin America per

capita consumption was highest among developing areas with an average of 0.83
pairs while the data indicate less than 0.1 pair for Africa.
The prOjection for 1985 assumes growth ill footwear consumption pair age at
a more

I' apid I' ate

than in the developed countries.

Urbanization and a rise in the

gross national product of various nations will increase demand.

However, a

large part of the growth is forecast to occur in Latin America as one of the consequences of expanding raw material supply and utilization in that region.

Over-

all, per capita leather shoe consumption will be slightly lower in the developing
sector since population growth is predicted to outstrip the modest gain forecast
in unit volume of consumption.
Consumption of other leather products cannot increase by 1985 since projected shoe output will absorb practically all of the gain in available supply (see
Table 26.)

Output of an additional 136 million pairs will require at least 340

million sq. ft. of leather and the total gain foreseen in the developing regions
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was 360 million sq. ft. in leather equivalent of raw material prior to foreign
trade and tanning.

In short, barring a massive and unforeseen flow in basic raw

material, or leather. to the developing cou.o.tries. projected consumption in 1985
will approximate:
Shoes - 888 million pairs, or 27 per cent of world consumption
Leather Garments -6.8 million units, or 16.2 per cent of world
consumption
Other Leather Products - 20 -25 per cent of world consumption
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Current and Historic Trends
The gross value of international trade in leather products has shown a remarkable iIlcrease duriIlg the past twenty-five years.

In that period it is estim-

ated that the gain in physical volume iIlcreased six to seven fold and turnover in
monetary terms rose more than 1,200 per cent.

In footwear, the principal prod-

uct, world exports were less than 90 million pairs in 1955 and grew to 527 million pairs by 1977.
Several factors responsible for this growth were common to expanding trade
i.o. many other consumer products:
Rising income levels in the developed cou.o.tries with a resulti.o.g diversification of demand;
More

I' apid

communication, es pecial1y the jet plane, thereby facilitating

the quest for new product sources;
Intensified search for low labor costs, a prime consideration in manufacture
of labor intensive products such as apparel, footwear and leather goods.
But, a unique development coiIlcided with the foregoing ge.o.eral causes to increase
consumption and spark trade growth in leather products.

It has bee.o. referred to

previously in this study - the phenomenal increase in cartlehide supply beginning
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in the 50's a:nd continui.ng u.ntil 1977.

Perhaps for the first time in modern his-

tory growth in cattlehide supply outstripped population increase.

Two conse-

quences cannot be overlooked:
First, cattlehides were cheap in relation to the general commodi"ty price index for an extended period.

Between 1955 and 1970 hides averaged less than 15 ¢

per lb. and the latter was the forty -year aver age prior to World Wa.r II.
Second,. low priced hides highlighted manufacturing costs in leather and
leather products, especially labor rates, and stimulated new production in low
wage areas.

Buyers from developed cou.ntries were a major factor in expanded

shoe production by Italy and Spain or the establishment of new leather product
enterprise in Brazil, Argentina. Korea. Taiwan, Hong Kong, and other developing nations.
Initially the expansion of for eign tr ade in leather products was confined to
the developed world; by 1965 developing countries began to participate with signiiicant exports to developed cou.ntries.
countries involved is limited.

However, the number of developing

The Republio of Korea, Brazil, Argentina, India, Taiwan,

Hong Kong and Singapore accounted in 1977 for more than 85 per cent of developing region exports to the world.
By 1979 the upward trend in world leather product tr ade flattened out and
exports by developing countries without indigenous raw material supply began
to decline.
World Trade Data
Analysis of world trade in leather products is subject to somewhat lesser
problems than compilation of basic supply and production data in the leather sector.

In many cases it is pos sible to compare figures of the exporting and import-

ing countries to resolve data discrepancies.

Nevertheless, the problems are

serious and can only be properly met by international adoption of more exact and
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uniform product classification.

In too many cases present official customs tal-

lies are guided by the doctrine of

II

similitude", lumping plastic goods with leather

products of the same general character.

UNCTAD notes, for example, with re-

spect to Travel Goods, Handbags and Similar Articles (SITC 831) that not all of
the products belonging to this product group are made of leather, but lithe conventional international trade statistics do not distinguish the product group by raw
58 I
materials used l l : - - A total of $1,216 million is cited as the 1977 import of 21
developed market economies, which would make this product class second only to
footwear in value.

In point Qf fact, much less than hali the dollar value given is

in leather goods; plastic and fabric items compose the bulk of the reported total.
Inaccuracy also stems from trade comparisons in value without reference to
physical units or adjustment for price change.

Such comparisons can be mis-

leading with respect to trends in total tr ade volume as well as the differ ences in
character of goods from different origins.
The following table summarizes world tr ade in leather products by units.
wherever possible, and by value.

Adjustments have been made to UNCTAD

compilations to elirr..inate non-leather products from SITe 831 since leather is a
minority interest in that category.

Also, volume figures given under

If

Leathe.r

Garments and Acces sories ll cover garments only; information on volu..."'Ile of accessories is completely inadequate.
It is apparent from Table 35

that footwear represents 70 per cent in value

of world trade in all leather products, followed by garments with 15 per cent.
The balance is distributed among the variety of leather products previously described in this chapter and generally grouped in a few arbitrary customs classifications.

It is also obvious that Table 35 can be taken as the composite of world

import trade in leather products during 1977.
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TABLE 35
WORLD EXPORTS OF LEATRER PRODUCTS in 1977
(Million Units and
To Developed
Countries

$)

To Developing
Countries

Total
Exports

720

186
9
35

484
3,606
162
755

612
4,140

34
221

646
4,361

Developed, prs.
Value, $
Developing, prs.
Value, $

459
3,420

World, prs.
Value, $

153

25

LEATHEIl GARMENTS AND ACCESSORIES*

Developed, units
Value, $
Developing, units
Value, $

9
408
18
516

1
27
4

10
435
18
520

World, units
Value, $

27
924

1
31

955

28

ALL OTHER LEATREIl l'RODUCTS**
Developed, $
Developing, $

635
243

39
35

674

World, $

878

74

952

Deve loped, $
Developing, $

4,463
1,479

252

74

4,715
1,553

World, $

5,942

326

6,268

278

Total, All Products

*

Unit volume for Garments only.

** Includes Industrial Leather, SITC 612.1; Saddlery, 612.2; Manufacturers
of Leather, N.E.S., 612.9; Travel Goods, Handbags, etc., 831.
to eliminate estimated value of nou-leather products.

Adjusted
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FIGURE 12

WORLD TRADE IN LEATHER PRODUCTS
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According to the UNCTAD tabulation
ucts totaled $1,893 million.

£01'

1970, world trade bleather prod-

The distribution between developed and developing

regions compares as follows with the corres ponding 1977 data:
1970
Exports of Developed Regions
Exports of Developing Regions
Total

0/0

1977

0/0

1, 709

90.3

4,715

75.2

184

9.7

1,553

24.8

1,893

6,268

This striki.ng increase in overall volume and the sharp gain in the status of
the developi.ng countries requires detailed discus sion.
Trade Trends in Developed Regions
While a substantial part of the expansion in world trade is attributable to the
higher prices of

l' aw

increase greatly.

material and rising production cost, physic al volwne did

In footwear, alone, for example .. it is estiznated that in 1977

world exports grew by nearly 500 per cent since 1961 and by 95 per cent si.nce
1970.

Within the developed regions shoe trade volwne reflects a huge shift in

production from the most highly industrialized nations in developed countries with
more abundant labor re sources such as Italy, Spain, Portugal and Greece.
cipal leather shoe importers in the developed world are:
Million Pairs

1977

United States

164
81
20
19
18
12

F.B.G.

BLEU
Netherlands
U. K.

France
Principal exporting nations were:
Italy
Spain
Portugal
Greece

173
56
5
5

Prin-
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Total 1977 leather shoe production in North America and Western Europe in 1977
amounted to 1,081 million pairs while apparent consumption reached 1, 155 millions.

When the comparison is expanded to include the other developed regions,

the net production deficiency reached 82 million. pairs.

That gap was filled by

imports from developing countries; the United States was the principal buyer;
Korea and Brazil were the major suppliers.
Compilation by UNCTAD of 1977 footwear tr ade flows in value confirm the
above observation.
SHOE EXPOR TS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
TO 21 DEVELOPED MARKET ECONOMIES
Million Dollar s
From

To:

U. S.

All Other DME

Total

Korea

278

III

389

Brazil

119

56

175

82

109

191

479

276

755

All Other Developing

Other developing countries exporting more than $10 million in footwear to all destinations were: Hong Kong - $42 million; Mexico - $26 million; Uruguay - $23
million; India - $22 million; Argentina - $21 million.

It would appear from the

foregoing that a single country, the U. S., is the bulwark of the footwear export
market for the developing regions and that one country, Korea. enjoyed 58 per
cent of that export market in 1977.
On the other . side of the footwe ar ledger, the developed countries exported
$186 million in 1977 to developing nations, mainly Nigeria. Algeria, the Libyan Ar,b
Jamahiriya, Hong Kong and Singapore.

Of the net import deficit on footwear account with

the developing regions, amounting to $569 million in 1977, the U.S. represented $479
million.
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The total leather shoe export vo1wne of the developed regions in 1977 CaIne
to $3,606 million or 82..6 per cent of the world export volume.

Major exporters

were:
Italy
Spain
France
Yugoslavia
Ger!llany

$1,635
387
2.33
2.2.0
191

Trade volume in leather garments and accessories produced by developed
countries was less than the value of imports fr om developing areas.

From Table

35 it will be noted that developing countries shipped $516 million to the developed
zones in 1977 and that the latter exported $4.35 million.

Principal exporters

aInong the developed countries were Italy, Spain and Yugoslavia.

Imports CaIne

from Korea. Hong Kong, Uruguay, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Taiwan and sever al other developing nations.

In this product group as in footwear the U. S.

was by far the largest buyer accounting for more than a. third oi the imports from
developing countries.
Trade volwne in leather products other than footwear and gar!llents can only
be approximated as a result of the classiiication problem previously noted. Table

35 attempts to correct the deficiency and provide a more realistic measure of volume than indicated by such blanket categories as l!Travel Goods, Handbags and
Similar Articlesl l which includes vinyl, cloth or straw items as well as leather
products.

In several products referring explicitly to leather, such as saddlery, machine belting, or cut shoe parts, the trade data is reliable.

The proportion of

world trade by the developed countries in these goods is higher than in footwear.
However, it is regrettable that the trend of world trade in personal leather
goods and leather handbags can only be estimated because these are the most
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important of the secondary leather products.

Developed countries I share of the

export market in handbags declined appreciably between 1970 and 1977.

That

trend continued in 1978 with shipments increasing from the Far East and Latin
America.

Italy and Spain alone among the developed countries achieved gains

in exports.
Developing Countries
Two aspects of leather product trade by developing countries are noteworthy:
First, an extraordinary proportion of these countries' exports moved to
the U. S.

In 1977 the U. S. receiv:ed 63.4 per cent of footwear shipments, 50. 6

per cent of leather garment and accessory exports, 46.7 per cent of travel goods
and handbags, 35.9 per cent of leather manufactures and in baseball gloves the
ratio was undoubtedly 100 per cent.

This export concentration was evident at the

earliest stages of manufacturing and export development and persisted through
1978.

Whatever reasons may have favored emphasis on the U. S. market at the

inception of new enterprises in developing countries, the absence of greater sales
diversification spells economic risk.
Second, and equally striking, is the minimal volume exported to other deve1oping countries.

In footwear the percentage in 1977 was only 5.5 per cent, in

garments, etc., 1.0 per cent, travel goods and handbags 8.2 per cent and 8.6
59/
per cent in leather manufactures. Preponderance of sales to developed markets is to be expected, particularly during the early stages of the development
proces s.

However. the continued absence of significant tr ade in leather products

among developing countries as recently as 1977 is somewhat difficult to explain.
Finally, the bulk of leather product exports by the developing regions was
carried on in 1977 by a small number of countries.
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TABLE 36
LEATHER PR ODUCT EXPOR TS*
Selected Developing
COWltries

$ Million

0/0 Total D evelo ping

Exoorts

COWltry Exports

b

668

Republic of Korea
Hong. Kong
Brazil
Uruguay
Ar gentina
lndia
Taiwan

229
208
72

43.0
14.7
13.4

4.6

48
43

3.8
3. 1
2.8

1,327

85.4

59

Total
All Developing COWltries

1,553

* Adjusted to elimi.nate non-leather products from UNCTAD
compilation.
The remarkable implication of Table 36 is self-evident:

Three cOWltries

accoWlted for approximately 70 per cent of the developing regions I leather products exports in 1977. Other developi.ng nations have also expanded output and participated in the export market but aggregate volume minus the Republio of Korea., Brazil,
and Hong Kong would not teetify to handle change in world trade flows.

Brazil exemplifies complete, and purposeful, integration in the use of large
domestic raw material supply_

Cattlehide exports are embargoed; diiierential in-

centives encourage production of fiDished leather and the manufacture and export
of leather products. The Republio ct Korea. llnd Hcng Kong, on the other hand, must rely a.lmost
entirely on the import of raw material and leather as well as the other supplies
required for tanning and manufacturing.

In view of these varied circumstances it

is difficult to isolate the common factor of outstanding achievement in the leather
products sector.

Most observers are inclined to agree that a key factor is com-

posed of urban centers,

a large labor force familiar with industrial routines and

discipline, and low wages. In the Republic of Korea, government financial assistance has
undoubtedly been helpful to Korean entrepreneurs and their foreign associates.
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On a smaller scale .T aiwan has followed the patterns of Korea - importing
raw material to produce leather and leather products. In Taiwan also, government
measures have helped finance new enterprise and encouraged expansion.

On a

much smaller scale several Caribbean countries appear to have elected a similar
course, importing hides for ultimate sale of fabricated products in the U. S. The
Dominican Republic. Jamaica and Honduras are examples.

Everywhere else in

t."le developing regions, the utilization of domestic supply seems to be regarded as
the basis for existent or eventual foreign trade activity.
CONCLUSIONS AND MAIN DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
Hides and skins are tanned to be consumed as leather products.

The final

import of this study, therefore, is - where are the goods produced, where are they
consumed and what are the pros pects for change in either res pect? Preceding
paragraphs have indicated the relevant current facts:
The last decade has witnessed substantial growth of world production and
trade in leather products.

By 1977 total trade volume exceeded $6, 000 million,

roughly twice the aggregate value of 1970. Growth in footwear, the primary article
of leather product commerce, was amplified by sharp expansion in leather garments and in other leather products such as handbags and small leather goods.

FIGURE 13

LEATHER PRODUCT EXPORTS
FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
UNITED STATES
AMERICA

890

MilLIONS OF DOLLARS -1977

TOTAL

1,553
100 %
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Developed countries remained the nexus of both imports and exports.

Export

volume of these countries was almost entirely with other developed nations and the
shipments of developing areas was also directed to the developed regions, primarily
North America.

In foreign trade, at any rate, developing countries do not seem to

have addressed marketing effort to their economic compatriots.
Although the total foreign trade position of the developing countries grew
sharply, generalization on the score is fallible.

Examination reveals that the

greatest part of the increase was concentrated in a few countries.

Moreover, a

single foreign market, the U. S., has been the centr al focus of tr ade expansion by
the developing group.
Two lines of development mark the growth of production and trade in leather
products by the developing countries.

One is bas ed on the utiliz ation of domestic

raw material as a primary avenue of industrialization.

The other is based on the

import of raw material and the utilization of labor to produce competitive goods
for export.

There can be no exception taken to either course on any grounds other

than economic viability.
PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS LEATHER PRODUCTS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
For the next few years supply will be the dominant problem of developing nations as well as the developed regions.

Countries favored by adequate available

supply will be able to sustain output of leather products and exploit potentials in
foreign trade.

The countries which must compete for scarcer raw material supply

will encounter serious problems in maintaining output and trade levels reached by
1978.

Countries in this group are Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan and the Philippines.
An indication of the new problems generated by changing raw material supply

circumstances surfaced during the early months of 1979. Hid.e importers in the Republic
of Korea., mainly tanners, were unable to accept delivery of a large quantity of
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i:mported hides. reportedly :more than 700,000, already 1lJlloaded and on the piers
of ports in the Republic of Karas..

PresumabJ,y, faotors resnonsible were la.ck of working

oapital. non-availability of bank financing and dislocation of the cost structure of
leather products due to record hide prices.

Default on this scale is unprecedented

in wor ld hide tr ade.
It has previously been indicated that the Republio of Korea and. Hong Kong accounted for
more than 50 per cent, in value, of all leather product exports by developing countries.

Both countries as well as Taiwan are the most exposed of all developing

areas to raw material difficulties since their domestic supplies are completely
inadequate.

At best. therefore. it seems certain that the growth of recent years

in leather product output and export marketing will be suspended.

output by the supply deficient countries is probable.

Re.duction in

Types of goods which will be

affected are leather shoes, garments and handbags.
A possible straw in the wind is given by the U. S. shoe import statistics for
the first half of 1979.

In that period shipments from Italy rose to 53.8 million

pairs compared with 29.2 million in the like months of 1978.

Convers ely arrivals

frmm the Republic of Korea were some 4 million pairs less than permitted under the U.S.
Orderly Marketing Agreement with that country.
Supply limitations will constrain significant production growth in other Asian
countries.

In all of these, utilization of domestic raw material supply had reached

100 per cent by 1977.

However, diversion of output from do:mestic consu:mption

and export of leather to export marketing of leather products is both feasible and a
distinct probability.

India. Pakistan, Thailand, Bangladesh. Sri Lanka will in-

crease their export of leather products during the next six years.
part this will represent a shift in production for

For the most

the several developing countries

dependent on import of raw material or leather from manufacture of finished
products.
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Production and marketing opportunity in the Middle East are related to the
availability of sheepski.ns - hair skins in II' an and wooled ski.ns in Turkey.

The

latter country has made progress in output and export sale of sheepskin garments.
Improvement in skin quality could lead to substantial increase in the marketing of
Turkish garment production.

Trade forecasts in Western Europe and the U. S.

anticipate continued demand growthior garments using wooled sheepskins as the
equivalent of furs.

Iranian hair sheepskins are valued for grain garment leather.

However, production of garments in II' an is minor; recent political events interrupted planned joint ventures with developed country interests in leather garment
production.

However, the potential remains; under conditio.ns more favorable to

new enterprise, Iran could become a major producer and exporter of leather garments.
Problems in Africa have been enumerated at length in Chapter II and prospects for growth in leather products are dim.

Dnles s basic supply improves

1

in

quantity and quality, the continent cannot become a ponder able factor in production
or marketing of leather products.
South America is the developing region with the brightest prospects for growth
of output in leather products.

Cattlehide supply in Brazil and in temperate South

America will increase sharply in comi.ng year s.
tion of leather and leather products.

Modern facilities exist for produc-

Both manuiacturing and marketi.c.g expertise

have been developed. and an industrial labor force exists in most countries of the
region.

A.c.y errors in forecasti.c.g the future status of South America as a center

of leather product output and export are likely to be on the low side.
In summary:

With the exceptio.c. of South America. the curve of total leather

product manuiacturi.c.g and export marketing by developing cou.c.tries will not rise
during the next few years.

Raw material and leather supply will be the crucial
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limiting factor.

Certain countries wholly dependent on raw material imports may

have to curtail production.

Other countries possessing domestic supply will in-

crease output and export sales.

In the aggregate, excepting South America, a pe-

riod of rapid growth in production of shoes and other leather products by devel opLng countries has come to an end.

It may resume when and if world raw material

supply once again shows signs of positive growth.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE;
TARIFF

A~"D

NON-TARIFF BARRIERS

1.0 Chapter li the issue of trade restrictions was discussed at length with special reference to the possible consequences of retaliatory escalation.

Non-tariff

barriers in hides and skins, leather and leather products were noted as clear instances of dangerous trade restriction.

At this poi.ot, a brief review of compara-

tive tariff rates will clarify the extent to which import duties are nominal or imposed to foster or protect domestic industry.
Table 37 includes the principal countries involved in hide, leather and footwear trade, the major trade categories in the sector.

Although for the sake of

simplicity rates are not given for other leather products, the table plainly defi.oes
tariff policy of the countries listed.

It should als 0 be noted that, the developed

countries are committed to the General System of Preferences, of whioh AJ.most all
developing countries ar e beneficiaries.
TABLE 37
TARIFF RATES - HIDES, LEATHER AND FOOTWEAR
Per Cent
Country
Argentina
Australia
Brazil
Canada
European Community
India
Japan
Republic of Korea
Mexico
United States

Hides

10
Free

120
Free
Free
Free
Free

Leather

10
0-15
160
7.5-12.5

Footwear

55
Free - 22.5

170
25

8

8

60
20

100
10-30
60
10-40
Free - 20

30

40

Fl'ee
Free

10-22
5
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With the exception of Japan the duties of the developed cOWltries can be characterized as low or norrJ.nal and they are MFN rates applicable to developed and
developing cOWltries alike with the GSP benefit gr anted only to developing COWltries.
Tariff rates imposed by Japan are somewhat poindes s since the cou:.ntry maintains
a rigorous quota system u:.nder which only the most miniscule quantities of leather
and leather products can be imported.

Duty rates by all the developed cOWltries

are now subject to further reduction Wlder the multilateral trade agreement endorsed by GATT signatories, April 1979.
The record of tr ade development in leather and leather products, as well as
the tariffs listed above, support the conclusion that import duties of the developed
nations, except Japan, are not a barrier to trade.

Pertinent facts are simple

enough to obviate elaborate exercise in weighted averages or calculation of "e£iec-

60/
tive rates" as opposed to "nominal rates".It is estimated that the trade volurn.e of the developing COWltries in the above
table exceeds 75 per cent of total volume by all developing cOWltries in leather and
leather products.

T arlif rates of the cOWltries listed are uniiorrn.ly higher than

rates of the developed naticns.

Duties on raw hides by Argentina and Brazil are

parts of a system intended to stirn.ulate dorn.estic production and promote the export
of semi-manufactured or manufactured goods.

The Korean duty 9f 30 per cent on

raw hides is subject to a drawback provision on the i..'"nported content of export
goods,

Since virtually all the output of leather shoes and other leather products

in Korea is destined for export, and 90 pez: cent of hide supply is imported, the

rate shown is fictitious.
Disparity in tariff rates between developed and developing national entities is
generally recognized as one of the aspects of the development process.

At the

stage when a country's industrial classification is no longer obvious f pres sure
will mou:.nt for reciprocity in terms of trade.

For example, u:.ntil March, 1979.
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the Argentine duty on leather was 70 per cent and was then reduced to 10 per cent.
However, the ban on hide exports by Argentina continues to as sure a domestic
price for leather which effectively precludes imports. The Republic of Korea is another
country to which the appellation of "developing!' may not be deemed accurate by
tr ading partner s .
On the whole, existing and prospective tariff rates are a lesser danger to

sound trade than the proliferation of non-tariff barriers.

Several of these with a

bearing on hides and skins were discussed in Chapter II, but a broader statement
of the issues in the leather and leather products economy is desirable.
Non-tariff barriers are not confi.o.ed to publicly posted restrictions on the
movement of goods across natio.o.al borders.

The forms and the methods used to

gain trade advantage and to frustrate equitable competition are legion and range
from outright embargoes to quota systems, direct or indirect subsidies, differential export taxes, special exchange rates, allocation or co.o.trol of raw material,
currency control, etc.

Demal of access to raw material can be just as potent a

trade barrier as the crass prohibitio.o. of manufactured imports.
For the first time the complexity of NTB' s and their danger to the structure
of foreign trade was recog.o.ized in the Tokyo Rou.o.d negotiations.

Provisions

adopted will, at the least, highlight such practices as the leather import quota
system of Japan or the export subsidies of several South American countries and
provide negotiati.o.g recourse.

There is .o.ot, however, any resolution in sight of

problems posed by countries where foreign trade is exclusively a government function and market criteria of value are abs ent.
It has previously been stressed that several developed countries have illllovated a dramatically new approach through Orderly Marketing Agreements with
leather product exporting nations.

This co.o.cept of shari.o.g market growth is ba-

sically a response to production stimulated by some type of open or indirect subsidy.

Such aid is clear and acknowledged by India; in other countries more
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complex methods are used to encourage leather product exports or to restrain imports.

Special financing through State banks is a favored device in several Far

Eastern countries.
Problems due to differences in technical standards or health and sanitary
regulations are minor in the leather and leather products sector.

These are cus-

toms trivia which do not impede the flow of trade among developed countries or
between developed and developing regions.
The core issue of non-tariff barriers arises from the differences between
market oriented enterprise and government supported or subsidized production
and exports.

In the long term that difference must be bridged, resolved or adju-

dicated; OMA! s are a forward step, but are only provisional in the long term.
Viable trade in leather and its end products requires reciprocity and equality in
terms of trade among tradib.g partners.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION MEASURES
Developments in 1978 and 1979 have cleared the stage for a new approach to
the problems of the entire leather sector from hides and skins to finished products.

Misconceptions and illusions spawned during the last two decades have been

succeeded by forced recognition of hard facts:

Supply is finite; expansion in output

and trade cannot be taken for granted; increasing and improving raw material resources is the common concern of all countries.
Against this changed background. international cooper ation need not be a
vague ideal.

It can be a practical and profitable undertaking grounded in realistic

self interest of all leather producing and consuming nations.

The approach and the

measures on which international cooperation can be built were detailed in Chapter

n

under the general heading of "Stl:ategy For Action!!,

The necessity of the cooper-

ative measures suggested there is reinforced by the examination in this chapter
maniiest problems in the leather and leather product industries.
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ANNEX I
CURING HIDES AND SKINS
The subject of hide and ski.n curing is interesting and important for technical and economic reasons.
familiar.

With regard to the first, the facts are generally

Hides and skins are... perishable and if not treated to prevent putre-

faction they decompose within hours after removal from the animal carcass.
Since ta..o.oeries are usually located at considerable distances from slaughtering
points, hides and skins must be protected against decay during transit and storage, and the latter may take months.

Treatment to prevent decay is universally

described as curing, and the purpose is to create a chemical environment in
situ where protein-destroying organisms ca..o.oot survive.
Probably the oldest method of curing was air drying; this is still practiced
in hot and dry climates.
rendered inactive.

Bacteria which need moisture for reproduction are thus

Drying ca..o.oot be precisely controlled and, therefore, the

quality of hides and skins cured by this method tends to be variable.
Far superior quality in hides and skins is achieved by using salt as the
principal curing agent.

Until 20 years ago, salt curing was pr acticed by liter-

ally salting hides individually.

Hides are first washed and then spread hair side

down with a substantial coating of granular salt placed on the flesh side.

Addi-

tional hides are then superimposed, each being liberally covered with salt.
Piles up to 7 or 8 feet high are thus built and in the course of the curing period,
the salt dissolves in the hide or skin moisture and thereby thoroughly penetrates
the substance of each hide or skin.

For cattlehides, thorough curing requires a

period of 30 days.
Salt curing is accomplished much more rapidly at present by the use of
brine solutions and mechanical agitation of hides and skins.

Washed hides are

placed in large tanks termed raceways which contain a concentrated salt solution.

Continuous agitation results in effective penetration of the sodium chloride

s olutionwithin 12 hours.

After removal from the raceways the hides are s pri.:l-

kled with salt as a safety measure and are then ready for shipment to tanneries,
effectively protected against decay.
Other methods and systems of protecting hides and skins during the time
they are in storage or in transit to tanneries have been proposed and tried.
These include freezing, solvent dehydration and the application of biocides to
prevent bacterial growth.

No method, however, has been found as effective or

as economically feasible as brine curing.
An economic as pect of change in curing pI' actice from wet salting to brining
deserves attention.

When hides were salted and held in cure for 30 days, one-

twelfth of the annual hide supply of a given area was in packers' inventory.

Adop-

tion of brine curing, in North America and by large slaughtering establishments
in Western Europe and South America, has eliminated the inventory of hides in
process of curing.

In the United States it is estimated that during the past IS

years brine curing released approximately 3 million cattlehides from inventory.
thereby temporarily enlarging available supply.
With the adoption of brine curing. packing plants were able to dis pens e with
the hide cellars in which hides were stored during the curing period.

Elimination

of the inventory of hides being cur ed has tended to exagger ate oric e volatilitv. In
•

_

I.

d

modern packing plants hides must be sold promptly and sales cannot be regulated
in accordance with the state of demand.

Inelasticity of supply from the sellers'

viewpoint contributes to price instability arising from inelasticity of supply from
the tanner s' standpoint.

ANNEX II
THE TANMNG PROCESS
The purpose of taJl.Iling as noted in the text is conversion of an organic putrescible raw material into a product which will not decay and can be fabricated into
long -lasting and useful products.
able.

Tanning process and materials are innumer-

The smnmary given below describes the production of cattle side upper

leather, the most important type of leather in world commerce.

Variants of the

process stages noted, for other raw materials, and classes of leather, do not
alter the basic technological succession described below.
Process Flow Sheet For Side Upper Leather
1.

Trimming and Sorting - (Object:

Preparation of skins for processing.)

The

initial tannery oper ation consists of opening up the bundles and trimming off the
heads, long shanks, and other perimeter areas.

These offal areas generally do

not make good leather and, if left on, would interfere with much of the tannery
equipment through which the hides will be processed.
2.

Soaking - (Object: Restore lost moisture to the skins.) As a result of the

curing process the hides will have lost a good deal of their natural moisture.

The

tanner must now restore moisture so that the chemical treatments that are to follow can fulfill their purpose.

This is done by soaking the skins in water to which

che!l"..ical wetting agents (similar to household detergents) and disinfectants are
usually added.
3.

Fleshing - (Object: Removal of excess flesh and fatty substances.)

Fleshing

is a mechanical operation that rids the hides of excess flesh, fat, and muscle that
is to be found on the inside (flesh side) of the skins.
4.

Unhairing - (Object: Removal of hair, epidermis, and certain soluble pro-

teins.) The hides are now ready to have the hair removed.

This is primarily a

chemical process, although mechanical unhairing equipment is called upon at
times to effect complete removal of hair after it has been loosened.
5.

Bating - (Object: Removal of residual unhairing chemicals and non-leather

making substances.) The first phase of the bating process, termed deliming,
eliminates the lime and alkaline chemicals present.

The second phase of this

process commences with the addition of the bate itself.

It attacks and destroys

most of the remaining undesirable constituents of the skin.
6.

Pickling - (Object: Transform the hides into an acid environment.) Pick-

ling places skins in an acid (low pH) environment ready to accept the tanning materials.

This step is necessary because the chrome tanning agents that are to

follow are not soluble under alkaline conditions.
7.

Tanning - (Object: Conversion of the skin into a stable, non-putrescible

material.) The priInary function of any tanning agent is to convert the raw collagen fibers of the hide into a stable product which is no longer susceptible to putrefaction or rotting.
8.

Wringing - (Object: Remove excess moisture for splitting.) Wri.nging re-

moves excess moisture from the stock so that it can be properly handled on the
splitting machine which follows.
9.

Splitting and Shaving - (Object: Adjust the thickness to that required for the

end use.) The thickness of all bides and skins can vary.
quire different thicknesses.
by splitting.

Various end uses re-

The bulk of this thickness adjustment is accomplished

The shaving machine is used to clean off any areas that show evi-

dence of fleshy matter.
10.

Retanning - (Object: Impart properties of other tanning agents.)

(Object: Color with aniline derived dyestuffs.)
the fibers for flexibility.)

Fatliquoring - (Object:

ColoringLubricate

Although each of these has a vastly diiierent purpose,

the tanner considers them as a unit because they follow one another without

interruption. requiring a total time of about 4 to 6 hours.

The retanning opera-

tion gives the tanner an opportunity to combine the desirable properties of more
than one tanning agent into his leather.

Coloring is accomplished with aniline-

type dyestuffs which combine with the skin fibers to form an insoluble compound
which becomes part of the skin itself.

Fatliquoring is a process by which the

fibers are lubricated; the fatliquor contributes greatly to tensile strength of
leather.
11.

Setting Out - (Object: Smooth and remove excess moisture.) Setting out

puts leather into the proper condition for drying.

12..

Drying - (Object: Removal of all but equilibrium moisture.)

ing can be accomplished by different methods.

Leather dry-

The method that is chosen will

have a bearing on the final characteristics of the leather.
13.

Conditioning - (Object: Introduction of controlled amounts of moisture. )

The shoe manufacturer requires varying degrees of softness or temper.

The

conditioning of leather, sometimes called wetting back is the first step in adjusting for the final temper.
14.

Staking and Dry Milling - (Object: Mechanically soften the leather.) Leather

is staked to make it pliable.

In combination with the correct fatliquoring treat-

ment' staking governs the final firmness or softness of the leather.
15.

Buffing - (Object:

Smooth the grain surface by mechanical sanding.) Some

skins have natural healed scratches or parasitic damage in the grain of the
leather.

To improve its final appearance it is frequently desirable to minimize

such a condition by lightly buffing the grain surface of the leather.

16.

Finishing - (Object: Application of film-forming materials to the grain to

provide abrasion and stain resistance. and enhance color.) The type of finishing
system that is employed is dictated by the nature of the skins and the intended end
use.

17.

Plating - (Object: Smooth the finished grain surface; also, produce varied

gr ain textures.)

Plating and embos sing oper ations are carried out in pres s es

capable of developing extremely high pressures - up to 300 tons per square
inch.
18.

Measuring - (Object: Determine the area of each side.)

By the use of

photoelectric cells and built-in computers, the square footage is measured for
each individual side.
19.

Grading - (Object: Determine the quality of the finished product.) Leather

is graded for temper, uniformity of color and thickness, and the extent of any
defects which appear in its surface.
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